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Jaitley must quit for
Mallya flight: Rahul

T
defended Union Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley against

Senior Congress leader PL Punia (R) speaks as party president Rahul Gandhi, senior leaders Ashok Gehlot and Randeep
Surjewala look on during a Press conference in New Delhi on Thursday
Alwin Singh | Pioneer

rebuttal of Mallya’s claim of the
purported meeting, Punia
spiced up the controversy by
insisting he had seen Jaitley and
Mallya talking animatedly in
the Central Hall of Parliament,
for first few minutes standing
and then continuing their discussion sitting face to face.
“On March 3, we heard
from the media that he
(Mallya) fled the country on
March 2. I have clearly stated

about this in each of my interview with the media. There are
CCTV cameras, we can all see
that for proof. If I am wrong, I
will resign from politics,” Punia
claimed.
Latching on to Punia’s
claim, Rahul challenged Jaitley
to get CCTV footage of March
1. “Mr Jaitley is lying, the
Government is lying on Rafale
and the Government is lying on
Vijay Mallya. A meeting was
held with Mr Arun Jaitley and
Vijay Mallya. The logistics of
Mr Mallya leaving the country
were discussed in that meeting,” Rahul told reporters.
“Mr Vijay Mallya was given
free passage out of the country
by the Finance Minister, who
has clearly said the criminal
told him that he is going to run
away. Well, why did you let him
run away? Why did you not

stop him? Because you were
colluding with him,” he added.
Describing it as an “open
and shut case of collusion”, he
said there was some deal
between Jaitley and Mallya
and called for the Finance
Minister’s resignation.
Asked whether the
Congress would move a privilege motion, he said the party
would do what it could.
However, Jaitley has to first
explain why he did not act
when told that Mallya was
going to “run away to London”,
Rahul said.
He also sought to know
what transpired at Jaitley’s
“extended meeting” with the
“gentleman in Parliament
House”. The Congress has also
gone on offensive against dilution of the LOC.
Continued on Page 7

Modi to enjoy
68th birthday
with children
in Varanasi
PNS n VARANASI

rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi is likely to celebrate
his 68th birthday in his parlia-

Soldiers arrive at the site of a gunfight with terrorists at Kakriyal village, in Jhajjar Kotli, 35 kilometres from Jammu, on
Thursday

AP

8 ultras killed, 12 jawans
hurt in J&K gunfights
KHURSHEED WANI/MOHIT
KHANDARI n SRINAGAR/JAMMU

ecurity forces gunned down
eight terrorists on Thursday
in three separate encounters —
two in north Kashmir and one
in Jammu region. Twelve security officials, including five
jawans of the CRPF, four State
policemen, and three Army
soldiers, received injuries during the operation.
Five terrorists, including
three infiltrators, were killed in
two separate encounters in
north Kashmir’s Keran sector
of Kupwara and Sopore, official
sources said. An overground
worker of a pan-Islamic outfit
was arrested in Ganderbal
district.
Officials said three unidentified infiltrators were killed in
a fierce gunfight after the Army
foiled a major infiltration bid
along the Line of Control in
Keran sector of Kupwara in
north Kashmir on Thursday.
In another incident, two
Pakistan’s Jaish-e-Muhammad
terrorists were killed in an
operation at Checkipora,
Sheikhpora village in Sopore

S

area of north Kashmir’s
Baramulla district.
In Kakriyal area along the
Jammu-Srinagar National
Highway, a three member
fidayeen squad, believed to be
cadre of Pakistan-based terrorist
outfit
Jaish-eMohammad, was eliminated
by the joint team of security
forces led by para-commandos
of the Indian Army, jawans of
the special operations group of
State police and the CRPF on
Thursday.
The 33-hour operation
ended in the killing of one of
the three surviving terrorists
who opened fire on security
forces when he came face to
face with them during the
combing and search operations in thickly vegetated fields
of Kakriyal.
Till the time of filing the
report, several teams of bomb
disposal squad and others were
deployed at the encounter site
to completely sanitise the area
and clear the same from
“booby traps” in the form of
planted IED’s or land mines.
The local residents, who
remained closeted inside their

homes since early morning,
also heaved a sigh of relief after
the operation was called off.
The security forces ensured
no major collateral damage to
the civilian houses and managed to contain terrorists in isolated areas. The educational
institutions remained closed in
the area to prevent any untoward incident. The traffic on
the national highway also
remained suspended while
operation was on in the area.
General
Officer
Commanding Uniform Force
Major General Arvind Bhatia
while confirming the elimination of all three terrorists in
Kakriyal area told reporters,
“These terrorists possibly infiltrated from the Samba sector
and were heading towards
Kashmir Valley to carry out
some major strike with the help
of their handlers and vast network of overground workers”.
He said since it was difficult for these terrorists to sustain them across Jammu region
in the absence of overground
workers network, they were
possibly heading towards
Kashmir Valley.
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UPA abetted King of Good Times: BJP

ongress president Rahul
Gandhi on Thursday
C
demanded resignation of

Who changed the
lookout notice for Mr
Vijay Mallya from
‘detain' to just
‘inform'? It can only
be someone who
controls the CBI
— Rahul tweeted
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CCTV footage can
prove they talked
for 15-20 mins, I’ll Goyal demands Rahul’s resignation, seeks disclosure of his family’s nexus with Mallya
now-defunct Kingfisher
quit politics if I’m PNS n NEW DELHI
Airlines was given loans
he BJP on Thursday bypassing all norms, laws and
wrong, says Punia

PNS n NEW DELHI

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley,
accusing him of “colluding
with the criminal” and allowing him to escape from the
country.
Rahul sought the FM’s resignation on the back of a claim
made by his party MP PL
Punia that he saw Jaitley and
Mallya together in the Central
Hall of Parliament on March 1,
2016, as the duo held an elaborate 15-20 minute discussion.
On Wednesday, Jaitley had
rubbished Mallya’s claim that
he met Jaitley in Parliament
where he had offered to settle
his bank dues. Jaitley said he
never gave any appointment to
Mallya, but the liquor baron
accosted him on one occasion
in Parliament and offered to
make some settlement with
the banks, which he (Jaitley)
refused to entertain. The FM
claimed there was no further
talks between them.
The Congress president
also attacked the Modi
Government on the way the
CBI lookout circular (LOC)
notice against Mallya was diluted, allowing him to leave the
country.
“Who changed the lookout
notice for Mr Vijay Mallya
from ‘detain’ to just ‘inform’? It
can only be someone who controls the CBI,” Rahul tweeted.
After Jaitley’s prompt
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mentar y constituency of
Varanasi, where he will spend
the day with schoolchildren
and watch a film based on his
life, a district official said here
on Thursday.
Modi is likely to go for a
two-day visit to Varanasi on
September 17 and 18. He will
also offer prayers at the famous
Kashi Vishwanath temple during his visit and address a
public gathering in Varanasi,
the official said.
On his 68th birthday, the
PM will watch a 32-minute film
called “Chalo Jeete Hain” with
schoolchildren and is also likely to inaugurate several development projects worth crores
of rupees.
A special cleanliness drive
will be launched and health
camps will also be organised in
the town, he said.
Continued on Page 7

allegation of “colluding” with
liquor baron Vijay Mallya and
asked Congress president
Rahul Gandhi to resign and
disclose his family’s proximity
with the absconding tycoon.
Addressing a Press conference, Union Minister Piyush
Goyal said Mallya is a criminal
and his words could not be
taken seriously.
The BJP leader, however,
did not answer whether the
Government would give CCTV
footage for forensic examination to test the claim of the
Congress that the said meeting
between Jaitley and Mallya
took place in the Central Hall
of Parliament.
Goyal claimed that due to
Rahul’s family “relations” with
Mallya, banks were pressured
by the previous United
Progressive Alliance (UPA)
Government to sanction loans
to the fugitive businessman,
violating all norms.
“Rahul Gandhi should
answer what were the relations
between his family and Mallya,”
Goyal said, adding that the

regulations. He said Rahul is an
offender and his resignation
will be forced by the people of
India. However, it was not
clear from what office Goyal
wanted Rahul to step down.
Goyal ran a small clip of
former Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh in which
the former PM is heard saying
private airlines need to be
helped to come out of the
financial mess. Goyal alleged
that the RBI was pressurised to
arrange for a company-specific loan. The Minister said the
Modi Government is in the
process of recovering the
money from Mallya and the
Congress “is creating defence
by telling lies.”
The BJP also pointed out
that Manmohan had told his
officials and gave it in writing
to help Mallya, for which the
liquor baron had thanked him
profusely. Through the day,
one after another several BJP
leaders appeared on TV channels to attack Rahul and defend
Jaitely. Law Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad insinuated that
Rahul may have played a role
in influencing Mallya to impli-

Union Minister Piyush Goyal addresses a Press conference at the Bharatiya Janata
Party headquarters in New Delhi on Thursday
PTI

cate Jaitley in his escape from
the country. Prasad said Mallya
made this claim only after
Rahul visited London recently.
The BJP also alleged that
both the Congress and the
Gandhi family were close to the
fugitive liquor baron. Party
spokesperson Sambit Patra
alleged that it appeared Rahul
owned the now defunct
Kingfisher Airline by proxy and
there are “18 pages worth of
evidence” about their links.
“Papers show that
Kingfisher Airlines was not
owned by Mallya but by the
Gandhi parivar,” Patra said at a
Press conference.

HM ultra planning attack on
Ganesh fest held in Kanpur
PNS n LUCKNOW

he Anti-Terrorists Squad
T
(ATS) on Thursday arrested
a suspected operative of Hizbul
Mujahideen from Kanpur who
was planning subversive activity
in the industrial town during
Ganesh Chaturthi festival which
began from Thursday.
The terrorist, identified as
Qamar-uz-Zama alias Dr
Hureha, 38, was arrested from
Chakeri area of Kanpur on the
inputs from National Intelligence
Agencies (NIA), disclosed
Director General of Police OP
Singh while briefing media persons about the breakthrough
here on Thursday evening.
The ATS sleuths who made
the arrest were tracking him for
the past 8-10 days and it appeared

from his mobile phone that he
was carrying out a recce.
The DGP said Qamar-uzZama, a native of Assam, had
rented the house of a local corporator posing as a student and
the ATS nabbed him at 3 am on
Thursday. He said the Hizbul
Mujahideen operative was educated and had a sound knowledge of computers but he had
failed his BA third year exam.
Singh disclosed that the ATS
sleuths had recovered several
documents and photographs of
different temples of the industrial
city where the terrorist was
expected to unleash terror activity during the 10-day-long
Ganesh Chaturthi celebrations.
Qamar-uz-Zama had
reportedly received arms training
in a camp operated by Hizbul

Mujahideen in Kishtwar district
of Jammu and Kashmir and in
Pakistan and had joined the terror outfit in April 2017 with the
help of one Osama. The terrorist outfit had named Qamar-uzZama as Dr Hureha.
According to the details
given by the DGP, the terrorist
had also stayed in the Philippines
between 2008 and 2012 and had
posted a picture of himself with
a AK-47 assault rifle on the
social media after which the
anti-terror agencies, including the
NIA, had launched a hunt for
him. Top officials of the ATS are
interrogating the arrested terrorist
and trying to trace his links with
other people in the state and also
his source of funding. The court
has remanded Qamar-uz-Zama
to police custody for seven days.

Patra read out from the
documents to point out that the
loans to the now defunct airline
were restructured twice in 2008
and 2012. “That he and his
mother Sonia Gandhi used to
get free business upgrade (in
Kingfisher flights) is something which is in the public
domain,” Patra added.
Meanwhile, BJP leader
Nirmala Sitharaman termed
as “motivated” the Congress’
demand of Jaitley’s resignation, saying it is a strategy to
deflect attention from the UPA
Government’s “cronyism and
favouritism”.
Continued on Page 7

CAPSULE
NIKAH HALALA PETITIONER
ATTACKED WITH ACID

Lucknow: Shabnam Rani, a
triple talaq victim who took the
fight against Nikah Halala to the
Supreme Court, was attacked
with acid allegedly by her
brother-in-law in Bulandshahr in
Uttar Pradesh on Thursday
morning. She was attacked when
she on way to meet the SSP to
file a case against her brother-inlaw who had assaulted her on
Wednesday.

‘MODI FIRST INDIAN PM TO
PRIORITISE HEALTHCARE’

New Delhi: Narendra Modi is the
first Prime Minister of India,
which is engulfed in a “swirling
epidemic of non-communicable
diseases”, to have prioritised
universal health coverage as part
of his political platform under the
‘Ayushman Bharat’ programme,
a noted UK-based medical
journal Lancet has said.

Justice Gogoi appointed next CJI
PTI n NEW DELHI

Ranjan Gogoi was on
J46thustice
Thursday appointed as the
Chief Justice of India,
according to the Law Ministry.
He would assume office on
October 3 after present incumbent Dipak Misra retires a day
before. Justice Gogoi will have
a tenure of a little over 13
months and would retire on
November 17, 2019.
President Ramnath Kovind
signed warrants of appointment of Justice Gogoi following which a notification
announcing his appointment
was issued. Born on November
18, 1954, Justice Gogoi was

enrolled as an advocate in
1978. He practised in the
Gauhati High Court on constitutional, taxation and company matters. He was appointed as a permanent judge of the
Gauhati High Court on
Februar y 28, 2001. On
September 9, 2010, he was
transferred to the Punjab and
Haryana High Court. He was
appointed as Chief Justice of
Punjab and Haryana High
Court on February 12, 2011
and then a judge of the
Supreme Court on April 23,
2012. Justice Misra had earlier
this month recommended
Justice Gogoi as his successor
as per established practice of

naming the senior-most judge
after the CJI for the post.
Speculation over Justice
Gogoi’s appointment as the
next CJI arose after the court’s
four most senior judges,
including Justice Gogoi, called
a press conference in January

and criticised Justice Misra on
various issues, especially the
manner of allocation of cases to
certain benches. Justices J
Chelameswar (since retired),
Madan B Lokur and Kurian
Joseph were the others who
addressed the press conference, perhaps a first in the history of the Indian judiciary.
According
to
the
Memorandum of Procedure,
which governs the appointment of members of the higher judiciary, “appointment to
the office of the Chief Justice of
India should be of the seniormost judge of the Supreme
Court considered fit to hold the
office”.

ABVP wrests president, V-P from NSUI in DUSU
Cong students’ wing wins secy post, ABVP retains jt-secy
STAFF REPORTER n NEW DELHI

he Delhi University
T
Students’ Union (DUSU)
elections witnessed a see-saw
battle between the Congress
party’s student wing NSUI and
RSS-affiliated ABVP for the
post of the president, with one
leading the other at different
stages of counting.
However, there was a big
disappointment in store for
the CYSS, the AAP’s student
wing, and AISA who had
joined hands to defeat the
ABVP and the NSUI.
Ankiv Basoya of the ABVP
bagged the post of DUSU president by defeating Sunny
Chillar of the NSUI by margin
of about 1,700 votes. Ankiv got
20,467 votes. The vice-president
post too was won by the ABVP
as Shakti Singh defeated NSUI
rival Leena by more than 8,000
votes. Shakti secured 23,046

ABVP’s victorious Ankiv Basoya, Shakti Singh and Jyoti Chaudhary show victory
signs after DUSU poll results in New Delhi on Thursday
Ranjan Dimri | Pioneer

votes and Leena 15,000 votes.
The post of secretary was
bagged by the NSUI as Akash

Chaudhary defeated his ABVP
counterpart Sudhir Dedha by
a margin of about 6,000 votes.

The joint secretary post went to
ABVP’s Jyoti Chaudhar y
(19,353 votes). He defeated his
rival Saurabh Yadav (14,381)
from the NSUI by a margin of
approximately 5,000 votes.
Last year, the NSUI had
won DUSU’s president and
vice-president posts, while the
ABVP had won secretary and
joint secretary posts.
The ABVP’s popular face
Shakti proved too formidable
for his opponents as he led by
a whopping margin against
NSUI’s Leena from the very
beginning. Political pundits
feel that Shakti — Kshatriya
from the eastern Uttar Pradesh
— was the ABVP’s game
changer.
High voltage drama went
on throughout the counting
when members of various student organisations in poll fray
engaged in scuffle over the
issue of “faulty” EVMs, which

led to a halt in counting. But
the counting resumed in the
evening. In the initial trends,
the NSUI gained an upper
hand for the president post, but
it lost in subsequent phases.
The NSUI claimed that
they were leading on the post
of president and the secretary
after the six rounds of counting when about 6 EVMs broke
down. The NSUI alleged election panel wanted to set the
faulty EVMs aside and continue the counting to which the
NSUI staunchly objected.
While the ABVP asserted
there was a certain problem
with only one EVM meant for
the post of secretary.
“We demanded that counting should not be stopped just
because of one EVM, whose
vote can be counted later on
after correction,” said Monica
Chaudhary of the ABVP.
Continued on Page 7
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High fever claims over 50 lives
in Rohilkhand in 15 days
PNS n BAREILLY/LUCKNOW

igh fever has claimed
over 50 lives in the
Rohilkhand area of the
state in the last fortnight, striking fear among residents of
Bareilly,
Budaun
and
Shahjahanpur.
Voluntary organisations
working in the region, however, put the death toll at over 150.
People from the affected
villages have started fleeing
the area as the administration
continues to grapple to bring
the situation under control.
UP’s Health Minister
Sidharth Nath Singh said the
ailment was identified as
malaria and viral fever. “We
have sent malaria identification
kits to the affected villages.
Fogging is being carried out in
villages to kill mosquitoes and
doctors have been asked to
camp in villages and treat the
patients,” he said.
In some cases, the fever

H

was due to viral infection,
which is common during monsoon. “This year the situation
has aggravated due to the heavy
rainfall the state has received.
Stagnant water is the breeding
ground for mosquitoes and
this has led to the outbreak,”
Singh said.
The minister, who visited
the affected Bareilly district,
said that there was lack of coordination among health officials and this allowed the situation to spiral out of hand.
Subsequently, district
malaria officer of Bareilly was
suspended for dereliction of
duty.
Chief medical officer of
Bareilly, Dr Vineet Shukla, said
that patients suffering from
high fever and bouts of shivering were coming to the district
hospital on a regular basis.
“We do not have enough
beds to admit them. Still we are
managing anyhow,” he said.
Dr Shukla claimed that

over 1,500 patients of all age
running high fever had been
admitted to the hospital since
August 30.
“We are getting over 100
cases every day from nearby
areas as the disease is spreading fast in the rural areas,” he
said.
Director General (Medical
and Health) Dr Padmakar
Singh said that around 50 people had died of high fever in the
Rohilkhand region in the last
15 days.
“Camps are being organised
at villages and malaria kits are
being supplied. Wherever deaths
have been reported, fogging is
being carried out,” he said.
However, non-governmental organisations working in the
region put the death toll above
150.
Mehtab Alam of Raza
Hussain Memorial Charitable
Society said that local inputs
suggested that over 150 deaths
had been reported in the last

Ganga starts receding
PNS n VARANASI/LUCKNOW

fter rising for many days,
the water level of the
A
Ganga river started receding in
the city on Thursday.
However, the flood situation in both northern and
southern parts of the city and
its adjoining rural areas
remained grim as several localities, including Maruti Nagar,
Nagwa, Tikri, Patel Nagar,
Ratnakar Vihar, Gayatri Nagar,
Chittupura, Bhagwanpur,
Konia, Nakhighat, Puranapul,
Pulkohna,
Ruppanpur,
Saraiyya, Shailputri, Madhia,
Tinpulwa, Amarpura, Sindhwa
Ghat and many others still
face flood-like situation as
water has already entered several houses.
The Ganga is still flowing
above the 70-metre mark. On
Thursday morning, the water
level was at 70.09 metre against
the warning level of 70.26 metre
and it indicated that the water
level was falling very slowly.
Due to continuous reverse
flow of Varuna river, the situation in several localities located on both sides of the river
remains grim as a good number of residents have been
forced to leave their houses and
shift to some safer places.

fortnight.
“The government is talking
only about people who died in
the district hospital. What
about those who died in private
hospitals or in villages for want
of medical help? There are
many houses where three to
four members have died within a week,” he said.
And Alam is not off the
mark. Ram Avtar of Badi Nagla
village in Bareilly lost his 19year-old daughter to high fever
on September 5. Two days
later, his son, Sonu, also died
and on Tuesday, his second
daughter Renu (17) fainted
and died in hospital.
“You can find patients in
every village. Not only that,
every household has 2-3 members suffering from mild to
high fever. They get initial
treatment from quacks but
once the condition deteriorates, they are rushed to government hospital. But by that
time, it is too late,” Alam said.

n a significant move to woo
Dalits before the 2019 Lok
Sabha polls, the Uttar Pradesh
government has decided to
revoke the National Security
Act (NSA) invoked against
three Dalits, including Bhim
Army founder Chandrashekhar alias Ravan.
According to sources, the
government has instructed
the district authorities of
Saharanpur to revoke NSA
against three Dalits, presently in jail and accused in a clash
in May 2017, immediately.
Bhim Army sources also
said that their top leader and
legal aide were contacted by
UP government on Thursday
afternoon and given the information about withdrawal of
NSA against three activist of
the Bhim Army, including its
president Ravan.
Bhim Army claims that
following the August 19
protest demanding release of
Ravan and others, they had
met top leaders of the
Bharatiya Janata Party and
UP Chief Minister and peti-

I

According to the report of
local office of Middle Ganga
Division-III of Central Water
Commission (CWC), the
Ganga river started receding
from upstream Shahjadpur to
Varanasi including Phaphamau, Allahabad, Sitamarhi and
Mirzapur but it was still steady
at downstream Ghazipur and
Ballia.
In Ballia, the situation
remained serious as the Ganga
water level was recorded at
59.05 metre on Thursday
morning. It is expected to
decline to 58.90 by Friday
morning. For more than a
week the river was flowing
above the red mark of 57.61
metres. The same was the

scene in Ghazipur where the
river was at 63.19 metres
against red mark of 63.10
metres.

LIGHT TO MODERATE
RAINFALL IN UP

Meanwhile, light to moderate rainfall was recorded at
many places in Uttar Pradesh
on Thursday.
Chief amount of rainfall
recorded in Elgin Bridge was 10
cm, followed by Ram Nagar (8
cm); Nawabganj and Billari (7
cm each); Sahaswan (6 cm);
Fatehpur , Barabanki and
Dataganj (5 cm each); Anola,
Badaun, Siroli and Gauspur (4
cm each), the Met Department
said.

hief Minister Yogi Adityanath is set to
unveil the much-awaited 107-metre
statue of Lord Ram during the festival of
Diwali at Ayodhya.
The height of the statue will be 151
metres as it will be put on a 44-metre
pedestal on the bank of Saryu and will be
part of Tourism department’s plan coined
‘Naya Ayodhya’.
An official said in Lucknow on Thursday
that the actual place where the statue would
be installed was yet to be decided but it
would not be very far away from Saryu river.
“The statue would be built at a cost of
`330 crore and would be the face of religious
tourism.
The statue would be made of bronze and
a sculptor from Noida is working on it. The
statue is almost complete and the sculptor
is giving it the final touches,” he said.
The government also plans to construct
a museum near the statue. It will have an art
gallery and an auditorium. The museum and
the art gallery will depict the life of Lord
Ram, while the auditorium will host
Ramleela by different outfits of the country.
Besides, there also is a proposal to set up a
laser show in the auditorium.

C

tioned them to withdraw the
NSA against their leaders.
According to the government, the detention of Ravan
under NSA is till November 1,
2018 and of other two
accused, S onu and Shiv
Kumar, till October 14 next.
But after the government decision, all the three would be
released soon.
Sources said the government considered the request
of R avan’s mother who
appealed for the release her
son.
After the May clash
between Dalits and Thakurs,
the Saharanpur district
authorities had invoked NSA
against six people. While
Sonu, Sudhir and Vilas were
let off on September 7 last, the
remaining three — Ravan,
Sonu and Shiv Kumar will be
freed from NSA soon.
However the decision is
seen as an attempt of the Yogi
Adityanath government to
reach out to the Dalits, particularly in western UP, before
the 2019 Lok Sabha polls after
amending the SC/ST Act to
woo them.

Twitter war erupts over cane arrears
PNS n LUCKNOW

has no moral right to speak
over cane. During his tenure
in 2015-16, cane farmers only
got `16,000 crore but in Yogi
rule this year, they have
already been paid `25,500
crore,” he tweeted.
The twitter war erupted
after Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath announced that
the total dues of cane farmers
to the tune of `10,000 crore
would be paid by October 15.
The UP government has
sanctioned about `5,500 crore
in its supplementary budget for
paying off dues of cane growers of the state.

opposition Samajwadi Party
over sugarcane arrears and
who helped the cane farmers
the most during their respective regimes.
The Twitter war was triggered by Samajwadi Party chief
Akhilesh Yadav who tweeted
twice in the last two days,
blaming the Bharatiya Janata
Party for the problems of the
cane growers and their mounting arrears.

Lawyer beaten up for
representing accused
who opposed singing
of national anthem

Cops find way to make
fast bucks from bovines

Gorakhpur (PTI): A
group of lawyers allegedly
beat up a fellow advocate in
Maharajganj on Thursday for
taking up a case involving a
madarsa even as a local bar
association expelled him and
another colleague over the
same issue. The civil court bar
association of Maharajganj
district said it had ended the
membership of the two
lawyers for lifetime for giving
legal help to those accused of
preventing children from
singing the national anthem at
the madarsa on independence
Day. The bar association has
also sent an application to the
district judge for cancellation
of the space allotted to both
the advocates.

PNS n LUCKNOW

Twitter war has erupted
between Uttar Pradesh
A
government and principal

WANTED

ences in the society.”
In the second tweet, the SP
chief attacked the government
on import of sugar from
Pakistan.
“BJP government which
protests against Pakistan from
time to time, imported sugar
from Pakistan which had hampered the income of cane
farmers of the country. The
farmers will give them a reply
in the 2019 polls,” Akhilesh
keyed in.
Suresh Rana defended the
government in his tweet and
slammed the SP chief.
“Former CM Akhilesh Yadav

On Thursday, Sugarcane
Development Minister Suresh
Rana retaliated through his
official Twitter handle, blaming
the previous SP regime for the
mess.
A day earlier, Akhilesh
had tweeted: “BJP government is facing the ire of farmers for not paying cane dues.
Statement of Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath aggravated
the problem of farmers that
sowing cane is increasing diabetes among the people. I suggest that the CM should give
such sermon to his supporters who are triggering differ-

ith several cases of lynching by cow vigilantes being reported from different parts
W
of the state, a Special Cell formed to crack down
on criminals in Auraiya tried to make fast bucks
for ‘preventing cow slaughter’.
Members of the cell reportedly extorted
money from cattle traders after threatening to
book them for smuggling animals for slaughter.
However, an act of extortion went viral on social
media, after which the Superintendent of police
of Auraiya suspended all six cops of the cell.
As per reports, a video went viral on social
media in which some cattle traders bought animals from Jalaun and were transferring them to
Auraiya when they were intercepted by the special cell members on a Tata Sumo near Devkali
police outpost of Auraiya.
The video made in the night of September
7 showed that the traders were taken to the
police outpost and asked to pay up or go to jail

Make cleanliness drive a
people’s movement: CM
PNS n LUCKNOW

PNS n LUCKNOW

Govt to revoke NSA
against Bhim Army
chief, two others
PNS n LUCKNOW

Maruti Nagar Colony near Samneghat flooded by Ganga in Varanasi on Thursday

Yogi to unveil Ram’s
statue in Ayodhya
during Diwali

hief Minister Yogi Adityanath has
appealed to the citizens to actively
C
participate in the cleanliness drive to take
off from September 15, so that it shapes
up like a people’s movement.
Speaking at a private function in
Jaunpur on Thursday, Yogi said that every
individual should take part in the campaign.
“It is the responsibility of the people
to ensure that no one throws garbage on
the road. One should help the administration in keeping one’s area clean,” the
Chief Minister said.
Yogi spoke about the menace of
encephalitis in Gorakhpur and adjoining
districts of eastern UP where children die
due to the dreaded disease. “This year the
number of patients has come down due
to enhanced cleanliness. Drinking clean
water and keeping the surrounding clean
can protect us from many hazardous diseases,” he said.
Invoking Bharatiya Janata Party ideologue Deen Dayal Upadhyay, the Chief
Minister said that Jaunpur had been the
‘karmasthali’ of the legendary leader
who had a vision of Antyodaya and wanted smile to return to the face of the man
deprived of basic facilities of life.

“Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
working on that vision to serve the last
man standing. Jan Dhan Yojana is just an
extension of this programme. Accounts
of 32 crore people were opened in this
campaign in which over `82,000 crore
was deposited,” he said.
Yogi said that the Prime Minister had
made a commitment of providing houses to all by 2022 under Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojana. He said the UP government
had built over eight lakh houses in a year.
“Besides, over 1.25 crore toilets have
been constructed in just one year while
over 52 lakh people have been given free
gas connections,” he added.
Yogi also said that a medical university named after former Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee would be opened
and all state-run medical colleges would
be brought under it.

Acid attack on triple
talaq victim; injured
PNS n LUCKNOW

incident, a
talaq victim going to
Imeetntripleaasensational
Supreme Court lawyer
to pursue her case suffered critical injuries after she was
attacked with acid by her brother-in-law and his friends in
Bulandshahr on Thursday
morning.
The victim was rushed to
district hospital where Senior
Superintendent of Police of
Bulandshahr, KB Singh, and
District Magistrate visited her
to enquire about her condition.
Both assured her of stern action
against the acid attackers.
According to the SSP, the
victim, Rani, was married to
Muzammil of Agauta area of
Bulandshahr about eight years
back. A few months after the
marriage, Muzammil left Rani
after giving her triple talaq.
Rani subsequently filed a writ
petition in the apex court with
the help of lawyer Shamina
Begum.
A few days back,
Muzammil had agreed to take
her back on the condition that
she agreed to go for halala with
his brother. This led to a heated exchange after which Rani
reported the matter to the
police.
The SSP said that on
Thursday morning, Shamina
Begum came to Bulandshahr
and asked Rani to meet her
near Deputyganj police outpost
so that a case could be lodged
in the matter.
While Rani was going
there, her husband’s brother

and his two aides intercepted
her and threw acid on her,
causing serious burns. The victim was rushed to hospital
and the police were informed.
A case has been registered
and a hunt has been launched
to arrest the absconding
accused.
Meanwhile, in Unnao, a
woman was torched alive by
her neighbour on the suspicion
that she was having a liaison
with his teenage son.
As per reports, Reeta of
Hussain Nagar area of Sadar
Kotwali suspected that her
teenage son had relations with
her neighbour Roshni. Both
Reeta and Roshni had scuffled
over the issue and had hurled
abuses at each other in the past.
The dispute took an ugly
turn on Wednesday evening,
when Reeta barged into
Roshni’s house and doused her
with kerosene and set her afire
and escaped.
The victim’s family somehow doused the fire and rushed
Roshni to district hospital from

where she was referred to the
medical college hospital in
Kanpur but she died on the way.
The Unnao police recorded her dying declaration and on
the complaint of Roshni’s family members and registered a
case against Reeta, her son
Anshu and her sister Sarita.
A hunt is on to nab the
accused who are absconding
after the incident.
Meanwhile, a 28-year-old
woman was allegedly raped
by two youths after she was
abducted from her house in
Shamli district.
The incident took place on
Wednesday in a village under
the Kairana police station.
Based on a complaint by
the woman, the youths were
arrested. She alleged that the
youths abducted her from her
house and raped her near a
tube well, he said. The perpetrators had tried to escape,
but were nabbed by her family members. They were handed over to the police after
being beaten up.

after being charged with smuggling animals for
slaughter.
Earlier the cops checked relevant papers and
after finding them correct, tried to extort
money by handing out threats. When the
traders resisted, they were assaulted and robbed
of their cash. The browbeaten traders later called
their families and after they paid `66,400 to the
cops, they were set free in the early hours of
September 8.
As the video went viral, district police chief
of Auraiya, Triveni Singh, ordered a probe by
circle officer Syodhan Singh. And when the
probe established that the video was factual,
Singh suspended SWAT team in-charge Santosh
Kumar Mishra and constables Shivram, Shiv
Singh, Deepak Kumar, Ramnath and Chandan
Singh.
A departmental enquiry was also ordered
and the cattle traders were summoned to
record their statement so that criminal proceedings could be initiated.
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Depressed, research
scholar ends life
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

own with depression, a
research scholar of
NBRI ended her life at
her house in Gomti Nagar on
Thursday morning. Police have
sent the body for autopsy and
further investigations are
underway.
As per reports, the girl,
identified as Shikha Gupta (32)
of Govind Nagar locality in
Kanpur, had completed PhD
from National Botanical
Research
Institute
in
Hazratganj and was staying in
a house (No. 3/200) in Vivek
Khand on rent. She was looking for a job and had applied
for the same at different institutes. She had also faced a job
interview at CIMAP.
On Wednesday night, her
father Krishna Gupta tried
calling her to ask about her
well-being, but she did not pick
up the calls. Apprehensive over
this, Krishna Gupta and his son
Robin Gupta reached Lucknow
and went to Shikha’s house in
Vivek Khand around 11:30 am
on Thursday. They repeatedly
knocked the doors but there
was no response from inside.
They peeped trough the window only to find her hanging
from the ceiling.
SHO, Gomti Nagar, Devi
Dayal said Shikha was found
hanging from the ceiling with
a dupatta tied around her neck.
“The police recovered a suicide
note from the room,” he said,
adding that the body was sent
for autopsy.
Investigating officer
Gyanendra Tripathi said that in
her one-line suicide note,
Shikha wrote that no one was
responsible for her death. “She
was preparing for different
exams after completing PhD,”

D

Woman thrashed by
hubby, female S-I;
abused by SHO
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Ashiyana SHO threatened to
beat her up with shoes and that
a female sub-inspector
thrashed her for vigorously
pursuing a case against the
high-handedness of her husband. As mediapersons took it
as a breaking news opportunity, police personnel at the
camp office swung into action
and arranged a meeting
between the complainant and
the SSP.
The woman, identified as
Rinki of Ashiyana, said she
was not on good terms with
her husband Raj Kumar, who
wanted to sell off her parental
land. She said that a couple of
days back, Raj Kumar thrashed
her and drove her and their
son out of the house. “I lodged
a complaint in this regard and

a police team rounded up Raj
Kumar. However, he was let off
following the intervention of
Amarnath, a local leader,” she
alleged. She said Raj Kumar
thrashed her again on
Wednesday after which she
reached the police station to
lodge another complaint.
“Sub-inspector Vandana
Pandey thrashed me, terming
me loud and vocal. I complained to Ashiyana SHO
Jitendra Singh, who abused me
and told me to get out of the
police station or he would kick
me out,” she alleged.
As she cried accusing the
SHO, the mediapersons present there started making a
video. Alarmed over this, the
PRO of SSP reached the scene
and assured the woman an
audience with the top cop. The
SSP directed the Cantonment
CO to look into the issue and
ensure that justice was meted
out to the woman.

he added. Meanwhile, a security guard who worked at a private bank ended his life in his
house in Gudamba. As per
reports, the deceased, identified
as Arun Prakash Singh (30) of
Jankipuram (sector H) committed suicide on Wednesday
night. Arun lived all alone and
his wife and son are presently
staying in their parental house
in Sant Kabir Nagar. His father
Prakash Narayan Singh had
visited the house on

Wednesday. “On Wednesday,
Arun did not have dinner as he
was upset over some family
issue and went to sleep in a
room on the top floor of the
house. When he did not wake
up till late in the morning on
Thursday, I went upstairs to
wake him up only to find him
hanging,” he said.
SHO, Gudamba, TP Singh
said Arun was found hanging
from the ceiling with a dupatta tied around his neck.

woman created sensation
at the SSP camp office on
A
Thursday by alleging that the

Lko Mahotsav to kick off on Nov 25
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

he Lucknow Mahotsav will
be held at Kanshiram
T
Smriti Upvan from November
25 to December 5. The entry
fee to the Mahotsav grounds
has been increased to Rs 20 and
the seasonal ticket fee to Rs 100.
District Magistrate Kaushal
Raj Sharma on Thursday
chaired a meeting which was
attended by senior officials
from various government
departments. He said the
Mahotsav would be inaugurated by Chief Minister Yogi

Adityanath and the closing
ceremony would be attended
by Governor Ram Naik.
The DM said that tenders
for the extravaganza would be
floated in October. The
Mahotsav would be held at a
grand scale and local talents
and artistes would be given a
chance to showcase their talents, he added. The number of
stalls will be more than that last
time.
He directed LMC officials
to look into parking, mobile
toilets and cleanliness aspects
at the Mahotsav grounds and

also build a police outpost, traffic outpost and six fire stations.
He also issued directions for
deciding the theme of the cultural affair.
Meanwhile, the DM also
held a meeting on plastic ban.
He said the campaign which
had gained momentum earlier
had lost its steam. He said it
had come to his knowledge that
polythene was being brought
from outside the state. He
pointed out that LMC had collected Rs 2.5 lakh as fine while
900 kg of polythene had been
seized.

Gang of drug peddlers,
three land in STF net
CRUDE MORPHINE
WORTH `30 LAKH
RECOVERED

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

hree drug peddlers, including the mastermind, was
arrested after a gang was busted by the Special Task Force
(STF) outside Charbagh railway
station on Thursday. The gang
leader had gone to the railway
station to receive an aide carrying drugs. The team recovered
around 300gm of crude morphine worth Rs 30 lakh and one
kg alprazolam powder, a motorcycle and Rs 14,300 in cash.
Those arrested were identified as
Mohd Usman alias Mama and
his aides Mohd Junaid and
Faqrul Hussain (all residents of
Barabanki). The trio were arrest-

T

ed on a specific tip off about
their movement with morphine.
Interrogation with the
accused persons revealed that
Usman smuggled crude morphine from Malda (West
Bengal) with the help of his carriers and prepared smack using
alprazolam, sodium and other
chemicals. The miscreants used
to produce around 15-18 kg
smack from one kg crude morphine and earn huge profits by
supplying the same to different
people. Usman supplied smack
to at least 50 people of
Ambedkarnagar, Faizabad, Basti
and Azamgarh.
It also surfaced that Usman
had bought a Rs 20-lakh farmhouse near Safdarganj town
area in Barabanki with the illgotten wealth around two years
ago. The drug peddlers used the
farmhouse, located in a deserted area, to prepare smack as its
manufacturing caused pungent
smell. The trio were sent to judicial custody after an FIR was registered against them at the police
station of Narcotics Control
Bureau. The STF is also interrogating them about other drug
peddlers who purchased smack
from them.

Teacher aspirants’
protest continues
Lucknow (PNS): Teacher
aspirants continued their
protest and took out a march
from Lohia Park to GPO. They
also protested at GPO Park and
Laxman Mela Ground on
Thursday evening. Five
candidates were detained by
police. Meanwhile, a joint front
of different associations
extending its support to the
ongoing stir and warned that a
huge demonstration would be
staged on the 111th birth
anniversary of Shaheed Bhagat
Singh.

Chinese food with extra zing on the platter!
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

obsters in hot chilli black
bean sauce, steamed ‘Bejing
L
duck’ and ‘diced potato king
pao’ — the royal flavours of
Ming dynasty that ruled China
for over 200 years form the
highlight of the Chinese food
festival which kicked off at
Vivanta by Taj on Thursday.
What adds extra zing to
food from the land of the
dragon is that the chef from
Taj’s very own ‘House of Ming’,
trained by original Chinese
chefs, has been brought down,
especially for the fest.
Chef Kamal Bahadur
Thapa has crafted a menu
which will take the city folks
levels above the ordinary vendors fare that they have been
sampling from every nook and
corner of the city in the name
of Chinese food. The chef
agree that the menu will have
some rare treats for the city
gourmets right down to the
very popular ‘dim sums’.
Thapa has weaved a combo
of royal dishes along with the
Cantonese and Sichuan cuisine
that will make it amply clear to
the one who tastes the delicacies that the Chinese cuisine is
not the irreverent heaping of

sauces and tossing a pile of
noodles with vigour but is an
art wherein everything needs to
be carefully timed in terms of
cooking. Thapa, who has
watched Chinese Chefs carefully for the manner in which they
cook and also eat their food,
says the people want to enjoy
authentic flavours of China
and hence there are no pretensions in the dishes which he has
served. The key word in the
royal flavours of the Ming was
health and the chef himself has
made it the focus in the food
that he has prepared.
“I have stuck to mostly
steaming the food for my
preparations which is essentially light and flavourful. There
are some important ingredients
which have been acquired from
China itself such as the popular black bean sauce and the red
lotus flour. The Sichuan cuisine
is closer to the Indian flavours
being spicy and the Cantonese
is more of sweet flavours,” he
said. He emphasises that the
food is extremely light and,
unlike the Chinese dragon,
does not breathe fire in the
stomach. A bite into the ‘diced
potato king pao’ gives you that
extra high of savouring the
royal Chinese and brings in

mouthful of subtle aromas
which contradicts the loudness
of the Chinese food served
everywhere.
The ‘semi-fried asparagus
mushroom water chestnuts’
also carries an ingredient much
preferred by the royalty — the
water chestnut. The dish not
only looks like a riot of colours
but brings in crunch and freshness when eaten. The choice of
soups is the first thing that
alerts you to the exotic promise
which lies ahead. Crab and
meat soup with the taste of
crabs from Kochin can be sam-

pled by those who want to be
a little adventurous in terms of
their choices.
Chef Thapa recommends
‘prawn har gao’ in the range of
‘dim sums’. “The filling is prepared with the meat of prawns
and the seasoning which is
filled in dough that is prepared
with red lotus flour, ordinary
flour and the potato starch
which makes it extra soft,” he
says. He admits that sea food
needs to be cooked properly.
For the starters, he again
recommends golden prawns
which are deep fried in a bat-

ter that contains cornflour
which gives it the extra crunchy
coating. Gourmets can also
opt for ‘lamb cumin’ or ‘crispy
spinach’ with fresh red chilli.
Chef Thapa says that the
lobster in the main course is
actually a work of art. “The
meat is separated from the
shell and cooked with rice
wine, chillies and other ingredients. The shell is deep fried
to give it a golden lustre and
both are presented on the plate
as a live lobster. Visitors can
also opt for shredded chicken
in which a block of chicken is
shredded, deep fried to retain
a soft white colour of the dish”
he points out.
The chef admits that there
are a lot of vegetarian dishes
which one can enjoy in this cuisine, including ‘crispy broccoli
in butter’, ‘chilli, oyster sauce’,
‘egg plant in Yu Xiang sauce’,
and ‘melange of mushrooms in
peppery celery sauce’.
Noodles and wok fried rice
can be tried in garlic, ginger, sea
food, chicken and lamb
flavours. To top it all is ‘darsaan’,
a popular Chinese dish which
is reminiscent of the very
Indian ‘shakhein’ in sweet
flavours and peppered with
sesame seeds.
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‘Dynamism in higher edu a
must for academic leader’
Luck now
(PNS):
Dynamism in higher education
is a must for an academic

U.P. Rajya Vidyut
Utpadan Nigam Ltd,
Obra Tharmal Power
Station, OBRASonebhadra, -231219 SHORT
TERM E-TENDER NOTICE
NAME
OF
WORK
:
Replacement and installation of
both sides hoisting wire rope for
old S/R of CHP, BTPS, Obra
TENDER NO. : ST- 17 /SEII/BTPS/FHMD-II/2018-19 ESTIMATED COST OF WORK : Rs.
93,308.00 (Rs. Ninety Three
Thousand Three Hundred Eight)
Only PUBLlSHED DATE AND
TIME : 29.08.2018 from 10:00
AM LAST DATE AND TIME
FOR SUBMISSION OF E- BIDS
(TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL) AT E- PROCUREMENT
WEBSITE : http:/etender.
up.nic.in : 14.09.2018 up to
18:00 hrs. LAST DATE AND
TIME FOR SUBMISSION OF
TENDER FEE AND EMD :
15.09.2018 up to 17:00 hrs.
DATE AND TIME OF OPENING
OF E-BIDS : 17.09.2018 up to
16:00 hrs. PLACE OF OPENING OF E-BIDS : Office of
Superintending Engineer-II,
'B'TPS, Obra, Sonebhadra
ADDRESS FOR COMMUNICATION : Superintending
Engineer-II, 'B'TPS, Obra,
Sonebhadra, U.P.-231219 mob.
9415900211 E-MAIL ADDRESS
:
sameerbhatnagar16@
gmail.com BID DOCUMENT
COST : Rs. 295.00 =(250+45)
(WITH GST 18%) EARNEST
MONEY : Rs. 2,000.00 (Rs. Two
Thousand) Only Note: - Tender
specification is available on etender website https://etender.
up.nic.in Tenders will be accepted online only. SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER-II
E-TENDER NOTICE NAME OF
WORK : The work of annual
breakdown maintenance of
New/Old Stacker/Reclaimer of
CHP, BTPS, Obra. TENDER
NO. : T- 18 /SE-II/BTPS/FHMDII/2018-19 ESTIMATED COST
OF WORK : Rs. 6,13,622.00
(Rs. Six Lacs Thirteen Thousand
Six Hundred Twenty Two) Only
PUBLlSHED DATE AND TIME
: 30.08.2018 from 10:00 AM
LAST DATE AND TIME FOR
SUBMISSION OF E- BIDS
(TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL) AT E- PROCUREMENT
WEBSITE : http:/etender.up.
nic.in: 26.09.2018 up to 18:00
hrs. LAST DATE AND TIME
FOR SUBMISSION OF TENDER FEE AND EMD :
27.09.2018 up to 17:00 hrs.
DATE AND TIME OF OPENING
OF E-BIDS : 28.09.2018 up to
16:00 hrs. PLACE OF OPENING OF E-BIDS : Office of
Superintending Engineer-II,
'B'TPS, Obra, Sonebhadra
ADDRESS FOR COMMUNICATION : Superintending
Engineer-II, 'B'TPS, Obra,
Sonebhadra, U.P.-231219 EMAIL ADDRESS : sameerbhatnagar16@ gmail.com BID DOCUMENT COST : Rs. 590.00
(WITH GST)
EARNEST
MONEY : Rs. 13,000.00 (Rs.
Thirteen Thousand) Only Note:
- Tender specification is available on e-tender website
https://etender. up.nic.in
Tenders will be accepted online
only. SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER-II
SHORT TERM E-TENDER
NOTICE NAME OF WORK :
The work of mechanical break
down preventive maintenance of
Conveyor System of CHP,
BTPS, Obra. TENDER NO. : T19 /SE-II/BTPS/FHMD-II/201819 ESTIMATED COST OF
WORK : Rs. 10,74,796.00
(Rs. Ten Lacs Seventy Four
Thousand Seven Hundred
Ninety Six) Only PERIOD OF
COMPLETION WORK : Six
Months PUBLlSHED DATE
AND TIME : 01.09.2018 from
09:00 AM LAST DATE AND
TIME FOR SUBMISSION OF EBIDS (TECHNICAL AND
FINANCIAL) AT E- PROCUREMENT
WEBSITE
:
h t t p : / e t e n d e r. u p . n i c . i n :
14.09.2018 up to 18:00 hrs.
LAST DATE AND TIME FOR
SUBMISSION OF TENDER

FEE AND EMD : 15.09.2018 up
to 12:00 hrs. DATE AND TIME
OF OPENING OF E-BIDS :
15.09.2018 up to 16:00 hrs.
PLACE OF OPENING OF EBIDS : Office of Superintending
Engineer-II, 'B'TPS, Obra,
Sonebhadra ADDRESS FOR
COMMUNICATION
:
Superintending Engineer-II,
'B'TPS, Obra, Sonebhadra, U.P.231219 E-MAIL ADDRESS :
sameerbhatnagar16@gmail.co
m BID DOCUMENT COST : Rs.
1,180.00=(1,000.00+180.00)
(WITH GST)
EARNEST
MONEY : Rs. 22,000.00 (Rs.
Twenty Two Thousand) Only
Note: - Tender specification is
available on e-tender website
ht t ps : / / e t e n d e r.up.nic.in
Tenders will be accepted online
only. SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER-II
Notice Inviting e-Bid Short
term E-Tender No. T-09 /O&MCIII/EMD-IIl/ 'B'TPS/2018-2019
Online e-Bids are invited for the
work of "Complete replacement
of rotor bar with new set of bars,
re-caging, checking runout /
ovality, dynamic balancing and
re-metalling of rotor of B.F.P.
Motor" E-tender has been
uploaded on 01/09/2018 at
09:00 Hrs on UP Govt. e-tender
portal http://etender.up.nic.in.
Technical Bid (Part-l) will be
opened on 15/09/2018 at 16:00
Hrs. Estimated Cost of work will
be approximately Rs. 7.12 Lacks
only. The E.M.D and Tender cost
for e- bid submission is Rs.
14,500.00 and Rs. 590.00
respectively. Total Quantity of
work, tender specification and
other terms & condition is as per
tender document available on
the e-tender portal. It may
please be noted that this is
online bid and shall be accepted online only on website
h t t p : / / e t e n d e r. u p . n i c . i n .
Information related to extension
in due dates and corrigendum if
any shall be uploaded only on
the above website. Bidders are
advised to visit the website on
regular basis in order to keep
themselves update. The last
date of e-bid submission is
13/09/2018 up to 18:00 hrs.
SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER O&MC-III
Notice Inviting e-Bid Short
term E-Tender No. T-10 /O&MCIII/EMD-lII/ 'B'TPS/2018-2019
Online e-Bids are invited for the
work of "Complete rewinding of
Lighting Transformers (415V/
433V) of 5X200MW units
'B'TPS, Obra" E-tender has
been uploaded on 01/09/2018 at
09:00 Hrs on UP Govt. e-tender
portal http://etender.up.nic.in.
Technical Bid (Part-I) will be
opened on 15/09/2018 at 16:00
Hrs. Estimated Cost of work will
be approximately Rs. 2.17 Lacks
only. The E.M.D and Tender cost
for e-bid submission is Rs.
4,500.00 and Rs. 295.00
respectively. Total Quantity of
work, tender specification and
other terms & condition is as per
tender document available on
the e-tender portal. It may
please be noted that this is
online bid and shall be accepted online only on website
h t t p : / / e t e n d e r. u p . n i c . i n .
Information related to extension
in due dates and corrigendum if
any shall be uploaded only on
the above website. Bidders are
advised to visit the website on
regular basis in order to keep
themselves update. The last
date of e-bid submission is
13/09/2018 up to 18:00 hrs.
SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER O&MC-III
Notice Inviting e-Bid
Tender No. T-01/EMD-IV/SEIV/SY/BTPS/18-19 Online eBids are invited for the work of
Complete dismantling of
220KV ABCB Russian breaker at 220KV switchyard, BTPS,
Obra. E-tender has been
uploaded on 29.08.2018 at
15:03PM. on UP Govt. e-tender
portal http://etender.up.nic.in.
Last date of e-bid submission is
up to 03.10.18 (18:00 PM.) on
e-tender portal. Technical Bid
(Part-I) will be opened on

leader and for moulding a
young mind. If students
are the bright future, teachers are the sparkling present.
These views were
expressed at the Integral
University’s ‘Academic
Leadership’ programme
which concluded on
Thursday. Director of HR
Development Centre, IU,
Syed Aqeel Ahmad laid
emphasis on the essence of
equipping the educators
with the latest pedagogies,
technologies and social
behaviour tactics. Various
topics like ‘Role of green
campus universities’, ‘Art
of science and motivation
and emotional intelligence
for academic administrators’, understanding UGC
regulations etc were discussed on the occasion.

05/10/2018 at 11:00 PM.
Estimated Cost of work will be
approximately Rs.2.33 lacs only.
The E.M.D and Tender cost for
e-bid submission is Rs.5, 000.00
and Rs.500+GST respectively.
Total Quantity of work, tender
specification and other terms &
condition is as per tender document available on the e-tender
portal. It may please be noted
that this is online bid and shall
be accepted online only on
website http://etender.up.nic.in.
Information related to extension
in due dates and corrigendum if
any shall be uploaded only on
the above website. Bidders are
advised to visit the website on
regular basis in order to keep
themselves update. (SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER-IV)
Notice Inviting e-Bid Tender
No. T-02/EMD-IV/SE-IV/LS/
BTPS/18-19 Online e-Bids are
invited for the work of Annual
Running Maintenance of lighting System and welding supply of ATPS, Obra area. E-tender has been uploaded on
30.08.2018 at 14:21 PM. on UP
Govt.
e-tender
portal
http://etender.up.nic.in. Last date
of e-bid submission is up to
03.10.18 (18:00 PM.) on e-tender portal. Technical Bid (PartI) will be opened on 05/10/2018
at 11 :00 PM. Estimated Cost of
work will be approximately
Rs.2.33 lacs only. The E.M.D
and Tender cost for e-bid submission is Rs.5,000..00 and
Rs.500+GST respectively. Total
Quantity of work, tender specification and other terms & condition is as per tender document
available on the e-tender portal.
It may please be noted that this
is online bid and shall be accepted online only on website
h t t p : / / e t e n d e r. u p . n i c . i n .
Information related to extension
in due dates and corrigendum if
any shall be uploaded only on
the above website. Bidders are
advised to visit the website on
regular basis in order to keep
themselves update. (SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER-IV)
Notice Inviting e-Bid Tender
No. T-26/O and MMC-V/AHDII(06)/BTPS/2018-19 Online eBids are invited for the work of
Round the clock operation &
annual maintenance work of
effluent treatment plant of Obra
Thermal Power Station. The
following detail given as S.N. 1.
Description E-tender has been
uploaded on UP Govt. e-tender
portal http://etender.up.nic.in
Date 01/09/2018 Time 09:00 Hr.
S.N. 2. Description Last Date
and Time For Submission Of eBids (Technical and Financial)at
e-procurement website: Date
29/09/2018 Time 18:00 Hr. S.N.
3. Description Last Date and
Time For Submission Of
Hardcopy of: Requisite
Documents in the Office of
Undersigned Date 01/10/2018
Time
17:00
Hr.
S.N.
4.Description Date And Time Of
Opening Of e-Bids Date Part-I:03/10/2018 Time 16:00 Hr.Date
Part-II:- To be announced later
S.N. 5.Description Estimated
Cost of work will be approximately Rs.8.50 (Rs. Eight Lac
Fifty Thousand only) S.N.
6.Description Earnest Money
Rs. 17000.00(Rs.Seventeen
Thousand only) S.N. 7.
Description Bid Document Cost
(Tender Cost) Rs.590.00 (Rs.
Five Hundred Ninety only including GST) Total Quantity of work,
tender specification and other
terms & condition is as per tender document available on the
e-tender portal. It may please be
noted that this is online bid and
shall be accepted online only on
website http://etender.up.nic.in.
Information related to extension
in due dates and corrigendum if
any shall be uploaded only on
the above website. Bidders are
advised to visit the website on
regular basis in order to keep
themselves update. SUPERINTENDING
ENGINEERO&MMC-V No. 220 Date
07.09.2018 SAVE ELECTRICITY IN THE INTREST OF
NATION.

Ganesha dons chikankari clothes, pagdi
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

he Ganesha in the ‘Peeli
Kothi pandal’ which has
T
been set up by the Shri Siddhi
Vinayak Seva Samiti on Sitapur
Road has been dressed in
chikankari clothes and a pagdi.
The idol was made by Mohita
Kishore Shukla who passed
out from the Lucknow
University Art College in the
year 2009.
Mohita believes that it is
necessary to highlight handicrafts and traditional arts at
such ceremonies so that they
get a boost. “ I have made the
Ganesha idol and dressed him
in yellow and orange
chikankari garments. We also
have given him the headgear of
a ‘pagdi’ because we consider
him as the head of the family,”
she said. She said that a mix of
culture was always necessary in
any form of art.

The other interesting part
of this pandal is that the idol
of Lord Ganesha there is 17 to
18 foot tall.
Mohita’s brother, Manuj

Shukla, said that this Ganesh
Mahotsav was celebrated and
organised primarily by his family. “When my sister was a student I would always pass the

Primary school teacher
killed in mishap, sis hurt
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

n a tragic incident, a teacher
of a primary school was
Ikilled
while her sister, also a
primary school teacher, suffered injuries when a speeding
bus knocked their scooty in
Nagram on Thursday morning.
Locals flayed the police
for failing to help the victims
reach hospital and said that the
life of woman could have been
saved if timely treatment was
provided to her.
As per reports, Sadhna
(27), along with her elder sister Sandhya, left for their
respective schools on a scooty
early Thursday morning.
Sadhna was a teacher at a
school in Bhawaniganj locality of Rae Bareli while Sandhya
(33) teaches at a school in Loni
Katra area of Barabanki.
Sadhna was selected for the job
two years back while Sandhya
got the job this year.
Around 7 am, as the sister
duo reached Hardoiya police
outpost, they were knocked
down by a speeding bus. The
impact was so intense that
Sadhna had her head smashed.
She died on the spot. Sandya
also suffered critical injuries.
With it being early morning, there were no cops on the
spot and it was left to the locals
and commuters to rescue the
victims. They rushed them to

a nearby hospital where Sadhna
was declared “brought dead”.
The driver fled the scene,
abandoning the bus, which
was later impounded by the
police. A case was registered
and a manhunt was launched
to track down the errant driver.
SHO, Nagram, Sujeet
Upadhyay said that Sadhna
was driving the scooty when
the accident occurred. “Sadhna
used to drop her elder sister to
her school in Barabanki before
going to her school in Rae
Bareli,” he said.
Villagers alleged no cops
were present at the police outpost where the mishap
occurred. “Buses and commercial vehicles whiz past the
road and the stretch is amongst
one of the most accident-prone
zones. Police have been asked
to put barriers on the road to
prevent overspeeding by heavy
vehicles, but nothing of this
sort has been done,” they pointed out. However, the SHO
claimed that the police
responded immediately after
being informed about the
mishap.

GROUP CLASH

Two groups of students
clashed in Alambagh to prove
their supremacy on Thursday
afternoon. A class X student,
Danish of Barha Colony, suffered critical injuries while

RERA to audit websites
of private builders
Lucknow (PNS): The Real
Estate Regulatory Authority
(RERA) will audit the websites
of the accredited private developers in order to prevent them
from providing wrong information to the buyers and also
from grabbing public land so
that stringent action could be
initiated against them.
On the other hand, the
RERA will monitor the websites of the property dealers
who are selling agricultural
land at throw away prices by
giving the buyers false information that it was being sold
after being approved by it.
It is said the RERA is a
body which has been empowered to take stringent action
against the developers and
property dealers for their
unscrupulous practices and
the development authorities
and other government agencies
for their wrongdoings. This initiative to involve RERA administration in checking the land
rackets was taken on the
request of the Lucknow
Development Authority (LDA)
administration to check the
mushroom growth of illegal
residential colonies which were
coming up on the agricultural
lands and its main aim was to
protect them.
LDA Vice-Chairman PN
Singh said that the administration was concerned over the
grabbing of agricultural lands
on a mass scale and also over

the fact that there was no one
to check and penalise them for
their misdoings. He said that
this was the reason why RERA
was involved in this mission.
Ashish Singh, a small entrepreneur, said that a person who
was known to him told him to
buy the land near the NigohaNagram Crossing on the Rae
Bareli Road which was meant
for residential purpose at the
rate of Rs 200 per square feet
and also assured him that the
proposed project had been
approved by RERA. Trusting
his words, Singh agreed to the
proposal and invested the
money on the housing project.
Later he found to his utter dismay that it was a fraudulent
deal. In this connection he
lodged a complaint against the
property dealer with the LDA
Vice-Chairman.
Interestingly the RERA has
no power to approve the blueprints either of the individual
houses or commercial projects
and it does not have the authority to approve any scheme concerning real estate. The Officer
on Special Duty (OSD), RK
Shukla, said that a committee
would be set up which would
include a representative of the
LDA Vice-Chairman and
another of the UP Housing
Development Board and added
that it would be constituted by
next week and the proceedings
to audit the websites were likely to begin from October 1.

several others were also hurt in
the brawl. Reports said that
Danish, along with his friend
Raj, was stopped by the rival
group. Later, both the groups
clashed near Barha railway
colony gate. Seeing police
converge on the scene, they
disappeared. Police said
investigations
were
underway.

THEFT

Two miscreants stole Rs
20,000 in cash from a man who,
along with his son, was going
to consult a doctor at KGMU,
in Alambagh police station
area on Thursday. As per
reports, the man, identified as
Jawahar Singh of Kanpur,
works with a private construction company. His son Pradeep
Kumar suffered injuries in the
recent past and he was under
treatment at KGMU. On
Thursday, both reached the
city to see the doctor and
boarded a tempo at Barabirwa
Crossing. Jawahar said two
unidentified youths boarded
the same tempo when it
stopped on the way and suddenly jumped off at Mawaiya
Metro station. “As I grew suspicious, I checked my belongings and came to know that
they had stolen Rs 20,000 from
my pocket,” he told the police.
A case was registered in this
connection.

Ganesh Chaturthi celebrations
at Aminabad and since then
she had been keen that the
Ganesha festivals should be
organised at their residence.
Our pandal which is spread
over an area of 6000 to 7000
square feet has a waterproof
pandal. This is our eleventh celebration of the Ganesh
Chaturthi festival and now in
the eleventh year we have over
500 people visiting us daily.” he
said. He further said that there
were stalls where they were
holding a quiz on Ganesha so
that the young children could
know more about their culture
and traditions.
Manuj said that the puja
which they hold also different
from the other pujas because
everything was done in an
extremely ritualistic manner.
“We place ‘vedis’ near the idols
the way it is done in the detailing of the puja. In the main vedi

we put two coconuts which
symbolise the two mothers of
Lord Ganesha which include
Goddess Parvati and Maa
Ganga,” he said.
Moreover, he said, that the
people from the neighbouring
areas come and place their
idols in the pandal so that all
the puja rituals could be performed on them too.
Meanwhile the Ganesh
Chaturthi celebrations saw several city residents carry out
pujas at their own residences
wherein they performed the
‘murti sthapana’ in the small
temples which they had in
their own residences. Lord
Ganesha idols were selling
briskly in the market places
embossed in sparkling
coloured stones. “This is just
the right time for selling the
idols because the festival of
Deepawali was arriving shortly,” said a vendor.

Man wanted in `22L
fraud case arrested
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

he cyber cell of Lucknow
police on Thursday
T
nabbed a man who was wanted in a case of fraud involving
Rs 22 lakh by luring a realtor
into invest in mobile phone
business. Absconding for a
year, he was nabbed from
Jaipur where he was working
as a sales promoter in a company and living with a fake
identity.
The accused, identified
as Sonu Yadav of Bihar, was
named in a case at Vibhuti
Khand police station in March
last year after a real estate
businessman, Siddhant Jaiswal
of Basti, lodged a case against
him. Sonu had met Siddhant
through a common friend in
2017. At that time, Sonu had
said that he had a love marriage with a Bangladeshi girl
and some persons were trailing him. He had claimed that
he worked with a company
dealing in mobile phones and
sought help from Siddhant in
getting an accommodation in
Gomti Nagar. He had later
given him an investment offer
to which Siddhant agreed.
However, Sonu duped
Siddhant of Rs 22 lakh and did
a moonlight flit. After failing
to trace him, Siddhant lodged
a case on March 8, 2017.
CO, Hazratganj, and
nodal officer of cyber cell AK
Mishra said they got a clue

about Sonu and they raided
the place in Jaipur and nabbed
him.

BKT RESIDENTS BLOCK
ROAD IN PROTEST

Residents of Bakshi-KaTalab Police created a ruckus
and blocked the LucknowSitapur road for traffic movement on Thursday morning,
forcing police to expedite the
search of a youth who fell into
the river during idol immersion. The protest ended after
the divers fished out the body.
Subhash and his friends fell
into the river after their boat
capsized during idol immersion on Wednesday. While his
friends swam to safety, Subhash
drowned. However, the divers
failed to trace him and this
made the victim’s kin and villagers see red. On Thursday
morning, when the police did
not resume the search operation, the residents blocked road
flaying the cops for their apathy. A police spokesman said
divers fished out the body
from the river and from near
Ma Chandrika Devi temple.
“The body was sent for autopsy and will be handed over to
the family soon,” he added.
Meanwhile, a mentallyderanged youth, identified as
Virendra Yadav (22) of
Dawood Nagar (near Ansal
City), drowned in a water body
under police station on
Thursday.

Osho’s books in great demand
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

sho’s books are a big draw
O
at the National Book Fair
which is going on at the
Ravindralaya here. The stall
incharge, Durgesh, said that the
books written by Osho were
popular with all age groups for
the fact that he had covered all
kinds of topics.
He said that the aim of the
‘Osho Darshan’ Publications
from Delhi which had set up its
stall, was to spread the word of
Osho as a mission apart from
earning a living. “Osho has
written over 600 books and it
will take a life time for a person to read all of them. The
books are picked up as per the
inclination of the individual,”
he said. He further said that the
interesting part was that Osho’s
books could be read throughout one’s life because of the
interesting perspective which
they offered at different stages

of it. “Each time one will experience a different meaning and
new outlook in terms of the
maturity that one has gained
over the years,” he said.
Pointing out the popular
books, he said that his eight
books written on the eighteen
chapters of Bhagwad Gita and
his several volumes on ‘Ashta
chakra’ were a great draw. “His
books on Dhyaan Yoga and stories on Kabir are also popular.

The magazines which are taken
out monthly are also picked up
by the readers,” he said.
Durgesh said that his writings
were continuing for the fact
that Osho had been far ahead
of his times. “He wrote things
which are relevant even today
and hence he is read,” he added.
The Book Fair is coming to a
close on September 14 and it is
expected that the crowds will
be huge on the last day.

VANS FLAGGED OFF

Chief general manager of State
Bank of India (Lucknow Circle)
Saloni Narayan flagged off six vans
for publicity of loan settlement
scheme at the local head office.
General managers Rashmi Prasad,
Shrikant and Satish Patwardhan
were also present on the occasion.
Lucknow Circle consists of six
zonal offices; one each at
Lucknow, Bareilly, Allahabad,
Kanpur, Gorakhpur and Varanasi.
One van will visit each zonal office
for the purpose

SCHOOLSCAN
KIDS BONANZA

The 12th inter-school ‘Kids Bonanza’, organised by City
Montessori School, Station Road, began at Kanpur Road auditorium on Thursday. CMS students presented scintillating educational-cultural items at the inaugural ceremony. The function
began with the school prayer, all-religion and world peace prayers,
followed by a fusion dance, action songs, fairy tale, qawwali etc.
Students’ grandparents, who were invited to the function, were
all praises for the kids. CMS founder Jagdish Gandhi said such
competitive events were important for all-round growth of children. “This new generation will decide the future of mankind and
it is the time when values should be instilled in children,” he added.
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Govt mulls proposal Sitharaman: HAL’s incapability behind UPA Rafale deal failure
for Int’l convention
Explain how jets requirement
T
on cyber crime
reduced to 36 from 126: Cong
PTI n NEW DELHI

RAKESH K SINGH n NEW DELHI

ndia is mulling a proposal for
the creation of an
International Convention for
Cyber Crimes Cooperation
which can help in simplifying
procedures for Letters Rogatory
(judicial requests) and act as an
informal mechanism for sharing information relating to
pending investigation.
The proposal is being jointly considered by the Union
Home Ministry, National
Security Council Secretariat
(NSCS) and the Intelligence
Bureau amid inordinate delays
in prosecution of cases, especially related to cyber crimes
and financial frauds, as the
servers used for communication and for commission of
crimes are often located in
foreign shores.
Letters Rogatory is a formal
request sent by a court of law
to the counterpart of foreign
country to seek details of an
accused entity or individual or
evidence relating to an ongoing
case.
The Government is also
planning to improve multijurisdictional coordination by
appointing nodal officers at
various levels and online platforms for cooperation.
A collaboration mechanism with stakeholders for
facilitating exchange of information on threats, trends, sharing expertise and internation-

I

al cooperation is also being
worked out for real-time inputs
on the goings on inside the
dark net.
The Centre is further planning harmonisation of laws,
procedures and data retention
periods and address issues
relating to admissibility of evidence collected under MLAT
through formulation of laws.
To boost the cyber infrastructure, development of physical
infrastructure and specialised
cyber forensic laboratories and
dedicated cyber research units
are being planned by the
Centre.
A cyber awareness campaign for improving digital literacy of citizens is also being
considered by the Government.
The Centre will consult various
stakeholders including law
enforcement agencies relating
to cyber crimes and the State
Governments. The Centre will
also seek to create a National
Cyber Crime Investigating
Agency for investigation of all
important cyber crime cases
having inter-State and international ramifications. In
addition to this, the
Government is considering a
proposal to create Cyber
Fusion Centres, a collaboration
centre for various agencies,
academia and private sector
agencies besides investigating
agencies at the national and
State level for developing
authoritative intelligence.

he negotiations for procurement of 126 Rafale jets
under the UPA Government
fell through as State-run HAL
did not have the required capability to produce the jets in
India in collaboration with
French company Dassault
Aviation, Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman said
Thursday.
Sitharaman also said that
an unprecedented intervention in 2013 by then Defence
Minister A K Antony when the
cost negotiation committee
was giving final touches to the
deal put the final nail in the coffin.
After rounds of negotiations with Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd (HAL),
Dassault Aviation felt that the
cost of the Rafale jets will
escalate significantly if they
were to be produced in India,
she said during an interaction
with PTI editors and reporters
at the agency's headquarters
here.
"Dassault could not
progress in the negotiations
with HAL because if the aircraft
were to be produced in India,
a guarantee for the product to
be produced was to be given. It
is a big ticket item and the IAF
would want the guarantee for
the jets. HAL was in no position to give the guarantee," she
said.
Sitharaman said the
weapon systems, avionics and
other key add-ons to the Rafale
aircraft, expected to be delivered beginning September
2019, will be "much superior"
than that negotiated by the

PNS n NEW DELHI

ntensif ying its attack on the Modi
Government over the Rafale deal, the
ICongress
on Thursday accused Defence
UPA, and her Government is
getting the planes for 9 per cent
cheaper than what was earlier
agreed upon.
The previous UPA
Government started negotiating in 2012 with French
Dassault Aviation to buy 126
Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft (MMRCA).
The plan was for Dassault
Aviation to supply 18 Rafale jets
in fly-away condition while
108 aircraft were to be manufactured in India by the company along with HAL. However
the deal could not be sealed.
The Congress has demanded answers from the
Government on why HAL was
not involved in the new deal.
Sitharaman said the UPA
deal collapsed as HAL did not
have the capability to produce
108 aircraft in India.
"Even during negotiation
with HAL, Dassault felt that the
cost with which the HAL will
produce will be far higher than
the aircraft produced in France.
That was the reality," she said.
The Defence Minister said
the then Government could
have come for ward and
pumped in resources into HAL,

but they did not.
She said she has no intention of undermining HAL, but
"why could not the then
Defence Minister say that we
will pump in all the required
resources into the HAL. He
could have done it. That was
not done," Sitharaman said,
adding that the current
Government was initiating
steps to strengthen the Staterun aerospace company.
In 2016, the Modi
Government signed a
Government-to-Government
deal with France for purchase
of 36 Rafale jets at a cost of
`58,000 crore. The Congress
has been alleging irregularities
in the deal.
Rebutting charges of corruption in the deal, the Defence
Minister also asserted that people of the country have put a
closure on the issue as they
have trust in Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
"There is a trust in the
Prime Minister. He is not going
to be corrupt. So with all this,
I think mentally, people of
India have reached a closure on
it, saying there is no corruption
here," she said.

Minister Nirmala Sitharaman of "lying" again"
about the number of the France-built jets and
demanded her and Prime Minister Narendra
Modi to submit to a Joint Parliamentary
Committee (JPC) probe.
"Defence Minister is caught lying again on
the number of fighter aircraft required by
Indian Air Force (IAF)," Congress spokesperson Randeep Singh Surjewala told the media.
"Her claim that IAF does not have the infrastructure like parking place, maintenance
facility to fly 126 fighter aircraft is preposterous and goes against the grain of national security requirements," he said.
He said Modi's decision to "arbitrarily"
reduce requirement of 126 fighter aircraft to
36 was "unexplainable".
His remarks were in reference to
Sitharaman's interview to a national daily
wherein she has said that the "Government
chose to procure only 36 Rafale fighter aircraft
from France in 2015, instead of the 126 being
negotiated by the previous Government, as
infrastructure and other technical requirements of the IAF do not allow greater induction".
Dismissing Sitharaman's argument as
"obnoxious" the Congress leader asked: "Can
the government and IAF not create parking
space/maintenance facility in 6-8 years period during which the aircraft will be delivered?
"Can creation of parking space/maintenance facility be a ground for compromising
air superiority and national security?"
Surjewala also held Sitharaman "guilty" of
not disclosing the fact that mandatory 'Fast
Track Procedure' for affecting 'emergency pur-

DEFENCE MINISTER IS
CAUGHT LYING AGAIN ON
THE NUMBER OF FIGHTER
AIRCRAFT REQUIRED BY
INDIAN AIR FORCE
—Randeep Singh Surjewala
chase' was never followed by Modi at the time
of announcement of purchase of 36 Rafale on
10th April, 2015".
"She has also failed to point out that no
such 'emergency purchase' was approved
either by the then Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar or Cabinet Committee on Security.
How does she now explain the fact that despite
the 'emergency purchase' in April 2015, aircraft
will not be delivered up to the year 2022 and
that also without 'India specific enhancements'," said the Congress leader.

Centre denies hand Mera Booth, Sabse Mazboot: NCDRC directs post office
in cancellation of
PM’s new mantra for LS polls to pay `24L to 2 brothers
who lost documents
Didi’s Chicago visit
PNS n NEW DELHI

IANS/PNS n NEW DELHI

he Centre on Thursday said
it did not deny permission
to West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee to visit
Chicago on the 125th anniversary of Swami Vivekananda's
historic speech.
"We did not receive any
request for clarification regarding the visit of Mamata
Banerjee to Chicago for any
event. Reports about the denial
of permission are, therefore, not
true," External Affairs Ministry
Spokesman Raveesh Kumar
said in response to media
queries.
Banerjee had on Tuesday
alleged that "evil forces" threatened the Ramakrishna Mission,
forcing it to cancel her trip to
Chicago.
"I think some evil forces
had hatched a conspiracy. They
did not want Ramakrishna
Mission to organise the programme there. They also didn't want us, people of Bengal, to
attend it. It pained me and saddened me a lot," Banerjee said
while speaking at the
Ramakrishna Mission's global

T

headquarters Belur Math in
Howrah district.
The Ramakrishna Mission
had invited Banerjee to be the
chief guest at the event which
was to be held on August 26 at
the Art Institute of Chicago.
Banerjee had to call off her
scheduled trip after the organisers wrote to her that the event
had been cancelled due to
"unforeseen difficulties" and
"demise of a monk".
Refuting the claim made by
MEA, TMC spokesperson
Derek O'Brien accused the
BJP/RSS of pressurizing the
Ramakrishna Mission to call off
the programme.
"It is common knowledge
that the BJP-RSS wanted only
one major programme to be
held in Chicago and that would
be under the banner of the
Global Hindu Congress ( World
Hindu Foundation ) and this
programme would be attended
by Mohan Bhagwat. To ensure
this happened, intense pressure
was mounted on Vivekananda
Vedanta Mission in Chicago to
cancel the programme for
which Mamata Banerjee had
confirmed," O'Brien ssaid.

rime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday exhortP
ed party workers to follow the

mantra of 'Mera Booth Sabse
Mazboot' to ensure victory in
the next general elections.
Addressing party workers
of five Lok Sabha constituencies
via the NaMo app, Modi said
the BJP's biggest strength is its
workers. Their hard work has
ensured the party's historic
success and progress in a short
span of four years, he maintained adding the party's success was due to its workers and
their grip over their respective
polling booths.
Modi also asserted that
the wind is blowing in the BJP's
favour and Opposition parties
are clutching at each to withstand its force.
"Mera Booth Sabse
Mazboot (my polling booth, the
strongest)...This is the only
mantra and this is our strength,"
he said in the video interaction.
Replying to a question on
Opposition parties stitching
an alliance for the 2019 polls,
Modi assured the party workers that the BJP will win again.
"... The wind is blowing in
favour of BJP, even stronger
than 2014. That's why

PTI n NEW DELHI

he apex consumer commission has directed the
T
Indian postal service to pay

Opposition parties are clutching each other's hands to save
themselves from being blown
away," he said.
The Prime Minister also
urged party workers to continuously interact with voters of
their respective constituencies
and ensure that at least 20 families and youth are working
with the party in every polling
booth.
He was addressing workers
from Jaipur (Rural), Nawada,
Ghaziabad, Hazaribagh and
Arunachal West.
Modi, who was nominated
the BJP's prime ministerial
candidate this day in 2013, said
only in the BJP can an ordinary

party worker can become its
leader. He also asserted that
someone else can also take his
place tomorrow.
Lashing out at the
Congress, the Prime Minister
said it is, unlike the BJP, a one
family party. He said he felt pity
for dedicated workers of the
Opposition party.
"Many capable and committed workers of the Congress
were sacrificed for interests of
the family," he said. The
Opposition is resorting to lies
in its campaign but today people in the country are awake
while opposition is not ready to
come out of its slumber, the
Prime Minister said.

`24.8 lakh to two brothers
towards the maturity value of
the small-savings scheme certificates bought for them by
their late father but were lost.
In two separate but common orders, the National
Consumer Dispute Redressal
Commission (NCDRC) said
that since there were no
claimants for the amount, the
post office could not have
appropriated the entire amount
forever due to non-submission
of the certificates.
NCDRC rejected the
appeal of the post office against
the decisions of the Odisha
State Consumer Dispute
Redressal Commission and a
district forum which had
directed payment of the
amounts to the two brothers —
Jambu Kumar Jain and
Chhagan Lal Jain, sons of Late
Rama Chandra Jain.
The postal department was
not paying the maturity value
without submission of the certificates.According to the

SC rejects plea against lawyer
Govt to set up local panels with parents recommended by Collegium
POST SHELTER HOME SEXUAL ASSAULTS

ARCHANA JYOTI n NEW DELHI

gainst the backdrop of the horrific sexual abuse cases at the
A
shelter homes in Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh, the Union Social Justice
and Empowerment Ministry has
called for setting up local project
committees comprising parents
of inmates among others in the districts where residential homes are
being run under its aegis.
The move aims to ensure safety of the inmates at the residential
homes being run under schemes
namely Samarth and Gharaunda
and Vikaas. These programmes are
operating under the National Trust
for the Welfare of Persons with
Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Mental
Retardation and Multiple
Disabilties Act of 1999. The
National Trust is an autonomous
body under the Social, Justice and
Empowerment Ministry.
An official in the Ministry said
that the members will include
parents of five inmates, three local
doctors and lawyers and three college or school teachers in the
region where centres are set up.
They will hold monthly meeting
and submit a report to the
Ministry, said the sources. In many
instances, children of poor families, who cannot afford to look after
them, stay in the shelter homes.
They said that the move fol-

lows an audit report by the Tata
Institute of Social Sciences' (TISS)
which found that sexual abuse of
varying forms and degree of intensity was prevalent in almost all
shelter homes in Bihar.
"The panel will keep a tab on
the functioning of these Centres
run under the National Trust Act,"
the official added.
However, shortage of funds
and poor response from the stakeholders has failed the beneficiaries: both the schemes have poor
coverage when compared to a
large number of people from the
poor sector needing such benefits.
For instance, under the
Gharaunda scheme, 50 projects
have been sanctioned in which a
total number of 993 inmates benefitted. Just 14 projects have been
approved in 2017-18 and `4 crore
released.
The Gharaunda scheme aims
to provide an assured home and
minimum quality of care services
throughout the life of the persons
with Autism, Cerebral Palsy, mental retardation and multiple disabilities as mandated in the
National Trust Act. Also, adequate and quality care service
with acceptable living standards
including provision of basic medical care from professional doctors
besides vocational activities are
provided. Each centre has intake

capacity for 20 PwDs.
Similarly, Samarth is a respite
care residential scheme aims to
provide respite home for orphans
or abandoned, families in crisis and
also PwDs under the National
Trust Act. Under the scheme, 45
projects have been sanctioned in
which a total 1102 beneficiaries
benefitted. In 2017-18, just 11
projects got approval. The
Government has provided `3.05
crore for the year.
Vikaas is yet another programme providing day-care facilities for the PwDs above 10 years
of age. It offers day-care facilities
including vocational skills. Under
the scheme, 124 projects have
been sanctioens in which 3157
beneficiaries. In 2017-18, 17 projects were sanctioned. The beneficiaries list is too dismal, if one
goes by the number of persons suffering with intellectual disabilities
in the country. Most of them are
from the marginalized section,
needing the help from the State.
The 2011 Census data estimates that only 2.21 percent of the
Indian population has a disability
— including 1.5 million people
with intellectual disabilities and a
mere 722,826 people with psychosocial disabilities. However,
the Health Ministry claims that
over 6-7 percent of the population
has psychosocial disabilities alone.

mendation of the apex court Collegium on
the appointment of a lawyer as a judge of
the Allahabad High Court.
A bench of Chief Justice Dipak Misra
and Justice D Y Chandrachud said there was
"no merit" in the plea which was also "not
justiciable".
"The Collegium has submitted its recommendation. It is a constitutional process.
In the midst of a constitutional process, this
petition is not maintainable," the bench told
advocate Asok Pande, who has filed the
plea.
When Pande claimed that there were
allegations against the lawyer whose name
has been recommended by the Collegium
and an FIR was also lodged against him and
some others, the bench said "you have said
in your petition that the FIR has been
quashed".
"There is no merit in the petition. It is
not justiciable," the bench said while dismissing the plea.
The petitioner had sought a direction
to the Union Ministry of Law not to proceed to appoint the lawyer as a judge of the
Allahabad High Court in compliance of the
Collegium's recommendation last month.
He had also sought quashing of the recommendation besides a probe by either the
CBI or a special investigation team (SIT)

brothers' plea in the State commission and the district forum,
their father had purchased 692
Indira Vikas Patras (IVP) in the
name of his sons, daughters
and others from the Head Post
Office, Bolangir.
Out of the 692, 88 IVPs
were in favour of Jambu Kumar
whereas 160 were in favour of
Chhagan Lal, the plea had said
and added that all of the 692
IVPs were lost and it was
reported to the local police station in June, 2001.

Frame rules for selling
uninsured vehicles in
accident to pay
victims: SC to States
he Supreme Court on
Thursday directed all States
to frame rules to allow selling of
uninsured vehicles involved in
accidents to pay compensation
to the victims.
The prevalent rules do not
allow selling of the uninsured
vehicles making it difficult to pay
the compensation for the victims. The top court directed that
the rules should be framed
within 12 weeks by all the states
in accordance with those currently in force in Delhi.
If the rules currently existing in Delhi are enforced across
the country, then it would make
driving of uninsured vehicle
difficult as owners would run the
risk of seizure of vehicle in case
of accident and being sold to pay
the compensation for the victim.
Seven States — Jammu &
Kashmir, Chattisgarh, Bihar,
Punjab, Jharkhand, Puducherry
and Lakshdeep — told the apex
court that they have initiated the
process of incorporating such
rules. Haryana said it has a similar rule, while Madhya Pradesh
has raised certain objections to
the rules for compensation.
Delhi informed that it already
has such rules in place.

T

he Supreme Court on Thursday dismissed a petition seeking a direction to
T
the Centre not to proceed with the recom-

into the FIR lodged at Allahabad under various sections of the Indian Penal Code,
including cheating and forgery.
He alleged in the plea that between 2002
to 2007, an agricultural institute had filed
24 writ petitions before the Allahabad High
Court and five pleas before the apex court
in the name of dead and non-existent persons.
The plea claimed that the high court
had ordered its registrar to lodge an FIR in
the case in which the lawyer, whose name
has been recommended by the Collegium,
was also named. It alleged that before the
FIR was lodged, the lawyer's name was recommended for appointment as judge in the
high court but it was not processed later.
The petition said that the lawyer had
filed a plea in the high court seeking quashing of the FIR against him, which was
allowed by the court.
After quashing of the FIR against him,
the apex court Collegium recommended his
name for appointment as a judge in the high
court on the ground that the state of Uttar
Pradesh has not challenged the order
quashing lodging of the case, the plea has
claimed.

NDDB GETS `440 CR FOR
MODERNISATION

New Delhi: Agriculture Minister
Radha Mohan Singh on Thursday
handed over a `440 crore cheque
to the NDDB from the Dairy
Processing and Infrastructure
Development Fund (DIDF),
marking the formal launch of the
fund set up to provide soft loans
to modernise and raise capacity of
dairy cooperatives. NABARD has
set up the DIDF with a corpus of
`8,004 crore to bring more dairy
farmers into organised milk
marketing through cooperatives.
The fund is implemented through
National Dairy Development Board
(NDDB) and National Cooperative
Development Corporation(NCDC).

The postal
department was
MANOJ JHALANI BAGS
not paying the
PRESTIGIOUS UN AWARD
maturity value
without submission
of the certificates

PTI n NEW DELHI

PTI n NEW DELHI

INSHORT

New Delhi: Manoj Jhalani, an
Additional Secretary in the Union
Health Ministry and National
Health Mission Director, has been
conferred the prestigious UN
Interagency Task Force Award for
his outstanding contribution
towards the prevention and control
of non-communicable diseases.
The award will be conferred on
Jhalani during the third high-level
meeting of the UN General
Assembly in New York on
September 27.

NSG DONATES OVER `1CR
TO PM’S RELIEF FUND
New Delhi: The National Security
Guard on Thursday donated over
`1 crore to the Prime Minister's
National Relief Fund in the wake of
the recent devastating floods in
Kerala. Director General of NSG
Sudeep Lakhtakia presented the
donation cheque to Home Minister
Rajnath Singh at the latter's office
in the north block here, a senior
official said.

ALPHONS TO INAUGURATE
TRIBAL TOURISM CIRCUIT

New Delhi: Union Minister K J
Alphons will on Friday inaugurate
the country's first tribal circuit
project connecting 13 tourism
sites in Chhattisgarh. The project
is being implemented under the
Tourism Ministry's Swadesh
Darshan scheme launched in
2014-15 for development of
thematic circuits in the country in
a planned and prioritised manner.
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TMC won’t allow NRC
crisis in Bengal: Min
SAUGAR SENGUPTA n KOLKATA

he Trinamool Congress will
not allow the BJP to stir up
T
a ‘National Register of Citizens’
crisis in Bengal, a senior party
leader and a Minister said on
Thursday saying the saffron
outfit was planning to provoke
sentiments throughout the border districts so as to polarise
vote before the next year’s general elections.
“There are reports that the
BJP is going to engage their
pracharaks (campaigners) in
the border districts to incite the
people into demanding an
NRC in Bengal. But we will
thwart the dirty move at any
cost,” the senior Minister from
Kolkata said.
According to sources the
BJP was planning to launch a
campaign in all the bordering
districts from September 15
onwards. “We want to make the
people aware about the effects
of infiltration in Bengal particularly in the border districts,” a State BJP leader said
adding “the local Bengali pop-

ulation was being deprived of
hundreds of crores of rupees on
account of feeding the illegal
infiltrators from Bangladesh.”
According to sources the
BJP was targeting the nonMuslim refugees from
Bangladesh to further their
campaign. About 20,000 party
men, mostly refugees with pre2011 Left leaning would be
employed by the party to carry
out the NRC campaign.
“Our leaders have repeatedly made it clear that they will
not tolerate Bangladeshis in
India,” a State BJP leader said
adding the party however was
completely sympathetic
towards those refugees (read
the Hindus) who had been
forced out of Bangladesh.
“The people who have
been forced to flee that country will be considered sympathetically. But those who have
infiltrated India with either
criminal motive or to claim a
share of our economy will be
thrown out of this country. For
this we will demand NRC in
Bengal,” the leader said adding

his party will “prepare the people’s minds for the purpose.”
When asked as to whether
the party would consider filing
any PIL to suit its end the
leader would not comment.
On the other hand the
Trinamool leadership attacked
the BJP for trying to polarize
the electorate before the elections. “It is before the elections
that the NRC issue has come to
their mind. Bengal is not
Assam from where they are trying to expel the Bengali-speaking population. We will fight
against the BJP both here and
in Assam,” the TMC minister
said adding Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee might go to
the north-eastern State to campaign during the polls.
“Our leader Mamata
Banerjee has already warned the
communal parties against raking up the NRC issue in Bengal.
She has vowed to thwart any
attempt to communalise Bengal
in the name of NRC. We will not
allow any such mischievous
activities in our State,” the leader
quoting the Chief Minister said.

Amid turmoil in Cong,
Shah asks K’taka BJP
‘not to create confusion'
PTI n BENGALURU

mid bickering in the
Congress in Karnataka
casting a cloud on its coalition
Government with the JD(S),
BJP chief Amit Shah has asked
the saffron party State unit “not
to create any confusion” and
instead stick to playing the role
of the Opposition sincerely.
Rejecting charges by
Congress leaders that the BJP
was trying to topple the coalition Government, the party's
Karnataka unit chief BS
Yeddyurappa said "there is no
need to doubt our motives."
BJP MLAs have been
instructed not to give statements on the current political
developments pertaining to
turmoil in the Congress, he
said.
"BJP national president
Amit Shah, with whom I spoke
today, has instructed us not to
create any confusion.
We should not give any
statements about the political
developments taking place in
the State.
Instead, we should stick to

A

playing the role of opposition
sincerely," Yeddyurappa added.
Shah's advice to the party
unit comes amid allegations
that BJP was trying to take
advantage of the internal tussle in the Congress and poach
on its MLAs to unseat the
Government.
Some senior congress leaders have blamed the BJP for the
recent discontent in their party.
The Jarkiholi brothers—
municipal administration minister Ramesh and his MLA
brother Satish—are locked in a
turf war with another minister
DK Shivakumar, casting a
shadow over the coalition
Government.
The siblings are upset over
Shivakumar allegedly trying
to challenge their supremacy in
Belagavi district through MLA
Laxmi Hebbalkar.
The tussle has spilled into
the open with the brothers
assertion about the support of
eight MLAs and that they were
in touch with the BJP fuelling
speculation about the stability
of the H D Kumaraswamy
Government.

Thampi Durai accuses
BJP of saffronising TN
KUMAR CHELLAPPAN n
CHENNAI

‘The CBI raids
were held on that
day itself only to
divert the attention
of the general
public from the
rally staged by
Alagiri’

he prospects of a BJPAIADMK poll alliance took
T
yet another setback on
Thursday as Thampi Durai, the
Deputy Speaker of the Lok
Sabha who is also a senior
AIADMK leader lambasted the
Hindutva party for its efforts to
saffronise Tamil Nadu.
Speaking to reporters at
Karur on Thursday , Durai
came down on the BJP using
the harshest of words. “Tamil
Nadu is the land of Ramasamy
Naicker, C N Annadurai, M G
Ramachandran
and
Jayalalithaa. This is the
Dravidian Land where there is
no place for caste, religion and
communalism. The BJP is trying to disrupt the Dravidian
heritage and culture. We will
never allow the BJP to set its
foot in Tamil Nadu,” said Durai.
The AIADMK leader had
lambasted the BJP last Friday
for its alleged connivance with
the DMK in ordering CBI
raids on the residences of Tamil
Nadu health minister Vijaya
Bhaskar and the State Police
Chief T K Rajendran in con-

nection with the Gutkha scam.
Durai had alleged that
the
Narendra
Modi
Government had ordered the
CBI raids on September 5 to
help the DMK because Alagiri,
the estranged brother of
DEMK chief M K Stalin was
holding a rally at Chennai on
the same day.
"The CBI raids were held
on that day itself only to divert
the attention of the general
public from the rally staged by
Alagiri,” Durai had charged and
asked the BJP to prove its
fidelity in its ties with the
AIADMK.
Thursday’s outburst by
Durai assumes significance as
the AIADMK launched its
campaign
for
the
Thirupparankundram by-poll

on the same day. Seven ministers in the Edappadi
Palaniswamy overnment
undertook a bicycle rally in the
constituency with the declaration that no other parties would
get back their security deposit
in the by-poll.
The election Commission
of India is yet to announce
the poll schedule and the parties have not named the candidates.
Durai’s tirades over the
last few months against the BJP
have put the party’s leaders in
a dilemma. “We are under
instruction from not to react to
the statements made by the
AIADMK and the DMK howsoever provocative they may
be,” said a senior BJP leader in
Tamil Nadu.

Rijiju stresses on intel sharing for better N-E policing
ANUP SHARMA n ITANAGAR/
GUWAHATI

nion Minister of State for
Home Kiren Rijiju on
U
Thursday urged security forces
in the Northeastern States to
have a seamless coordination
and intelligence sharing to ensure
better security of the region.
The Union Minister said
this speaking at the 25th
Conference of DGPs, IGPs and
Heads of the Central Police
Organisations (CPO) of
Northeastern region. The two
day conference started at
Itanagar today.
Rijiju complemented the
forces for successfully handling the complex issues over
the years leading to improved
security scenario in the region
and said that the issue of secu-

rity and policing in northeastern states are unique due to
region’s geographical proximity with other foreign neighbours like China, Myanmar,
Bangladesh and Bhutan.
“Due to its geographical
situation and exposure to international border, the region has
to deal with not only internal
but external problem,” Rijju
said while lauding the role
played by state police of northeastern states and the consistent
support by Central Police
Forces for maintaining law and
order situation in the region.
“Coordination,
Cooperation and flawless
Intelligence sharing are crucial
aspects for security. The security situation in northeastern
states have improved significantly in last four and half

‘Coordination,
cooperation and
flawless Intelligence
sharing are crucial
aspects for security.
The security situation
in Northeastern States
have improved
significantly in last four
and half years’
years,” he said adding that the
level of violence and causality
figures in the region have come
down by more than 50 percent.
Mentioning the importance of coordination and
cooperation among northeastern states, the Union Minister
said that though there are 8
political units in Northeast but
they can work as one unit as far
as security is concerned.

The Minister also
announced that the Assam
Rifles Academy at Diphu
(Karbi Anglong, Assam) has
been identified for specialized
training of the northeast police
in counter insurgency operations and NIA has been conducting training modules for
north east police for investigations of terror related cases.
Speaking on the occasion,

Arunachal Pradesh Chief
Minister, Pema Khandu urged
the police chiefs to take steps
to ensure regular informal talks
among senior police officers of
inter- state border districts to
deal with the concerns of people of border areas.
The DG, Police of
Arunachal Pradesh, S. B. K
Singh and Additional Director,
Intelligence Bureau, A K Mishra
also spoke on this occasion.
The two day conference of
police and intelligence
officers is being attended by
the DG, police and senior
police officers from North East
States, senior officers from
Central Police Organisation
and Intelligence Bureau. The
West Bengal police department is also taking part in the
conference.

Thol Thirumavalavan's findings on RSS represents Hindu
religious conversion under scanner nationalism, I will never
accept its invite: Owaisi
KUMAR CHELLAPPAN n
CHENNAI

he findings by Thol
Tirumavalavan, president
T
of the Viduthalai Chiruthaikal
Katchi (VCK), a Dalit fringe
outfit, that religious conversion
to Islam offers the Dalits selfrespect and economic independence has put the Hindu
forces in the State on their
guards. Experts in Population
Studies
rejected
Tirumavalavan’s arguments
while Hindu activists term it as
an effort to encourage more
Dalits in the State to get converted to Islam or Christianity.
Arjun Sampath, leader of
Hindu Makkal Katchi, who
had a providential escape from
the knives of Islamic terrorists
recently, had submitted a memorandum to Governor
Banwarilal Purohit and Vice
Chancellor of Manonmaniam
Sundaranar University at
Tirunelveli stating that the
PhD thesis submitted by
Tirumavalavan is a travesty of
truth and facts.
Tirumavalavan claims he
has brought to light the reasons
behind the mass conversion of
Dalits of Meenakshipuram in

Tirunelveli to Islam in 1981. He
argued during the viva voce of
his Ph D thesis held recently
that the Dalits were discriminated against and oppressed all
over the State. When a Dalit
youth of Meenakshipuram fell
in love with a girl belonging to
the upper caste, relations of the
girl stood up against the
romance. The youth eloped
with the girl to neighbouring
Kerala and got married with
her.
When the couple returned
to the village, the girl’s relations
thrashed the youth and his
family members. This forced
the 180 Dalit families in the village embrace Islam to escape
from the persecution
“unleashed by caste Hindus”,
says Thirumavalavan.
The VCK leader claimed
that the Dalits who got converted to Islam in 1981 prospered economically and socially. “The religious conversion of
1981 has given the Dalits the
economic independence and
self-respect,”
claims
Tirumavalavan in the thesis
titled “Mass Religious
Conversion
at
Meenakshipuram: a victimological analysis.”

Leaders of Hindu outfits
are suspicious of the objective
of Tirumavalavan’s studies.
“This is an open invitation and
encouragement to the Dalits to
get convert to Islam,” said
Sampath.
Dr Jatinder K Bajaj,
demography scientist at the
Centre for Policy Studies, is of
the view that the findings and
conclusion of Tirumavalavan’s
findings do not stand the test
of scrutiny. “Individually one of
two members of the community might have been benefited because of conversion. But
majority of them continue to be
poor and helpless. Why the
leaders of Islam and Christian
communities insist that the
Dalits among them need reservation?” asked Dr Bajaj.
Sampath who is a frequent
visitor to Meeakshipuram
pointed out that there are two
kinds of Islam in the village.
“The Dalits who were converted to Islam are known as
Navi Muslims and are yet to get
acceptance in the Islamic community. Some of the families
had to reconvert following
their failure to get suitable
matches for their daughters,”
said Sampath.

PTI n HYDERABAD

IM chief Asaduddin
Owaisi on Thursday
claimed the RSS represents
Hindu nationalism and said he
would never accept any invitation from it to participate in
any event held by it.
The Hyderabad Lok Sabha
MP was reacting the invitation
being extended by RSS to various leaders for a three-day lecture series of RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat, scheduled to be held
in New Delhi next week.
The RSS has indicated that
it would invite Congress president Rahul Gandhi, CPI(M)
general secretary Sitaram
Yechury and the leaders of all
the political outfits of different
ideologies besides religious
leaders, sportspersons, media
personalities and ambassadors
of more than 60 countries.
Owaisi said RSS stood for
Hindu nationalism. "It is an
organisation which believe in
Indian nationalism. I will
never do this stupidity and
mistake of what Pranab
Mukherjee did...," he told

Novelist Sarah Joseph, human rights activist K Ajitha and Bhagyalakshmi express solidarity with the nuns' protest demanding
arrest of bishop Franco Mulakkal, who is accused of rape, in Kochi on Thursday
PTI

Bus driver loses
job for thrashing
Jaipur minor girl
PTI n JAIPUR

he driver of a low-floor bus
was dismissed from service
T
on Thursday after a video of

M

reporters here.
He was referring to the participation of the former president in an RSS event at Nagpur
in June last, which had then
triggered a controversy with
senior Congress leaders opposing it. "I cannot speak for
Congress president and I can
speak only for myself.I would
never even in my thought
process think for a second
about such an invitation," he
said when asked about his reaction to Gandhi being invited.
Owaisi attacked the Centre
over rising fuel prices, saying
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has created enough darkness by
ensuring that the price price of
petrol and diesel go beyond
common mans means.

him thrashing a minor girl, suspected to be a pickpocket, surfaced on messaging mobile
application WhatsApp, officials said.
"The driver thrashed the
girl in the bus. After a video
surfaced, we identified him
and the decision to terminate
him was taken. The termination orders will be issued
tomorrow,” Suresh Kumar Ola,
MD of Jaipur City Transport
Services Ltd, which runs the
low-floor buses in the city,
told PTI.
One of the passengers in
the bus shot a video of the incident and circulated it on
WhatsApp, prompting the
authorities to take action
against the accused driver
Hetram.
Kumar Ola said the bus
was part of the 9A series,
which operates on Tonk Road
. The incident occurred near
Narain Singh Circle, and the
bus conductor was not involved
in the thrashing, he said.

Restrictions on visiting
Ayyappa lifted, temple
to open on Sep 16
PTI n THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

he Lord Ayyappa shrine at
T
Sabarimala would open for
the five-day customary puja on
September 16 during the
Malayalam month 'Kanni' and
restrictions imposed on devotees visiting it following the deluge last month have been lifted, officials said Thursday.
However, private vehicles,
including two-wheelers of
devotees, would be allowed
only up to the Nilackal base station. A Kerala State Road
Transport Bus would transport
them to Pampa at the foothills
to enable their trekking to the
hill shrine.
The floodwaters had
washed away virtually all pilgrimfacilities on the banks of
the Pampa river and the
Travancore Devaswom Board
(TDB) that manages the shrine
had imposed restrictions on
devotees visiting the temple for
the Onam festival season last
month.
The temple will remain
open till September 21.

After a high-level meeting
to review the post-flood situation at Pampa, TDB president
M Padmakumar said the Tata
Projects Ltd has agreed to take
up the reconstruction work.
"Ayappa devotees can go
the shrine for worship during
the Kanni month puja," he
said.
The TDB and Tata
Projects would take all necessary steps to put in place necessary facilities for devotees
during the three-month-long
annual pilgrimage season
beginning on November 17, he
said.
The TDB had recently constructed a temporary footbridge
'Ayyappa Sethu,' across the
Pampa by placing stones and
sand bags. The 'Pampa-Triveni
bridge-over-river', which got
submerged in the floods, was
also restored to some extent.
During the rain mayhem,
the Pampa overran its banks at
several places, submerging
many shops, damaging buildings, flooding pathways and
uprooting electricity posts.

BJP's tribal wing seeks ending TRS worker sets himself
ties with ally IPFT in Tripura ablaze over
PTI n AGARTALA

growing strain
between The coalition partSners,ignalling
Janajati Morcha, the rul-

School students perform during a Ganeshotsav procession in Pune

PTI

ing BJP's tribal wing in Tripura,
on Thursday demanded
immediate severing of ties with
the Indigenous Peoples Front of
Tripura (IPFT).
Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) state Janajati
Morcha president Sanjoy
Debbarma said IPFT was creating "chaos" across the state
over different issues.
Development works of the
state government have been hit
due to their activities. We have
demanded Chief Minister
Biplab Kumar Deb to remove
them from the ministry and
severe all ties with them,
Debbarma told PTI.

He said the chief minister
gave them a patient hearing
and said the agreement with
IPFT was finalised by BJP's
central leadership and they
would be consulted regarding
the demand.
BJP and IPFT jointly
secured 44 seats in the 60member state assembly in the
February 18 elections and
formed government, ending
25 years of CPI(M)-led Left
Front rule in the north eastern
state. BJP secured 36 seats i.E.
More than the majority mark.
IPFT, which emerged victorious in 8 seats, was later
allotted two berths in the state
cabinet.
Differences between the
BJP and its regional partner
IPFT surfaced in the run up to

panchayat by-polls, with a
series of clashes reported
between the workers of the ruling allies over submission of
nominations. The by-polls are
slated for September 30.
When contacted, BJP state
vice president and Janajati
Morcha leader Rampada
Jamatia accused IPFT supporters of attacking his house
at Killa in Gomati district
Wednesday. He also alleged
that the house of MLA of
Golaghati constituency in
Sipahijala district, Birchandra
Debbarma was also attacked by
IPFT supporters.
Debbarma had filed a complaint and an FIR was lodged.
IPFT supporters held attacks
on his family to force him to
withdraw the FIR.

ticket denial to Odellu
OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD

iscontent in ruling
Telangana Rashtra Samiti
D
(TRS) over distribution of tickets for Assembly elections is rising by the day and the tussle
between rivals took an ugly
turn in at least in one constituency and many others
were threatening to upset
party’s applecart in many other
constituencies.
In Chennur Assembly
Constituency of Mancherial
district where sitting MLA
Nallala Odellu was denied ticket and a member of Lok Sabha
Balka Sumar was nominated by

TRS one infuriated party workers set himself on fire and
injured many others. The incident occurred during the visit
to Balka Suman to the constituency. Suman alleged that
the person had tried to harm
him by throwing kerosene on
him before setting himself
ablaze.
R Ghattaiah, reported to be
a supporter of Odellu poured
kerosene and set himself ablaze.
He recived 80 pc burns while
16 others including police
inspector Bhukya Narayan and
a photographer Anees were
also injured as kerosene thrown
by him fell on them.
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3-member fidayeen squad eliminated

‘Our netas being framed, booked’:
Five terrorists killed Cong cries foul against TRS Govt

Five CRPF jawans,
four State cops
and three Army
personnel received
injuries during
Jammu operation

OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD

in Kupwara, Sopore
encounters; 1 held

MOHIT KANDHARI n JAMMU

KHURSHEED WANI n SRINAGAR

three-member fidayeen
squad, believed to be cadre
A
of Pakistan-based Jaish-eMohammad (JeM), was eliminated by the joint team of
security forces led by para
commandos of the Indian
Army, jawans of the special
operations group (SOG) of
State police and Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) in Kakriyal
area along the Jammu-Srinagar
National Highway on Thursday.
A total number of 12 security personnel including five
jawans of CRPF, four State
policemen and three Army
personnel received injuries
during the operation, police
said. A sub-divisional police
officer was among those
injured in the operation. His
condition was stated to be stable. Two para commandos also

Villagers carry the body of a suspected terrorist after a gunbattle at Kakriyal village
in Jhajjar Kotli, 35 km away from Jammu, on Thursday
AP

received gun shot injuries
while neutralising the third
terrorist in the last leg of the
counter.
Emerging out of his safe
hideout the lone terrorist
opened fire on these commandos when he came face to
face with them during the
combing and search operations in thickly vegetated fields
of Kakriyal. In the fierce gun
fight the commandos eliminated him successfully ending
the 33 hour long chase in
search of these terrorists.
Till the time of filing the

report several teams of bomb
disposal squad and others were
deployed at the encounter site
to completely sanitise the area
and clear the same from
‘booby’ traps in the form of
planted IED’s or land mines.
The local residents, who
remained closeted inside their
homes since early morning
also heaved a sigh of relief after
the operation was called off.
The security forces ensured
no major collateral damage
was done to the civilian houses and managed to contain
these terrorists in isolated areas.

ive terrorists, including
three infiltrators, were killed
F
in two separate encounters in
North Kashmir’s Keran sector
of Kupwara and Sopore in
north Kashmir, official sources
said. An over-ground worker of
a pan-Islamic outfit was also
held in Ganderbal district.
Officials said three unidentified infiltrators were killed in
a fierce gunfight after the Army
foiled a major Infiltration bid
along the Line of Control
(LoC) in Keran sector of frontier district Kupwara in north
Kashmiron Thursday.
Army sources said that the
bodies of armed ultras were
lying close to the LoC and the
counter-infiltration operation
was going on in the sector.

In another incident, two
Pakistani Jaish-e-Muhammad
terrorists were killed in an
operation at Checkipora,
Sheikhpora village in Sopore
area of north Kashmir’s
Baramulla district.
A police spokesman identified the slain ultras as Ali alias
Athar and Zia-ur-Rehman. He
said Ali was one of the important commanders of JeM and
mastermind behind the Sopore
Improvised Explosive Device
(IED) blast in which four policemen were killed. Security sources
said a brief gunfight broke out
late on Wednesday night following the launch of cordon and
search operation in the
Arampora area. They said later
there was a lull for several hours
as militants reportedly moved to
some nearby house.

spate of cases against its
leaders
have
the
A
Opposition Congress leaders
cry foul against the Telangana
Rashtra Samiti Government in
the State. Party leaders have
alleged that the caretaker
Government was resorting to
the vendetta politics by reviving old cases or by framing its
leaders in false case.
It started with the arrest of
former MLA Jayaprakash
Reddy alias Jagga Reddy. Then
police issued notice to another senior leader A Revanth
Reddy and now a case under
SC/ST Prevention of Atrocities
Act against another former
Congress leader Srisailam
Goud. While Jagga Reddy was
arrested in connection with a
old human trafficking case, the
police has issued a notice to A
Revanth Reddy in connection
with the case of alleged irregularities in Jubilee Hills
Housing Society. In the latest
development Jagadgiri police
station has booked a case
against Srisailam Goud on the

complaint of a tribal Ramesh
Naik. Naik has alleged that the
former MLA had insulted him
publicly in the name of his
caste identity. A case of cheating and threatening a business
partner was also booked
against another former
Congress legislator Gandra
Venkatramanna Reddy by
Warangal police.
Jagga Reddy, an influential
leader of Sangareddy district
was arrested on Monday last
by Hyderabad police on
charges of Passport forgery
and human trafficking.
Deputy commissioner of
police, north zone B Sumathi
said that the Jagga Reddy, a
MLA of opposition TRS at the
time had secured passport for
himself, his wife and two other
members of his family in 2004.
But affixing the photos of
three other persons on the
passport of his family members he secured US visas for
them as well as himself. ‘By
claiming that they were his
family members he accompanied them to the US and
helped them in travelling

abroad”, Sumathi said. Jagga
Reddy will be taken into police
custody on Friday for questioning. Another case was
likely to be filed against him in
Sangareddy as some farmers
have complained that Jagga
Reddy had grabbed their lands
in Ameenpur and Nagulapally
villages. Even before the
Congress could recover from
this shock, senior leader A
Revanth Reddy received a
notice from Jubilee Hills police
station asking him to appear
before the police for questioning within 15 days in connection with the alleged irregularities in a Housing Society.
Police said it received a complaint of forgery and cheating
against Revanth Reddy from a
lawyer S Rama Rao. The case
was ten years old.
Revanth Reddy who was a
senior leader of TDP before
joining Congress is already an
accused in cash for vote scam
in the State. The arrest of
Jagga Reddy and the notice to
Revanth Reddy has also
evoked a sharp reaction from
the Congress leaders.

Naidu plans a grand mosque in Amaravati Self-styled godman accused of
OMER FAROOQ n HYDERABAD

f Hyderabad has historic
and magnificent Mecca
IMasjid
can Andhra Pradesh
capital Amaravati afford not to
have one? AP Chief Minister N
Chandrababu Naidu thinks
the under-construction capital
should also have one.
At a review meeting with
the officials of Capital Region
Development Authority at
Undavalli, the Chief Minister
announced that a glorious
mosque of international standards will be built in Amarvati
which will be a wonderful
tourist attraction. “ The
mosque will be built on an area
of 10 acres under the supervision of the State Waqf Board”,
he said. “There should be a
mosque in the architectural
style of Mecca Masjid (of
Hyderabad) and it should
become a major tourist attraction”, he said.
Naidu made the remarks

while reviewing the progress of
various projects in the capital
region.
Historical significance
Though Guntur, Nellore,
Vijaywada, Rajahmundry and
Visakhapatanam have some
ancient mosques but none of
them could match the
grandeur and historic significance of Mecca Masjid and
several other mosques in
Hyderabad.
Mecca Masjid, which
draws its name from Mecca,
the holiest place in Islam,
was built in Qutub Shahi era
of Hyderabad. Its foundation
stone was laid by Qutub Shahi
king Mohammed Quli around
1616 AD century and was
completed in 1687 when
Moghul emeror Aurangzeb
has occupied the Golkonda
kingdom by defeating the
Qutub Shahis. Though not
completely built in accordance with the original plans

‘The mosque will be built
on an area of 10 acres
under the supervision of
the State Waqf Board’
Mecca Masjid remains one of
the biggest mosques in India.
Chandrababu Naidu’s
meeting with the officials also
decided to allocate 3.5 acres of
land to Murli Fortune group in
the capital region for building
a health and recreating resort
with an investment of `40
crore.
The meeting also okayed
the proposal to create a mari-

na along the banks of river
Krishna by the Coastal Marina
Private Ltd and allotted 8
acres of land. Apart from
other facilities it will have a
jetty where 60 boats can be
anchored. The project was
expected to be completed in
six months at a cost of Rs 15
crore. The government has
also decided to allot 5 acres for
the construction of a convention center under PPP model
by Varun Hospitality Ltd.
CRDA commissioner Ch
Sridhar said that in the
administrative city the secretariat and the departmental
headquarter buildings will be
ready by January 15, 2021. AS
part of these there will be four
ground plus storied towers
estimated to cost `932.46
crore. The GAD tower where
the office of the Chief
Minister will be located will
have 49 stories. It will be
built at a cost of `554.06
crore.

Kejriwal’s spirit raises hopes for Yamuna
STAFF REPORTER n NEW DELHI

elhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Thursday
D
asserted that Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) Government will succeed in cleaning the Yamuna
River though it will take time.
Kejriwal, who is currently on a
visit to South Korea, made the
assertion in reply to a tweet that
raised the failure of urban
rejuvenation projects in India
and stalled plans for the
Yamuna River front development.
Kejriwal accused previous
Governments of not cleaning
the Yamuna River and not
implementing the river front
development projects.
“Becoz then, AAP govt
wasn’t there. Now, it will happen. As there have been concrete improvements in other
spheres during AAP govt, we
will work hard on cleaning
drains and Yamuna. It will
take time. Koreans did it in 27
months. But I am confident
that we will succeed,” he
tweeted.
During his trip to South

Korean capital Seoul, Kejriwal
visited Cheonggyecheon
stream that was transformed
from a polluted water body to
a popular tourist spot.
“The Cheonggyecheon
Restoration Project in Seoul,
which I myself saw on
Wednesday at the downtown,
was centred on revitalising the
stream that had been covered
for decades by a highway overpass. The city of Seoul used its
own resources to bring new life
to the downtown by enhancing
the urban environment. The
restoration
of
the
Cheonggyecheon Stream led to
the revitalisation of central
Seoul, unleashing the potential
for green public space,” he
said.
Addressing
the
International Conference on
Urban Regeneration at Seoul,
Kejriwal said, “Delhi is a
vibrant city state and popularly known as mini-India, where
people of different religions,
regions and cultures live happily and contribute to India’s
economy in a major way.
Capital cities, the world over,

are administratively run differently and Delhi too has a
unique and somewhat complex
administrative structure, which
however is a matter of a separate conversation at some other
occasion.”
“Residents of Delhi expect
their provincial Government,
currently headed by me, to
solve all their problems.
Expectations of the people are
not without basis and it is the
duty of any government elected by them to solve their problems. Urban Regeneration a
very wide term and according
to me, covers many crucial
aspects,” said the CM.
“Delhi’s waterscape heritage is unique as it has a continual natural water system
and there is a huge potential for
pedestrianisation and urban
connections along these waterways. The aim is to channelise
pedestrian movement within
the city, using the existing
waterways, greens, historic and
transit features of the city in
order to enhance connectivity
within the urban fabric. The
endeavour shall be to create a

pedestrian-friendly city.
“The challenge Delhi faces
is that people from various
parts of India have tendency to
come to the Capital city in the
hope of employment and a better future. This has led to
unplanned urban sprawl and it
is high time that this sprawl be
revamped with a human face.
Everybody has a right to lead
life with dignity and therefore
governments must ensure
rights of people living in
unplanned colonies,” Kejriwal
added.
Besides this, Delhi has
developed as a seamless city
with an urban continuum comprising of a number of rapidly
growing towns in neighbouring
States. This has added to the
flow and movement of traffic
within Delhi. Despite measures by way of increasing the
length of the road network and
road surface through widening,
construction of a number of
flyovers / grade separators and,
launching of the Metro, the
traffic congestion has continued to increase unabated, he
said.

probing allegations of financial
fraud against Mallya, issued a
lookout notice asking for
Mallya’s detention at the airport
if he tried to leave India.
However, on November 24,
2015 the CBI diluted the LOC,
dropped the detention part,
and said the Bureau of
Immigration should only
inform the probe agency if the
liquor baron tried to leave the
country. Since then the CBI has
claimed that the detention part
was dropped because Mallya
was cooperating with the probe
and there was no apprehension
of his fleeing the country.

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
held meetings with the district
officials here on Wednesday
and reviewed the preparations
for the PM’s two-day visit,
sources said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ABVP WRESTS...

The NSUI insistence on
resolving the issue of faulty
EVM first and going ahead
with the counting only after
that, had delayed the process.
Then the ABVP claimed that
they were wining on all the four
seats. The counting was initially
stopped for an hour when
there were allegations of faulty
EVMs, however, following
objections by students the election officials decided to suspend the counting. Reports
said six EVMs had stopped
working after which the counting process was disrupted by
candidates and their supporters. Chief election officer suspended counting after DUSU
president Rocky Tuseed
entered the counting area.
However, the polling which
was suspended in the day by
the election commission was
resumed in the evening after
both ABVP and NSUI agreed

on it. It was decided that for the
secretary post, in case the margin is less than 426, the result
will not be announced and
DUSU election committee will
decide on re-counting for the
two EVMs. However, if the vote
margin between top two candidates for secretary post is
more than 426 votes, results
will be declared. The outgoing
DUSU had the president and
vice-president from NSUI
while secretary and joint secretary from the ABVP. The
elections went off peacefully on
Wednesday with a turnout of
around 44.46 percent which is
slightly more than 43 percent
recorded last year.

JAITLEY MUST...

Apart from Rahul, several
other Congress leaders kept
raising the well-publicised issue
during the day in an attempt to
corner the Modi Government.
On October 16, 2015, the CBI

MODI TO ENJOY...

“District officials are holding meetings regarding the
visit and all the security
arrangements are being made
for the various events in which
he will take part, though the
final itinerary of the PM’s visit
is awaited,” the official said. UP

UPA ABETTED...

The Defence Minister told
PTI that a brief conversation
which Mallya had with Jaitley
in a corridor of Parliament is
being “played up” and asserted
that responses to the issue
have “reinforced” the fact it was
not a conversation of any merit.
To a question about Congress
MP PL Punia’s claim that he
had seen Jaitley sitting with
Mallya in Parliament’s Central
Hall and there would be CCTV
footage to corroborate it,
Sitharaman shot back, asking if
the footage would also have
audio recording. “It already
seems a very motivated allegation,” she said of the Congress’
charge against Jaitley.

raping woman held in Ghaziabad
STAFF REPORTER n NEW DELHI

elf-styled godman and
astrologer Ashu Bhai,
Saccused
of raping, molesting
and threatening to kill a
woman and her minor daughter was allegedly arrested from
Ghaziabad by Anti-Auto Thief
Squad of Shadahara distict,
police revealed on Thursday.
Later Crime Branch took the
custody of Ashu Bhai.
A case was registered
against self-styled Ashu at Hauz
Khaz Police Station and was
later transferred to the Crime
Branch.

According to the complaint filed by the victim, she
was in contact with the selfstyled godman since 2008.
She had visited the accused in
his Rohini Ashram to get
treatment for her daughter
who has some health issues.
The minor was allegedly
stripped of her clothes and
massaged.
In 2013, the victim alleged
in her complaint, she had gone
to Ashu's Rohini Ashram to
deliver Diwali gifts. She was
allegedly spiked and raped by
the self-styled godman, his
manager Ravi Shankar and

their associates. When she
regained consciousness and
confronted the accused, he

allegedly threatened to kill her.
The victim also accused
the self-styled godman's son
Samar and his friend Sourav
and stated that they molested
and raped her. They also forced
her to bring her daughter.
The accused Ashu Bhai
allegedly changed his name
from Asif Khan and used to
repair cycles in the early 1990's.
He claimed to have special abilities and gained a following in
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. He
also began promoting himself
in Television and Media. He
was able to set up an ashram in
Rohini and Hauz Khaz.
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PAPER WITH PASSION

Development is all very well but BJP is also preparing to
pitch issues that have ‘emotional appeal’

F

50WORDEDIT Kerala’s travails
The misery is piling up in ‘God’s Own Country’ as the
Kerala Tourism’s famous tagline describes the southern
State. After being battered by the heaviest rainfall in a
100 years for the month of August which led to massive
floods, September has seen a huge shortfall in rain
leading to even the Periyar river water-level going
down alarmingly and wells drying up in parts of
Kerala. If anyone was looking for proof of extreme
weather events, they need look no further.

Lethal dose
Government’s ban on FDC drugs is a start in
protecting citizens’ health but challenges remain
he intentions of the Government behind the immediate prohibition of manufacture, sale and consumption of about 328 fixed-dose combination (FDC)
drugs cannot be doubted. It must be understood that the dangers associated with ingesting these medicines are real. There are about 2,000 FDCs
in circulation in the Indian market as against 500 in the US which puts the
issue in perspective. Unfair practices in the sector especially with pharma companies’ famed lobbying skills have taken a toll on the health of Indians. For
instance, it is not uncommon for a lay person suffering form one or more
ailments such as fever, body-ache cold and cough to take recourse to popping a single tablet, which is a combination of many drugs, to get rid of his/her
ailment at one shot even if some elements in the FDC are not required by the
patient. Such pill-popping habits over a prolonged period, the medical community has been warning, causes serious corollary damage to the patient.
This is where FDCs pose the gravest danger. Besides, no cardinal mechanism
is followed by doctors or even patients who bank on the Internet and selfmedicate whereby a minimum dose would steadily help the patient recover.
The prime concern remains only to get rid off the complaint in the shortest
period even though it may mean an overdose of the medicine. Of course, the
ban will severely hit pharma companies, big and small — already, a loss of
more than `2,000 crore has been estimated.
It is in the public interest that the Union Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare has initiated the measure and it is to be hoped it has done its homework this time around. The Government’s initial move two years back in this
connection had met with stiff opposition from drug companies and the matter reached court which quashed the initiative given the haphazard manner
in which the FDC issue was taken up with statutory bodies such as the Drug
Testing Advisory Board (DTAB) not having been taken on board. The case
then reached the Supreme Court which asked the DTAB to go deep into the
matter. The drug agency, fortunately, backed the Government, calling for a
ban on 328 of the 344 drugs recommended by it while advising strict monitoring and regulation of others. There are likely to be further challenges but
our health comes before pharma companies’ bottom lines.

T
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A bimonthly recap of the strange times our country is going through will provide some entertainment. But ludicrous comments by BJP leaders, which they utter without any filters, take the cake

Twin strategy
or political watchers, BJP President Amit Shah’s rally in Rajasthan earlier
this week where he virtually launched the party’s election campaign among
workers for the forthcoming Assembly poll in that States was a dead giveaway on the issues that are likely to be raised to enthuse the cadre. He insisted that that BJP would come back to power in Rajasthan despite widespread
assessments to the contrary by neutral observers and in what can be construed
as a dog whistle to the cadre iterated that whenever its critics and/or opponents
raised issues such as the lynching of Mohammad Akhlaq on suspicion of cow
slaughter or protests of the award-wapasi kind the BJP shone through. He added
for good measure as he has been doing ever since the final draft of the National
Register of Citizens was published in Assam that all States of the Union should
carry out a similar exercise and that he would ensure not a single Bangladeshi
infiltrator would be left in the country. As if on cue, the VHP has called for a
meeting of Sants in October to chalk out plans for the construction of a Ram
Temple at Ayodhya now that hopes of an early Supreme Court judgement on
the appeal preferred by the Muslim parties against the Allahabad High Court
verdict are fading. The apex court is has decided to first deal with the issue of
whether re-examination of a 1994 verdict by the top court which held that a
mosque was not integral to worship in Islam would be appropriate, before taking up the appeal on the land dispute case. Senior BJP functionaries are well
aware that pushing only development as encapsulated in the sabka saath, sabka
vikas slogan of 2014 vintage is subject to the law of diminishing returns given
the problems the country faces are of such scale and depth that however good
the governance performance of a ruling party may or may not be, there will always
be millions whose lives have not been touched in a substantive way by the
Government. But elections still have to be fought and won and for that a cadre
which is enthused with issues that resonate with them emotionally is the prime
prerequisite. The split with the PDP, the emerging hard line on Jammu and Kashmir,
the decision to push ahead with the Citizenship Amendment Bill, a pro-active
stance on issues of blatant gender discrimination especially within the Indian
Muslim community and charges of appeasement against various regional parties are all part of this effort to consolidate its core constituency ahead of the
2019 Lok Sabha poll. That is not to say, however, that the ‘plus’ in the BJP-plus
electorate which Prime Minister Narendra Modi crafted through the 2014 campaign, aided by a paralysed UPA administration that was perceived with good
reason to have had its nose in the trough and willy-nilly guiding India towards
a differential citizenship model will be ignored. The secular strengths of the BJP
as a political organisation — the world’s largest — with muscle at the booth
level epitomised in the Prime Minister’s slogan of mera booth, sabse mazboot
will also come into play. As will the albeit incremental reform of structures that
the Government has carried out, the growth-oriented, social welfare, nation-building and populist policies it has rolled out, the steps taken to formalise the economy despite the failure of demonestisation and implementation problems with
GST and the infrastructure push allied to a lack of any evidence of high-level
corruption despite attempts by the Opposition to make Rafale graft allegations
stick. With, of course, Modi’s personal appeal to top it all off.
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AJOY
KUMAR
he past week has been momentous. The
Supreme Court examined the constitutional validity of Section 377 of the Indian
Penal Code, an archaic law that continued for
longer than it should have, and held that actions
between consenting adults are outside the ambit
of this penal provision. By its decision, the
Supreme Court gave a fresh lease of life to millions of Indians who had to suffer due to the stigma, the fear and the abuse of being classified as
criminals for nothing other than the right to love
a fellow human being. While this fortnight was
one to celebrate in one respect, in other it was
another week of comments from the Centre that
can at best be called amusing and at worst be considered worrisome.
National Commission for Men: This past
week, Harinarayan Rajbhar, the Bharatiya Janata
Party MP from Uttar Pradesh said, “There is a
national commission for women. But, there is no

T

such commission for men. Men are committing
suicide on being harassed by women, and false
cases are being lodged against men.” This is not
the first time that Rajbhar has discussed his passion for a ‘purush aayog’. In fact, he brought the
issue up in the month of August as well in the
Lok Sabha where it caused much amusement and
laughter. While the suggestion may seem laughable, the fact that the Member of Parliament from
Ballia is absolutely unaware about the status of
women in India is far from laughable. The statistics on crimes against women is useful to examine because it is a fair indicator of where women
stand compared to men in Indian society. Not
to ruin the surprise for Rajbhar but the statistics
are damning and do not aid his argument for a
National Commission for Men.
In this regard, the report published by the
National Crime Records Bureau in 2016 is illuminating. As per this report, the rate of crimes
against women, i.e. crimes per 1 lakh women was
up from 41.7 in 2012 to 55.2 in 2016.
Furthermore, it is telling that a majority of the
crimes against women is usually by people who
are known to them because of which women are
in any case hesitant about filing criminal cases
against their abusers or are coaxed out of it by
the family of the victim. What may be of interest to Rajbhar, however, is that despite incidence
of crime against women, the conviction rate for
crimes against women in 2016 at 18.9 per cent
is at its lowest since 2007. This is especially discouraging as even if a woman does have the

IF THE ARGUMENT IS
THAT SOME WOMEN
ARE EXPLOITING THE
LEGAL PROCESS TO
TAKE REVENGE, THEN
AS THE CONVICTION
RATES SEEM TO
SHOW, THE LEGAL
SYSTEM DOES APPEAR
TO TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT SUCH
CASES AS WELL

POINTCOUNTERPOINT
Given Mallya’s allegations that he met the
Finance Minister before leaving India,
Jaitley should step down from his post.
—Congress president
RAHUL GANDHI

The UPA flouted norms to give a sweet deal to
Kingfisher Airlines. How much share does the
Congress have in the good times of Mallya?
—BJP spokesperson
SAMBIT PATRA

SWAPNA
MAJUMDAR
hould individuals between ages 15 to 18
years be called children? Internationally,
those between 10 to 19 years have been
defined as adolescents by UNFPA and
WHO; as youths if between 15 to 24 (UN,
ILO); and as young people if between 10 to
24 (UNFPA). Further, UNICEF and UNCRC
considers everyone under 18 years of age as
children. In India, the definition of who constitutes a child is crucial because it is used to
include and/or exclude them from privileges,
rights and entitlements mandated under present legislations governing child rights.
Under the country’s amended Child
Labour (Prohibiion and Regulations) Act,
those below 14 years are defined as children
and those above (15 to 19) as adolescents.
Does this matter? Yes, most emphatically so.
One of the biggest impact for those now classified as adolescents is the loss of their right
to education. The Right to Free and
Compulsory Education Act (RTE) applies
only to children in 6 to 14 year age group.
Since labour laws do not consider those
in 15 to 18 year age group as children, education is no longer compulsory for them. On
the contrary, they are permitted to work in
‘non-hazardous’ activities, such as domestic
work, working in dhabas, carpet weaving,
agarbatti and zari making factories.
Statistically, India currently has 100 million
children aged between 15 to 18 years. Over
the next 10 years, a staggering one billion will
pass though this age group. The implication
of them missing out on one of their basic
rights is huge considering only one in every
two children in this age group is studying and
only one in every three school-going children
finish Class XI. Around 4.1 million are working and studying. And, that 38 million are
working in hazardous occupations, is enough
reason to rethink policies and laws that
deprive these children of their childhood.
Although rates of child marriage for girls
under 15 are dropping, the rate of girls marrying between 15 and 18 has increased. A
2018 report by Child Rights and You (CRY)
reveals that 9.2 million in this age group are
married. About 3.4 million girls are mothers
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and over 400,000 of married girls have three
or more children, probably because only 15
per cent of them use contraceptives. Their
inability to negotiate family planning could
be linked to the fact that one in every five girls
reported violence by their husbands.
How can this be changed? CRY says one
way is to untangle the multiple definitions that
constrain them from asserting their rights.
Vulnerabilities of this age group are often overlooked and consequently, many fall through
the cracks. Another way to make their transition from childhood to adulthood joyful and
aspirational is to see them as childescents and
pay attention to this age group. CRY’s report,
‘Childescents in India: We Are Children Too’,
details comprehensively the discrimination
and deprivation faced by the 15 to 18 age
group and stresses they might have seen as
children too.
It points out several important gaps in
child protection stemming from multiple layers of functionaries, legal systems and institutional support mechanisms that neither
interact with each other nor consider the
“needs of the child as supreme”. For example,
pregnant unmarried girls in this age group face
social taboos as well as action under the
Protection of Children against Sexual Offence
(POCSO) Act. This is because under this Act,
sexual activity under the age of 18 is an offence
and requires mandatory legal reporting. It has
also made it difficult for them to access safe
abortion services since the Act also makes it
mandatory for medical facilities to report such
cases as sexual abuse. Further, Government
programmes, like the Janani Suraksha Yojana
and Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakram,
which provide free institutional delivery ante
natal and post natal care, are only for women
above the age of 19. Considering 76 per cent
of girls aged 10-19 are married in India, a sizeable proportion of them become mothers
before they turn 18. Why should they be
denied these benefits?
While there is a lack of disaggregated and
detailed data on categories of children in need
of care and protection, an important area that
needs concerted and urgent attention is to
children in areas of conflict. In Naxal-affected States, preventing children from being
recruited to armed conflict by Maoists/other
outfits and being initiated through the bal
sanghas, young cadres of the insurgents need
sensitivity and an understanding of the
ground situation.
A way to prevent them from falling in this

trap is to revive the Bal Bandhu scheme.
Introduced in December 2010 by the National
Commission for Protection of Children
(NCPCR), with support from the Prime
Minister’s National Relief Fund in five States
of Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar,
Chhattisgarh and Maharashtra, the Bal
Bandhu programme aimed to protect children’s rights in areas of civil unrest with the
help of bal bandhus or child defenders chosen from the community. The result of this
three-year programme piloted in nine districts
in five States impacted by internal conflict was
remarkable.
Bal Bandhus, who were aged between
18-30, worked closely with the community and were able to form groups of bal mitras
(friends of the child) as well as mahila sangathans (women’s groups) to help them
reach out to the community to talk to parents as well as panchayat leaders like the
sarpanch, mukhia and ward members. It was
this collective of people from the community who were able to persuade parents to
allow their children to study and not be
pushed into work to add to the meagre
income of families that had four or five
mouths to feed and just one earning member. They were able to talk and even pull
up headmasters when schools didn’t function properly or uniform money was not
distributed to the students.
Bal bandhus were able cut through corruption and red tape to get students into
schools without paying an admission fee or
procure transfer certificates without having to bribe teachers. They got the community to write letters to the mukhia for
allotment of land for building school. It was
they who watched over the mid-day meals
so that ration stocks were not siphoned off.
Bal bandhus were able to stop child marriages and ensure caste and community barriers were overcome with community celebration of Women’s Day, International Day
against Child Labour and Independence
Day. Massive rallies and marches were held
periodically to create awareness about child
rights and seek public support against
child labour. This determined band of Bal
Bandhus were able to constructively engage
children and stop their recruitment into bal
sanghas or child cadres of the Naxals and
anti-national forces. In the present scenario,
childescents need a true friend. It’s time to
bring them back the bal bandhus.
(The writer is a senior journalist)

low growth: As you may have noticed, India has
not yet seen any ‘acche din’ and the state of the
economy proves as much. In this regard while
talking about the low lending rates and hesitancy in the economy, Rajiv Kumar, vice chairman
of NITI Aayog, said, “The new mechanisms instituted [under the previous RBI Governor’s
regime] to identify stressed or non-performing
assets and these continuously continued to
grow up which is why the banking sector
stopped giving credit to the industry.”
Such comments, unfortunately, follow the
same irresponsible policy of the Government to
blame everyone other than itself for the ills of the
economy, including the rising fuel prices, the
spectacular fall of the rupee, the low employment
rate and the low rate of growth. There are, however, two issues with this message. First that it lays
the blame on the foot of a policy that places
emphasis on a clean-up of non-performing assets
that had accumulated with banks and ignores that
this clean-up process is necessary for any economy to grow since it shows what the true state
of banking in the country is.
The Modi Government, however, obviously favors obfuscation when reality does not suit
the Government and grandiose overstatement
when the data is mildly in favour of the
Government. An instance of this was the change
in the base year to calculate GDP data which
made the Modi Government look acceptable.
However, what the BJP did not contemplate was
that by using the same standard, the performance

Rahul bashing RSS for political gain
Ever since the Congress outsourced its ideological arguments to the comrades, it has allied itself with intolerance and has opposed
national views and activities. This is a tragedy

Children need bal bandhus
There is an urgent need to pay attention to children in areas of conflict. A way to prevent
them from falling into despair is to revive the Bal Bandhu scheme

courage to report a crime, she, however, has to
withdraw the complaint (which is common in
cases of cruelty by husbands or relatives, where
the parties agree to a divorce, subject to the withdrawal of the complaint). There is often a stigma that is associated with the woman by society for no fault of her own.
In any event, if the argument is that some
women are exploiting the legal process to punish men, then as the conviction rates seem to
show, the legal system does appear to take into
account such cases as well because the burden
which is required to be discharged by the accuser
is fairly high. Furthermore, the argument against
a ‘purush aayog’ is not that there are no cases
where there have been bogus cases filed against
men for crimes against women. In fact, the argument is as follows: Firstly, in India today, due to
a culture of victim blaming, the odds are stacked
against a woman who decides to approach the
legal system for a remedy from the start.
Secondly, India like any other country does not
have an unlimited supply of funds or resources.
Therefore, as a responsible democracy, it must
decide to allocate funds and personnel towards
its most urgent and immediate causes. So, while
it may be important to be congnizant of such isolated instances of abuse, the current state of
women is far worse than that of men and, therefore, more focus, attention and resources are
required to ensure that women are subject to a
just system.
Raghuram Rajan responsible for

MANMOHAN
VAIDYA
ongress president Rahul
Gandhi’s feeble attempt
to draw equivalence
between the Muslim
Brotherhood and RSS
caused astonishment among those
familiar with the RSS and those who
have a national perspective.
Alternatively, those professing a
communist and/or Maoist ideology
and practitioners of opportunistic
politics were predictably elated.
Neither of these responses was
unanticipated. However, it must not
be assumed that Gandhi lacks awareness about the mayhem Islamists terrorists inflict on the civilised world.
Neither does this mean that he is
unaware of the social work the RSS
carries out through its affiliated
organisations, not to mention the
growing appeal and support the
Sangh is receiving from society at
large. Why, then, would he make
such a preposterous allegation?
Quite simply, his political advisors have succeeded in convincing
him that criticising the RSS will yield
political dividends, that baseless and
provocative statements will compensate for the lack of ground work
which is required to lift the grand old
party from its political nadir. Hence,
he has obviously been schooled to
render these statements in a dramatic
manner without bothering to check
their veracity. When one such statement was legally challenged by a
swayamsevak, the Congress president was seen avoiding his date in
court.
In reality, the Sangh is engaged
in the work of connecting and binding Bharatiya society with the everlasting thread of spirituality and an
integral and holistic view of life. To
equate this inclusive Bharatiya view
of life with the Muslim Brotherhood
is an affront to our great civilisational
heritage and history. If one was to
view Islamist ideology in practice, the
word “brotherhood” itself is inappropriate. In fact, the Muslim
Brotherhood which he chose to cite
as an example, views not only nonMuslims as beyond the pale but even
Muslims outside the Salafi/Sunni fold
as outside their ideological commune
and therefore not ‘true’ Muslims.

C

September 11 was the 125th
anniversary of Swami Vivekanand’s
Chicago address to the Parliament of
World Religions. In that historic
address, he presented to a world
audience the inclusive worldview of
Hindu culture. This was not merely an exercise in intellectualism, but
one where the strings of the heart
were playing a unique tune for an
audience unfamiliar with the Hindu
view of life but responsive to the
music in those sincere words. Swami
Vivekananda began his address with
“My American Brothers and
Sisters…”, an endearment which
was received with a standing ovation
that lasted a few minutes.
He said: “I am proud to belong
to a religion which has taught the
world both tolerance and universal
acceptance. We believe not only in
universal toleration but we accept all
religions as true. I am proud to
belong to a nation which has sheltered the persecuted and refugees of
all religions and all nations of the
earth. I am proud to tell you that we
have gathered in our bosom the
purest remnant of the Israelites,
who came to Southern India and
took refuge with us in the very year
in which their holy temple was
shattered to pieces by Roman tyranny. I am proud to belong to the religion which has sheltered and is still
fostering the remnant of the grand
Zoroastrian nation. Sectarianism,
bigotry, and its horrible descendant,
fanaticism, have long possessed this
beautiful earth. They have filled the
earth with violence, drenched it
often and often with human blood,
destroyed civilisation and sent whole
nations to despair. Had it not been
for these horrible demons, human
society would be far more advanced
than it is now.”
Dr Bhim Rao Ambedkar has
also drawn a distinction with the
Islamic view of the world. In his
book “Thoughts on Pakistan” he
says: "Islam is a close corporation and
the distinction that it makes between
Muslims and non-Muslims is a very
real, very positive and (a) very alienating distinction. The brotherhood
of Islam is not the universal brotherhood of man. It is brotherhood of
Muslims for Muslims only. There is
a fraternity but its benefit is confined
to those within that corporation. For
those who are outside the corporation, there is nothing but contempt
and enmity.”
The Muslim Brotherhood wants
to impose Sharia Law everywhere;
the RSS stands for a Hindu Rashtra

that is based on the ideal of spreading universal acceptance as propagated by Vivekanand. So, how can
the fundamentalist Islamist ideology of the Muslim Brotherhood be
equated with the Universal
Brotherhood of Swami Vivekananda.
Further, why does Rahul Gandhi feel
compelled to speak ill of an organisation that follows the precepts of
universal brotherhood and is focused
on organising society?
A senior commentator said to
me a few years agothat the Congress
has been reduced to a party desperately trying to come to power by any
means and is outsourcing its intellectual activity to the Communists.
Ever since the Congress outsourced
its ideological arguments to the
comrades, it has allied itself with
intolerance and has opposed national views and activities.
Before Independence, the
Congress was an open platform;
among its members were Hindu
Mahasabha members, supporters
of revolutionaries, those with a radical approach (Garam Dal) and also
those favouring a moderate approach
(Naram Dal). There was space for
everyone. When this platform for
national liberation started taking the
shape of a political party it went from
being a large tent of ideas to a corporation which practiced alienating
and excluding those with different
views. It was, however, a gradual progression. Even after 1947 there was
space for diverse viewpoints; if
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was an
ardent critic of the RSS, Sardar Patel
invited swayamsevaks to join the
Congress party. In 1962, during the

IT SEEMS THE
CONGRESS TODAY
IS MERELY A SHELL
OCCUPIED BY A
MAOIST SOUL.
DESPITE THE RSS’
IDEOLOGICAL
DIFFERENCES WITH
CONGRESS, IT IS
IMPORTANT TO
CONCEDE THAT IN
THE PAST IT NEVER
SPOKE IN THE
TERMS USED BY
CURRENT PARTY
LEADERS OR
ALIGNED WITH
DISRUPTIVE FORCES
THAT UNDERMINED
THE COUNTRY AND
NATIONAL INTEREST

Indo-China war, even a strident critic of the Sangh such as Nehru was
so impressed by the selfless service
of the RSS that he invited the organisation to participate in the Republic
Day Parade; even at short notice,
3,000 swayamsevaks participated
with pride in the parade.
During the 1965 Pakistan invasion, Lal Bahadur Shastri called for
a meeting with prominent national
leaders, including the second RSS
Chief Guruji Golwalkar, going so far
as to arrange his transport to Delhi.
During this meeting, a communist
leader repeatedly asked Shastri:
What was “your Army” doing when
India was invaded? Agitated by this
stance especially at such a critical
time, Golwalkar intervened and
asked the gentleman why he couldn’t just say “our army”? Did he not
belong to the same country?
This tradition of dialogue (samvaad) continued till the 1970s.
Subsequently, the influence of communist ideology started gaining
traction in the Congress (at a time
the communists themselves had
‘purged’ themselves of their nationalist elements who had long since
been denounced as ‘rightists’) and the
intolerance and “otherness” inspired
by Stalinist ideals began rearing its
ugly head. Confrontational language
and an ‘us versus them’ discourse
started dominating. Apart from the
BJP, most political parties reflect
communist influence in their intellectual cells in varying degrees. For
short-sighted political gains there is
a tendency to side with attempts
(inspired by leftist ideology) of
breaking or weakening the unity of

the people of the country and at the
same time opposing national ideas
and forces. This enervating influence
over the past few decades has left the
Congress in a strange condition,
almost as if its body is but a shell that
is now occupied by a Maoist soul.
This is not merely an observation,
it is borne out by the displays of support the Congress routinely expresses for Maoist protests. Is it not alarming that Congress leaders stand in
solidarity with those who raised slogans of “Bharat tere tukde honge,
Inshallah, Inshallah”, “Bharat ki barbadi tak jung rahegi” or “Afzal Guru
hum sharminda hai, tere qatil zinda
hai”? Afzal Guru was the mastermind behind the terrorist attack on
the parliament and was sentenced to
death by the Supreme Court.
When the Congress supports
those instigating caste violence
undermining and violating the
Constitution, one is compelled to
feel it is its Maoist soul which
guides its actions. The infiltration of
disruptive Urban Maoists into mainstream life and their influence has
only recently come to light and when
a mainstream party like the
Congress which has held power for
so many years supports their
destructive designs it is not an
occasion to be surprised but saddened.
Despite ideological differences,
it is important to concede that the
Congress of the past never spoke in
the terms used by their current leaders or aligned with disruptive forces
that undermined the country and
national interest. It is deeply worrying to see the oldest political party
in the country, one that enjoys support across the country, stand with
such anti-national elements. As a
result, the Congress is eroding its
support base. About 125 years ago
Swami Vivekananda crossed the
oceans to plant the flag of Bharatiya
civilisational and cultural values in
a foreign land. Today, a politician
from the same country, travels
abroad and equates Indian cultural
ethos with the Muslim Brotherhood.
This is an insult to Bharatiya civilisational values and culture.
In a democracy it is but expected that there will be differences in
opinion and ideologies but it is
imperative to rise above these differences for the good of the nation.
It is only when this unity supersedes
politicswill the country find solutions to the problems that ail us.
(The writer is Sah Sarkaryavah,
RSS)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
BIG BLUNDER
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “In Denial”
(September 13). There can be no doubt about
Virat Kohli’s skills as a batsman and his work
ethics but the buck stops with him as the captain of the Indian cricket team. His claim that
his team is the best touring Indian team in
last 10-15 years, that too after 1-4 scoreline
in the five-Test series, defies logic.
To walk the talk, Kohli has to introspect his leadership and decision-making skills — choosing to play a spinner
over a seamer in cloudy conditions in
London, and Ashwin playing in fourth
Test despite offie being in clear discom-

fort physically and opting Hanuma
Vihari over triple centurion Karun Nair,
are just few of the blunders committed
by him.
Kohli and Ravi Shastri cannot be in
denial, trying to paint a rosy picture after
a disastrous tour.
Bal Govind
Noida

PREMATURE RELEASE
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Life
means Life” (September 12). Had it been
the assassination of members of any other

political party in Tamil Nadu, would the
Tamil Nadu Government have sought
premature release of the convicts serving
life sentence? While the gracefulness of
the Gandhi family in condoning the
action of the assassins should be welcomed, from the point of view of the
country, in general, and the Congress in
particular, the assassination of former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi was an
irreparable loss.
The fact the convicts have been languishing in jail for long is no justification
to seek their early release, as they have
been commuted to suffer life sentence.

Mega urban crisis is a challenge for ecological balance
his refers to the article, “The megacity
problem” (September 13) by Kota
Sriraj. Across the board, our towns are
dismally planned and as a rule, suffer from
their perennial woes, like traffic glut,
asphyxiating pollution, deafening noise, poor
sanitation and hygiene, killing water scarcity, unreliable power supply, choking
drainages, sprawling slums, hapless civic
services, ad infinitum. This state of our cities
stems from the fact that our cities were
never actually planned in a way that they will

T

seamlessly grow if the need arises.
Our cities, especially bigger ones, seldom followed strictly the principles of urban
design which will genuinely connect their
people to the city’s environment. Parameters
like architecture, public spaces, sustainability
and green cover, social equity, transportation, business and employment opportunities, besides other civic needs of ever growing population were rarely part of the
process. The result is most erratic and widespread haphazard development of practically

entire hordes of our urban clusters. Even
some so-called planned cities in India are
no exception to this.
Solution lies in re-engineering of our
total urban design process with out-of-thebox solutions by a whole new class of urban
planners. Entire gamut of expertise related to urban design and concerns of all
stake-holders must be in sync with the philosophy of perennial thriving of our city life.
Prakash C Dixit
Rishikesh

The convicts are now at the mercy
of the State Governor Banwarilal Purohit
as he holds the key. One hopes that the
Governor Purohit weighs the pros and
cons before he takes any decision. In any
event, the decision taken should not set
as a precedent.
VS Jayaraman
Chennai

NO MERCY
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Life
means life” (September 12). Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi’s assassinators

already received generous clemency.
The Supreme Court had, in 2014,
reduced their capital punishment to
lifelong imprisonment. Any further
remission must be out of question.
The killing of a Prime Minister was
a rarest-of-rare case. There should
absolutely be no question of pardoning
and release of the convicts. Any such
request has only political ramifications
and would be utterly illegal.
Shubham
Via email
Send your feedback to:
letterstopioneer@gmail.com

of the UPA during its tenure looks far better than
any growth clocked by the Modi Government.
The second issue with this message is that
it continues with the narrative that India’s low
rate of growth has been caused due to external
factors rather than due to the incompetence of
the Government. This can be seen when arguments against high fuel prices are brought against
the Government or the falling rupee.
Astonishingly, as per this Government, demonetization, which must count as one of the biggest
economic blunders in the world, played no role
in the economic slowdown of the country. It’s
completely ignored by the Government that the
move cost India 1.5 per cent of GDP or that in
the first four months 1.5 million jobs were lost
during just the first four months of 2017 and left
the unorganised sector, which primarily operates on cash, reeling from the move. As a reader, I would recommend you consider this to be
your bimonthly recap of the strange time our
country is going through, where any form of
intellectualism is equated with anti-nationalism.
While I hope this recap did provide some entertainment, I think it is important to recognise that
some of the ludicrous comments by BJP leaders that I mention from time to time are only
the ones that they say out loud after presumably
filtering them. One can, however, only imagine
and truly fear what thoughts do not pass
through this very porous filter.
(The writer is Jharkhand PCC president, former MP and IPS officer. Views are personal)

Dismantling roadblocks
to governance
Citizen-centric initiatives of the
Government prove we’re
progressing from the archaic
mindset of lower-level bureaucrats
towards good governance

NAVNEET
ANAND

y father is a retired professor in his mid 80s and one of his biggest challenges is the annual ritual of proving to the State Bank of India that he is
alive so that the bank disburses his pension. This is true of lakhs of pensioners across the country. Often, one comes across elderly lining up in public
sector banks to assert their existence. Not only in banks, go to any Government
office dealing with pension, it’s not difficult to find a number of hapless elderly people struggling to negotiate the rude, stubborn and archaic mindset of lower-level
bureaucracy.
In one stroke, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal dealt a severe blow to this
mindset and age-old roadblock to good governance when he launched the ambitious doorstep delivery of Government services programme this month. Described
by Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia as a first-of-its-kind in the country, people can avail of 40 services from seven Government departments, sitting at home.
This is truly a historic initiative and transforms the way governance is delivered.
In a tweet, Kejriwal wrote that there is a need to change the way we are being
governed — administration and governance needed complete overhaul and both
should become citizen-centric.
This programme can become a game-changer and a model for several States
as it promises to bring about a paradigm shift in people’s engagement with the
Government. It will mean a world of difference to them, especially the elderly, disabled, women and children. After the ‘happiness curriculum’ and ‘mohalla clinic’
programmes, this comes as an icing on the cake and takes governance reforms
to new levels. One of the understated advantages of competitive federalism that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi so passionately articulates is that it sets a new benchmark in public policies and programmes.
The Prime Minister has led from the front and his people-centric programmes
are yielding effective results. Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, for instance, is
lighting up lives in areas that hitherto remained mired in misery and darkness.
Narendra Modi once said, “Federalism is no longer the fault line of Centre-State
relations but the definition of a new partnership of Team India.” Among others,
this spirit may have triggered multiple innovations of governance. Recently,
Rajasthan Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje launched a unique programme to
enable poor families to get access to information on Government programmes
without any intermediary. Under the Bhamashah Digital Family Scheme, every
Bhamashah family who are entitled to National Food Security, will be given `1,000
in two installments by the State Government to purchase Internet-enabled smartphones.
Telangana Civil Supplies Department and Civil Supplies Corporation undertook a unique reform to plug loopholes in the public distribution system (PDS).
“IT-based systems are the only way to cut corruption on a long-term basis. IT helps
to cut interaction between Government and citizens while offering public services.
Lesser interaction means lesser corruption,” says Akun Sabharwal, Commissioner
& Secretary, Consumer Affairs, Food & Civil Supplies. According to Sabharwal,
an IPS officer, “Technology has been effectively integrated at the four layers of
the PDS architecture, from procurement till distribution to beneficiaries, and this
has brought about transparency and efficiency besides blowing a death-knell to
corruption, informs.” In fact, Telangana Minister for Finance and Civil Supplies,
Eatela Rajender had said that the State Government had saved more than `1,000
crore worth rice by plugging loopholes by effective use of IT in procurement and
distribution.
At the first stage of procurement, 3,000 odd paddy purchase centers were
provided with tabs to enter the details, besides effective streamlining of the procedure through what is called the Online Procurement Management System
(OPMS). This caused impressive gains in procurement — from 24.28 lakh metric tonne in 2014-15 to 54.06 lakh metric tonne in 2016-17, besides eliminating
middlemen in payment of MSP to farmers. To monitor movement of procured paddy
in GPS fitted trucks, from buffer godowns to corporation godowns and subsequently
to fair price shops, a special Command Control Centre was established by the
department. The department introduced geo-fencing of 18,0000 routes to curb
pilferage and smuggling. For last mile distribution through fair price shops, the department effectively used National Informatics Centre’s (NIC) ePDS software and
Aadhaar seeding of beneficiaries.
“Telangana is the first State to have completed 100 per cent seeding of
Aadhaar with 2.75 crore beneficiaries. Our electronic point of sale machine has
also been introduced in all 31 districts and this offers massive ease to consumers besides securing the system against any foul play,” informs Sabharwal.
CCTVs at PDS shop, a special T-Ration app and offering anywhere ration portability are some other revolutionary reforms that have brought about a revolutionary change in the PDS. Sabharwal didn’t lose time in acknowledging
Herculean team effort, including those of his predecessors IAS Officer Rajat
Kumar and IPS Officer CV Anand, who ensured this iconic metamorphosis. “I
am just carrying the baton forward,” he avered. And he seemed to be doing
that quite well.
(The writer is a strategic communications professional)
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The Government is injecting
competition in the power
distribution sector through
content and carriage reforms to
make the supply of power
consumer-friendly

BUZZ
FROM
GOVT

Ajay Kumar Bhalla, Power
Secretary

Dairy Processing and Infrastructure
Development Fund will benefit 95 lakh
farmers in about 50,000 villages.
Many skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled workers will get
employment, directly and indirectly.
We have to sanction a loan of `8,004
crore in the next two years. I am sure,
we will achieve the target

Petrol `81, diesel Investor wealth
zooms
`12L
cr
`73/litre in Delhi
so far in FY19

SINCE MID-AUGUST,
PETROL PRICE HAS
RISEN BY `3.92 A
LITRE AND DIESEL
BY `4.31 PER LITRE

PTI n NEW
DELHI

I

PTI n NEW DELHI

etrol price on Thursday
touched the `81 per litre
P
mark in Delhi while diesel

rates crossed `73 as the potent
combination of a depreciating
rupee and rising crude oil rates
continued to push fuel prices
higher.
After a day’s lull, the
upward march of fuel prices
resumed on Thursday with
petrol price being hiked by 13
paise per litre and diesel by 11
paise, according to a price
notification of state-owned oil
marketing companies.
Petrol price in Delhi
climbed to `81 per litre while
diesel inched up to an all-time
high of `73.08.
Delhi has the cheapest fuel
rates among all metros and
most state capitals because of

nvestor
w e a l t h
surged over
`12 lakh crore
so far during
2018-19 fiscal
driven
by
robust stock
market sentiment during
which the BSE
benchmark index soared more
than 14 per cent.
Since March 28 this year
(stock markets were closed on
March 29 and 30th for a local
holiday), the 30-share Sensex
has gained 4,749.28 points, or
14.40 per cent, to 37,717.96 as
on September 12.
The key index touched its
lifetime high of 38,989.65 on
August 29, this year.
Led by rally in stocks, the
market capitalisation of BSElisted companies jumped
`12,01,444
crore
to
`1,54,26,441 crore as on

lower taxes. Mumbai has the
highest sales tax or VAT.
In Mumbai, a litre of petrol
now costs `88.39 and diesel is
priced at `77.58 per litre.
Mumbai has the highest
rate of VAT or sales tax in the
country. According to oil companies, refinery gate price of
petrol, without considering any
central or state tax and dealer’s
commission, is `40.49 per litre.
The same for diesel is `44.32.
Retail rates are arrived at
after adding excise duty, which
is charged by the Central
Government, commission paid

to petrol pumps dealers and
VAT, charged by the state governments.
Dealer’s commission on
petrol currently is `3.34 per
litre and that on diesel is `2.52.
While crude oil rates flirted with the $80 per barrel
mark, the rupee has plunged
against the dollar. The combination of the two makes
imports costlier. Domestic
retail prices are benchmarked
to international rates of the fuel.
Since mid-August, petrol price
has risen by `3.92 a litre and
diesel by `4.31.

September 12.
Stock exchanges are closed
on Thursday for “Ganesh
Chaturthi”.
A number of initial public
offers and subsequent listing of
stocks also helped the market
valuation rise.
In April, the BSE Sensex
gained 5.72 per cent, in May it
rose by 0.41 per cent, in June
the 30-share index went up by
0.55 per cent, in July it surged
6.64 per cent, in August it
jumped 3 per cent, while in
September so far it has lost 1.55
per cent.

TDS/TCS provisions Sebi board may clear proposal allowing
under GST to come foreign entities in commodity markets
into effect from Oct
PTI n NEW DELHI

PTI n NEW DELHI

he government has notified October 1 as the date
for implementing the tax
deducted at source (TDS)
and tax collected at source
(TCS) provisions under GST
law.
As per the Central GST
(CGST) Act, the notified
entities are required to collect
TDS at 1 per cent on payments to goods or services
suppliers in excess of Rs 2.5
lakh. Also, states will levy 1
per cent TDS under state
laws.
E-commerce companies
will now be required to collect up to 1 per cent TCS
while making any payment to
suppliers under the Goods
and Services Tax (GST).
States too can levy up to 1 per
cent TCS under State GST
(SGST) law.
EY Tax Partner Abhishek
Jain said, “The e-commerce
companies for TCS and various PSUs/ Government
Companies for TDS would
need to quickly gear up their
ERP systems to comply with
these provisions from 1st

T

O c tob er.
Wit h
audit
report as well being notified,
the industry would now really need to buckle up, especially given the short time
frame.”
AMRG & Ass o ciates
Partner Rajat Mohan said
the government has notified
operation of TDS provisions
on payments made by government agencies and TCS
provisions for specified ecommerce operators effective October 1, 2018.
“These twin provisions
are expected to further deepen the penetration of tax
authorities in the economy,
and it is likely to carve out
widespread tax evasion of
not only indirect taxes but
also direct taxes,” Mohan
said.
The GST, which subsumed over a dozen local
taxes, was rolled out from
July 1, 2017. However, to
make it simpler for businesses in the initial months of
rollout, TDS/TCS provisions
of GST laws were kept in
abeyance till June 30. Later
on, it was defer re d till
September 30, 2018.

ith an aim to deepen the
commodity derivatives
W
market, regulator Sebi’s board

is likely to approve a proposal to allow trading in this segment by foreign entities with
exposure to the Indian physi-

‘Govt focus on
skill, workforce’
New Delhi (PTI): The government is fo cusing on
skilling people across sectors as it will help create
economic opp or tunity,
Commerce and Industr y
Minister Suresh Prabhu said
Thursday.
In a video message delivered during the Indo-US
Economic Summit, Prabhu
highlighted the importance of
skilling India’s workforce.
“Today, business is experiencing a major paradox —
on one hand there is a large
number of job seekers, and
on the other hand are business leaders looking for the
right people to work. To
bridge this gap, we must create a skill-based economy,” he
said.

cal commodity market.
Such foreign entities may
be allowed to hedge their exposures with derivatives trading
in all commodities traded on
Indian exchanges, barring the
sensitive commodities.
The board of Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Sebi)
may approve a proposal in this
regard in its meeting scheduled
next week, officials said.
Under the proposal, foreign
entities, having actual exposure
to Indian physical commodity
markets, may be termed
Eligible Foreign Entities (EFEs).
A detailed set of norms for
eligibility criteria, disclosure
and KYC requirements, code of
conduct and safeguards against
any unwanted price fluctuations
has also been proposed. The
direct participation of foreign
entities having actual exposure to commodities is expected to make Indian commodity
derivatives market more broadbased, vibrant, deep and efficient. Further, it will also add to
the depth and liquidity in the
far-month contracts.
The regulator, in May,
came out out with consultation
paper for allowing trading in
the commodity derivatives
market by EFEs and had
sought comments from all the

stakeholders in this regard.
The proposal followed recommendation from the regulator’s Commodity Derivatives
Advisory Committee (CDAC)
for allowing in this market the
hedge funds (category III alternative investment funds), portfolio management service
(PMS) firms, mutual funds and
direct participation of foreign
participants having exposure to
commodities in the first phase.
In the second phase,
CDAC proposed to allow
banks, insurers, foreign portfolio investors and pension
funds in the commodity derivatives market.
Last year, Sebi had issued
consultation papers for allowing mutual funds, portfolio
managers and hedge funds,
among others.
According to the proposal,
such EFE should not be an
Indian resident but may be a
Non-Resident Indian (NRI),
provided that such NRI is
engaged in physical commodity trading businesses with
India. The minimum networth
requirement for such EFE
should be USD 500,000 and
this limit may be gradually
reviewed based on experience
of EFE participation in the
market.

Radha Mohan Singh, Union
Agriculture Minister

Flipkart expanding to solidify
position in furniture segment
PTI n JAIPUR

almart-backed Flipkart
is expanding the furniW
ture category on its platform
with the introduction of new
sub-brand ‘Pure Wood’ as it
looks to compete aggressively
against not just its arch-rival
Amazon but also IKEA in the
Indian market.
Flipkart has partnered with
solid wood furniture makers in
cities like Jaipur and Jodhpur in
Rajasthan for Pure Wood,
which would be under its private label ‘Perfect Homes’. The
collection named Amer,
Mehrangarh, Nahargarh,
Taragarh and Jaisalmer will be
priced between `5,000-70,000.
E-commerce companies
focus on private labels because
they offer higher margins and
enable better control of inventory.
“If you see the furniture
market in India, it is about $15
billion in size. And yet, 90 per
cent of it is unorganised. Of the
10 per cent that is organised,
online players take up only 1015 per cent, so there is a huge
scope of growth,” Flipkart
Senior Director (Private Labels)
Shivani Suri said.
She added that estimates

Voltas Beko
launches range of
Home Appliances
in India
PNS n NEW DELHI

oltas Limited - AC Brand and
Arçelik, a home appliances
V
maker (part of the Koç Group),
entered into the Indian consumer durables market on
Thursday with the launch of
their brand – Voltas Beko. The
new company, Voltbek Home
Appliances Private Limited , an
equal partnership joint venture,
has introduced a wide range of
home appliances which include
Refrigerators, Washing Machines,
Microwaves, and Dishwashers.
Voltbek plans to launch
over 100 SKUs over the next 3
months including 44 SKUs of
Refrigerators, 40 SKUs of
Washing Machines, 12 SKUs of
Microwaves/Ovens and 7 SKUs
of Dishwashers. Voltas Beko
has positioned itself as ‘Partners
of Everyday Happiness’ with
the consumer benefit of
‘Nutrition, Preservation for
Refrigerators and Cleaning
Efficiency for Washing
Machines’. The brand aims to
provide its consumers with
state of the art innovative products leveraging Voltas’ brand &
distribution strength coupled
with Arçelik’s global expertise
in product development.

‘Gen Z to be dominant diamond
jewellery consumer after 2025’

Govt determined to curb
fiscal deficit at 3.3 pc

PTI n MUMBAI

he Government is determined to keep fiscal
T
deficit within the budgeted

he Gen Z generation, aged
currently up to 20 years, is
T
going to be the biggest diamond jewellery consumers
after 2025, the De Beers Group
has said. Gen Z is a larger consumer generation, representing
35 per cent of the world’s population and will come of age as
diamond consumers over the
coming decades, according to
data published Thursday by De
Beers Group in its Diamond
Insight Report.
“We expect the Gen Z to
represent the biggest share in
diamond jewellery consumption after 2025,” De Beers
Group Head of Strategy Esther
Oberbeck told PTI.
The Gen Z are bigger than
the millennial generation and
represent 2.6 billion or 35 per
cent of the world’s population.
Of this, 20 per cent live in
India and 13 per cent in China,
but nearly two-thirds (63 per
cent) are outside of the top four
diamond-consuming nations.

The Gen Z are bigger than the
millennial generation and
represent 2.6 billion or 35 per cent
of the world’s population. Of this, 20
per cent live in India and 13 per
cent in China, but nearly two-thirds
(63 per cent) are outside of the
top four diamond-consuming nations.
India is the youngest major
diamond-consuming country,
where millennials and Gen Z
account for 70 per cent of the
population.
Despite being a long way
from financial maturity, Gen Z
is already making its presence
felt in the diamond market,
with the oldest Gen Z consumers (those currently
between 18 to 20 years of age)
acquiring five per cent of all
diamond jewellery pieces in the
US last year, it added.
Further the report said,
millennials and Gen Z are the
most populous generations in

the world today and since their
spending power is rising, they
are important drivers of growth
in the luxury sector and
account for a considerable
share of global diamond jewellery demand.
Meanwhile, it said, the millennial (aged 21-39 years) and
Gen Z generations combined
accounted for two-thirds of
global diamond jewellery sales
in 2017, as diamond jewellery
demand reached a new record
high of USD 82 billion.
At present, millennials represent 29 per cent of the world’s
population and are the current

largest group of diamond consumers.
Meanwhile, in India, rising
inflation, higher interest rates
and a weakening rupee may
pose a challenge to consumer
demand, the report said.
Larger organised retailers
are expected to continue to
grow share of sales at the
expense of smaller independents, it added.
On diamond supply, the
report said that total diamond
production in 2018 is expected to fall slightly from 2017 levels, due to mining companies
like ALROSA’s suspension of
operations at the Mir mine in
Russia and Rio Tinto’s guided
fall in production at its operations. Looking further ahead,
it said, production is expected
to continue falling as new projects and expansions fail to
replace lost output from closing mines. By 2025, it added,
several large mines will reach
the end of their lives, while only
a few new projects are in the
pipeline.

PTI n NEW DELHI

level of 3.3 per cent of GDP
as the country cannot afford
to have a twin deficit problem, a top official said.
The official said a depreciating rupee and high crude
import bill would definitely
put pressure on the country’s
c ur rent account def icit
(CAD), and a fiscal slippage
at this juncture would lead to
a twin deficit.
Ruling out any excise
duty cut on petrol and diesel,
the official said the dependence on oil as a source of tax
revenue has to be brought
down and this can only happen when the share of non-oil
tax to GDP goes up.
“India will maintain the
fiscal deficit target as we are
a consumption driven economy and tax revenues are also
increasing. We are determined to do that. We will not
cut expenditure as it would
have adverse impact on

growth,” the official said.
He said cutting expenditure is the easiest way to
trim fiscal deficit. “If we cut
`1 lakh crore in expenditure,
it would lower fiscal deficit to
2.9 per cent. But then growth
will be impacted,” the official
said.
The government has targeted 3.3 per cent fiscal
deficit for the current financial year ending March 2019.
The
G over nment’s
f inances have shown
improvement in July with
fiscal deficit at 86.5 per cent
of the Budget Estimate (BE),
mainly on account of higher
revenue collection, as per
official data.
The deficit was at 92.4
per cent of BE at July-end of
the last financial year.
“Income tax revenues are
moving in right direction,
GST mop up is also recovering and if we keep expenditure within control,we are
confident to maintain the
fiscal deficit situation. We
don’t want twin deficit problem,” the official said.

(internal and industry) suggest
that online channels will
account for 25-30 per cent of
the organised furniture market
by 2020.
While she declined to comment on revenue targets, Suri
said Pure Wood and Perfect
Homes would contribute significantly to the topline from
the furniture category.
“Furniture is a difficult
category. It’s not just about
offering the ‘touch and feel’
experience, customers are looking for quality, durability and
affordability. Using consumer
insights from our platform,
we are getting top designs in
quality products at affordable
prices for the customer,” she
said.
Asked about competition
from Swedish giant IKEA,
which recently launched its
store in Hyderabad, Suri pointed out that the opportunity in
the Indian market is huge.
“I don’t want to comment

B u s i n e s s

on competition, I’m sure they
have their own strategy in
place. We are focussed on
bringing an expansive range to
customers, quality products
that are affordable, accessible
across India with a great service
promise,” she said.
IKEA set up its first store
in India last month and has
plans to open 25 stores by 2025.
It is also looking to enter the ecommerce segment by next
year, besides exploring small
format stores as part of its
expansion plans in the country.
Within the online category, Flipkart competes with its
American rival Amazon as
well as players like Urban
Ladder and Pepperfry.
The launch of the new
range also comes ahead of
Flipkart’s Big Billion Days sale
that is slated for next month.
Suri said furniture under
Perfect Homes are available
with FurniSure - a certification
to assure customers of the
quality and durability of the
products.
The certification, she
claimed, is offered after a rigorous test process conducted
through NABL-accredited testing laboratories, including
Intratek, MTS, BV, and SGS.

C o r n e r

NLCIL PROVIDES TOILET BLOCK AND VARIOUS FACILITIES

NLC India Ltd.,
Keeping up with this
commitment and as
part of the Swachh
Bharat Mission, it
has constructed a
toilet block,
compound wall and
various facilities for
Aadi Dravidar
Welfare High School
at Vandurayanpattu,
Village near Bhuvanagiri in Cuddalore District under its CSR initiatives at
a cost of `29.80 lakhs. The toilet block with separate provision of toilets
for Girls & Boys will provide better sanitation facility with hygiene &
cleanliness to the school students.

AAI PARTICIPATES IN A WEBINAR ON CIVIL AVIATION

Airports Authority of India participated in a webinar held by US
Commercial Service at the American Centre, New Delhi recently on Civil
Aviation & Airport Development opportunities in India for US
companies. S Suresh, Board Member (Finance & Air Navigation
Services), Airports Authority of India, was invited to present India’s
perspective on aviation infrastructure and future prospects.
Erick Kish, Commercial Attaché, US Embassy, New Delhi, Amber Dubey,
Partner & Head of Aerospace & Defence at KPMG and Michel Hopkins,
Program Manager, International Air Traffic Control Systems, Raytheon
Inc. also participated in the webinar discussions. The webinar was an
interactive session with the US companies attending the webinar online.
The discussion included the topics like Key airport development
opportunities, overview of the Indian Aviation market, Best Practices,
doing business in India and assistance for US Companies in India.

Jivi Mobiles to set
up smartphone
manufacturing
facility
PNS n NEW DELHI

ome-grown mobile maker
Jivi Mobiles has forayed
H
into the smartphone space with
initial offerings in the price
range of `5,000 and `7,000.
It plans to invest `100
crore to build its manufacturing facility for smartphones.
Until now, the company has
been making feature phones
only.
Presently, Jivi assembles
feature phones in Delhi. The
smartphone manufacturing
facility is expected to become
operational in six months’ time.
Banking on a 10-15% monthto-month growth, Jivi has targeted to double its turnover to
`650-700 crore this fiscal, from
`350 crore in 2017-18.
The company is focusing
on tier 2 and 3 cities to achieve
its sales growth target. It has a
strong presence across northern and eastern parts of the
country and is now expanding
to southern and western
regions.

Patanjali enters
dairy biz; aims
`1K cr sale by
next fiscal
PTI n NEW DELHI

aba Ramdev’s Patanjali
Ayurved on Thursday
B
announced its foray into the
dairy segment by launching
milk and milk-based products, including curd and
cheese, targeting sales worth
`1,000 crore from the segment.
Besides, Patanjali had also
ventured into frozen vegetable
segment and has introduced
products such as sweet corn,
pea and potato fingers.
“We are aiming to have a
business of `1,000 crore next
fiscal. This fiscal, we would
have a business of `500 crore,”
said Baba Ramdev while
addressing a conference.
The Haridwar-based firm
has established a network of
around 56,000 retailers.
We are targeting 10 lakh
litre of daily sales, Ramdev
added.
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India meets all qualifications ‘US shares concern with India over
terrorists
operating
on
Pak
soil’
to be member of NSG: US
PTI n WASHINGTON

PTI n WASHINGTON

ndia has not been able to
secure membership of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group
because of China’s veto, a senior
Trump Administration official
said Thursday asserting that the
US will continue to advocate
for New Delhi’s membership in
the elite grouping as it meets all
the criteria.
India has been seeking
entry into the 48-member elite
nuclear club, which controls
nuclear trade, but China has
repeatedly stonewalled its bid.
While India, which is
backed by the US and a number of western countries has
garnered the support of a
majority of the group’s members, China has stuck to its
stand that new members
should sign the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT),
making India’s entry difficult as
the group is guided by the consensus principle. India is not a
signatory to the NPT.
“Nuclear Suppliers Group
(NSG) is a consensus-based

I

organization. India has not
been able to secure membership as a result of opposition
from China,” Alice Wells, the
Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for South and
Central Asia, told a
Washington audience.
“We have deemed that
we’re not going to limit our
own cooperation with India
based on a Chinese veto. Of
course, we moved ahead with
a STA One authorisation and
we certainly believe that India

meets all of the qualifications
of the nuclear supplier’s group
and will continue to actively
advocate on behalf of India’s
membership,” Wells said in
response to a question.
He said by granting
Strategic Trade Authorisation
(STA-1) status, the US has
placed India in the inner circle
of America’s closest allies.
“It reflects just the intimacy of the strategic partnership,” she said in response to a
question at the Center for

Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS), a top American
think-tank.
The
senior
State
Department Official hoped
that the nuclear deal with India
would finally see light of the
day with the approaching of its
10th anniversary.
“With Westinghouse coming out of bankruptcy, we now
have an opportunity to cross
the finish line to really culminate in what was this historic
process that began a decade ago
to be able to have one of our
premier companies provide in
some of the safest and cleanest
fuel that will benefit, tens of
millions of Indian citizens,”
she said.
“It’s a really another exciting chapter that hopefully we
can close. Certainly, we will be
supporting Westinghouse as it
continues its conversations
with India,” she said.
US President George W
Bush had signed the legislation
on the Indo-US nuclear deal,
approved by the US Congress,
into law on October 8, 2008.

he US shares a concern with
India over the continued
T
ability of terrorist proxies to
operate on Pakistani soil, a
senior Trump administration
official has said, stressing that
tackling this core issue by
Islamabad is critical to the
prospects of its better relations
with New Delhi. Alice Wells,
Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for South and
Central Asia, said conversations
on counterterrorism had always
been always a very important
part of the US-India relationship
and the two countries have been
coordinating on terrorist designations.
“We have a thriving counterterrorism dialogue. We have
ongoing efforts by the US
administration to sanction a
range of global terrorists, including nearly a dozen Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT) targets and aliases
over the last year,” she said at an
event at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies (CSIS),
a top American think-tank. The
LeT militant group carried out
the 2008 Mumbai attack, killing

Suspending aid to Pak not done lightly: US
Washington (PTI): The US’
decision to suspend military aid to
nuclear-armed Pakistan was not
taken lightly as the Trump
administration was concerned that
the country’s atomic weapons
could fall into the hands of
terrorists, National Security Adviser
John Bolton has said.
Bolton said the war against
terrorism was a matter of
extraordinary importance to
America. In his address to a
Washington think-tank on
Monday— the Federalist Society
for Law and Public Policy Studies
— Bolton also said that the US
wanted Pakistan to cooperate fully
in the war against terrorism.“It was

before my time, but the Trump
administration did not take the
decision to cancel a substantial part
of the military aid package to
Pakistan lightly,” he said.
“It was done knowing full well that
Pakistan is a nuclear weapons
state, and the risk that the
government could fall into the
hands of terrorists that would get
control of those nuclear weapons
was particularly serious.” In
January, US President Donald
Trump suspended most of military
aid to Pakistan, accusing Islamabad
of allowing the Taliban to use its
territory for attacks in Afghanistan.
Last week, the Pentagon asked
Congress to allow it to use for

other purpose the funds that had
been set aside for Pakistan.The reallocation ended the possibility that
the funds earmarked for Pakistan
could be released if Islamabad
agreed to take the required action
against various terrorist groups.
During his visit to Islamabad last
week, Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo had pressed the new
Pakistani government to rein in the
groups reportedly operating from
its soil.Bolton said Secretary
Pompeo wanted to convey the
message that “we hoped and
expected that Pakistan would
cooperate fully in the war against
terrorism, which they had
committed to do.”

166 people, including American
nationals.
“And certainly, with the 10th
anniversary of the Mumbai
attack approaching, we share a
concern over the continued ability of terrorists proxies to operate on Pakistani soil,” Wells said.
Referring to a recent remark
by Secretary of State Mike

Pompeo, Wells said the US was
“looking for actions, not words”
from the government of
Pakistan. And obviously this is
a shared concern, she
said.Pompeo, who recently visited Islamabad before he travelled to New Delhi, had a good
constructive consultations with
the new Pakistani leadership, she

said.
“It was his first opportunity
to meet with Prime Minister
Imran Khan and it was an
opportunity for the Secretary to
lay out aspirations for the relationship,” she said, adding that
she sees Pakistan as a sovereign
country that has a choice to
make.

‘Will not tolerate any form of foreign meddling in US polls’
Washington (PTI): The
United States will not tolerate
any form of foreign interference in its elections, President
Donald
Trump
said
Wednesday after signing an
executive order that initiates
actions, including sanctions,
against foreign entities who
meddle or even attempt to
interfere in American polls.
“Today, I took action to
protect the integrity of the
United States electoral system by signing an executive
order to ensure that we can
swiftly identify and punish
any foreign interference in
our elections. As I have made
clear, the United States will not
tolerate any form of foreign
meddling in our elections,”
Trump said in a statement
after he signed the executive
order.
The executive order
requires the intelligence community and other federal agen-

cies to assess the extent of any
foreign interference after every
United States election. If the
US determines that any foreign meddling has occurred,
the executive order ensures a
quick, forceful, and proportionate response, he said.
Specifically, the executive
order authorises appropriate

and meaningful sanctions —
some are full blocking sanctions, others are to be designed
and calibrated in light of specific facts — against any individual, foreign entity, or country that authorises, directs,
sponsors, or otherwise supports foreign interference in a
US election, he said. It also
directs the executive branch to
develop a uniform process for
assessing and determining foreign interference in United
States elections.
“As we enter election season this fall, the American
people can rest assured that we
are working diligently to
ensure that our democracy
remains secure from foreign
threats,” Trump said.
Secretar y of Homeland
Security Kirstjen M Nielsen
also said election security is
national security and any
attempt to interfere in the
democratic institutions is

unacceptable.“By mandating
the imposition of sanctions
against any individual or entity that seeks to interfere in our
elections, we are sending a
clear signal that the US government will not tolerate interference of any kind and will
use every tool at our disposal
to protect our democratic
process,” she said.
The executive order does
not name any particular country. However in a conference
call, Dan Coats, Director of
National Intelligence identified
Russia, China, Iran and N
Korea having capabilities to do
so.“We have seen signs of not
just Russia, but from China, of
capabilities, potentially from
Iran and even North Korea. It’s
more than Russia here that
we’re looking at,” Coats said.
“We continue to look at that
and will continue to look at
that. We have not seen the
intensity of what happened in

2016, but it’s only a keyboard
click away,” he said.
However, the opposition
Democrats were not satisfied
with the executive order. “The
new executive order certainly
does not absolve the Senate
from passing much-needed
legislation and funding to beef
up our election security and
prevent future attacks on our
democracy from foreign
adversaries,”Senate Minority
Leader Chuck Schumer said.
The steps outlined in the
executive order are “far too little, too late,” and they provide
no resources to help states protect their elections against
future attacks, said Committee
on House Administration
Ranking Member Robert
Brady, Committee on
Homeland Security Ranking
Member Bennie Thompson,
and Committee on Oversight
and Government Reform
Ranking Member Elijah

Cummings “While the
President appears to acknowledge that foreign actors will
continue to attempt to interfere in our elections, he makes
no mention of previous
Russian attacks,” they alleged.
Rather than issuing a weak
executive order two years after
these attacks, President Trump
should have responded swiftly and strongly, they said.
“We need concrete actions
that show the Trump
Administration is sincere in
wanting to protect American
democracy from foreign interference.
That means providing
states with the funds they
need,
and
pressing
Republicans in Congress to
pass legislation – like the
Election Security Act – that
makes meaningful improvements to our election infrastructure,”
the
three
Democrats said.

Florence’s uncertain track sows Spy poison case: Suspects say
fear; 10 million in crosshairs
they were in UK as tourists
Myrtle Beach: Hurricane
Florence put a corridor of more
than 10 million people in the
crosshairs Wednesday as the
monster storm closed in on the
Carolinas, uncertainty over its
projected path spreading worry
across a widening swath of the
Southeast.
Faced with new forecasts
that showed a more southerly
threat, Georgia’s governor joined
his counterparts in Virginia
and North and South Carolina
in declaring a state of emergency, and some residents who
had thought they were safely out
of range boarded up their
homes. The National Hurricane
Center’s best guess was that
Florence would blow ashore as
early as Friday afternoon
around the North CarolinaSouth Carolina line, then push
its rainy way westward with a
potential for catastrophic inland
flooding. Florence’s nighttime
winds were down to 175 kph
from a high of 225 kph, and the
Category 3 storm fell to a

Category 2, with a further slow
weakening expected as the
storm nears the coast. But
authorities warned it will still be
an extremely dangerous hurricane.
“Do you want to get hit with
a train or do you want to get hit
with a cement truck?” said Jeff
Byard, an administrator with the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency.Tropical
storm-force winds extended
315 kilometers from Florence’s
center, and hurricane-force
winds reached out 110 kilometers.The National Weather
Service said 5.25 million people
live in areas under hurricane
warnings or watches, and 4.9
million live in places covered by
tropical storm warnings or
watches.
At the White House,
President Donald Trump both
touted the government’s readiness and urged people to get out
of the way of Florence. “Don’t
play games with it. It’s a big one,”
he said. As of Tuesday, more

than 1.7 million people in the
Carolinas and Virginia were
warned to clear out. Airlines had
cancelled nearly 1,000 flights
and counting. Home Depot
and Lowe’s activated emergency
response centers to get generators, trash bags and bottled
water to stores before and after
the storm. The two hardware
chains said they sent in a total
of around 1,100 trucks. Duke
Energy, the nation’s No. 2 power
company, said Florence could
knock out electricity to threequarters of its 4 million customers in the Carolinas, and
outages could last for weeks.
Workers are being brought in
from the Midwest and Florida
to help in the storm’s aftermath,
it said.
Boarding up his home in
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina,
Chris Pennington watched the
forecasts and tried to decide
when to leave.
“In 12 or 18 hours, they
may be saying different things
all over again,” he said.
AP

Moscow (AP): The two
Russian men charged in Britain
with poisoning a former
Russian spy with a deadly
nerve agent appeared on
Russian television on
Thursday, saying they visited
the suspected crime scene as
tourists.
Ruslan Boshirov and
Alexander Petrov made their
first public appearance in an
interview with the Kremlinfunded RT channel.
The men said they visited

the southern English city of
Salisbury in March, calling it a
“wonderful town” and saying
they wanted to see the famous
Salisbury Cathedral.
“Our friends have been
suggesting for a long time that
we visit this wonderful town,”
Petrov said while Boshirov
added that they wanted to see
the Cathedral’s famous spire
and clock.
British officials say
Boshirov and Petrov are military intelligence agents who

were dispatched to Salisbury to
poison former Russian agent
Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia with the nerve agent
Novichok. Britain released
CCTV footage and photographs showing the two men
walking in Skripal’s neighbourhood on March 4, the day
of the attack.
The men’s surprise public
appearance came a day after
Russian President Vladimir
Putin said that Russian authorities know the identities of the
two men, but insisted that
they are civilians and there is
“nothing criminal” about
them. He called on them to
contact the media.
Replying to the interviewer’s question why they went to
Salisbury for two days in a row,
Boshirov said that when they
first got to the town it was
snowy and they got wet so they
decided to take the train back.
They said they may have
passed by Skripal’s house but
they did not know him.

11 people killed, 44 hurt as
driver intentionally crashes
into crowd in China
Beijing (PTI): A driver of a
SUV vehicle deliberately
crashed into crowds at a busy
public square in central
China’s Hunan province,
killing 11 people and injuring
44 others, state-media reported Thursday.
The attack took place on
Wednesday night and injured
mostly elderly people who
had gathered in the square by
the river in Hengdong county.
The driver, Yang Zanyun,
54, first ploughed through the
people with his vehicle and
later got out of it and went on
a rampage attacking people
with a knife.
Local police detained Yang
and is investigating the case,
the report said. The office
released no other details about
the suspect.
Yang was reportedly sentenced several times for robbery and drug abuse, state-run
Global Times quoted local
media reports as saying.
Yang was diagnosed with
gastric cancer and coronary
heart disease, another report
said. A court verdict earlier
said Yang has been involved in
drug dealing, setting fires,
racketeering and robbery in

the past 26 years. He has been
jailed for over 10 years.
Several bystanders posted
graphic video footage shortly
after the incident.
Videos and photos circulated on social media purportedly show large crowds of
up to several hundred people
running frantically from the
square in different directions,
amid bodies scattered on the
ground.
Local media reports quoted a manager of a restaurant in
the vicinity of the attack spot
as saying that he saw a red
Land Rover suddenly ploughing through a crowd at a high
speed.
A large number of people
mostly elderly were dancing or
walking in the square after
dinner, at that time. Many fell
to the ground after they were
hit by the speeding SUV, the
reports said.
Knife attacks by disgruntled people in public places
and schools to highlight their
grievances periodically occur
in in China. Uygur militants
from Xinjiang from the East
Turkestan Islamic Movement
(ETIM) also in the past
attacked crowds with speeding
cars.

In this Wednesday’s, image made from video, a suspect is arrested by policemen after
he allegedly drove an SUV deliberately into a crowd in Hengyang in south China's
Hunan province, The crash on Wednesday evening, killing several people and
injuring more than dozens, the city government said.
AP

Apple unveils largest, most expensive iPhone
PTI n WASHINGTON

echnology giant Apple has
unveiled new iPhones,
including one that is its largest
and the most expensive one, and
the products will be available in
India next month. In one of the
company’s signature launch
events at its headquarters in
Cupertino,
California
Wednesday, Apple CEO Tim
Cook unveiled the iPhone Xs
and iPhone Xs Max, the most
advanced iPhones ever.
The 5.8-inch iPhone Xs
and 6.5-inch iPhone Xs Max
feature Super Retina displays, a
faster and improved dual camera system, the first 7-nanometer chip in a smartphone among
other features. The company
said the new iPhones would
start at USD 750, USD 1,000
and USD 1,100. Last year, the
starting prices were USD 700,
USD 800 and USD 1,000.
iPhone Xs and iPhone Xs Max
will be available for pre-order

T

Russian President Vladimir Putin holds a bread during his visit to a military exercises on training ground "Telemba", about 80
kilometers (50 miles ) north of the city of Chita during the military exercises Vostok 2018 in Eastern Siberia, Russia on Thursday.
AP

beginning Friday, September
14 and in stores beginning
Friday, September 21.
“iPhone Xs is packed with
next-generation technologies
and is a huge step forward for
the future of the smartphone,”
Apple’s senior vice president of
Worldwide Marketing Philip
Schiller said. He said iPhone Xs
is not one, but two new iPhone
models, and iPhone Xs Max
offers the biggest display ever in
an iPhone with the biggest battery ever in an iPhone, deliver-

ing up to an hour and a half
more battery life.
iPhone XR will be available
in 64GB, 128GB and 256GB
models in white, black, blue, yellow, coral and red starting at Rs
76,900 through Apple authorised resellers. Customers will be
able to pre-order iPhone XR
beginning October 19 with
availability beginning October
26 in more than 50 countries
and territories including
Australia, Canada, China,
France, Germany, India, New

Zealand and US. iPhone Xs and
iPhone Xs Max build on the allscreen design of iPhone X and
feature the sharpest displays
with the highest pixel density of
any Apple device, the company
said. iPhone Xs and iPhone Xs
Max come with iOS 12, the
world’s most advanced mobile
operating system.
Apple also introduced the
Apple Watch Series 4,
redesigned and re-engineered to
help users stay connected, be
more active and manage their
health in new ways.
While retaining the original
iconic design, the fourth-generation Apple Watch has been
refined, combining new hardware and software enhancements into a unified form. The
Series 4 watch with watchOS 5
includes revolutionary health
capabilities, including a new
accelerometer and gyroscope,
which are able to detect hard
falls, and an electrical heart rate

sensor that can take an electrocardiogram (ECG) using the
new ECG app, which has been
granted a classification by the
US federal agency Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).
“The completely redesigned
Apple Watch Series 4 continues
to be an indispensable communication and fitness companion, and now with the addition of groundbreaking features, like fall detection and the
first-ever ECG app offered
directly to consumers, it also
becomes an intelligent guardian
for your health,” Apple’s chief
operating officer Jeff Williams
said. Beginning September 14,
Apple Watch Series 4 (GPS) will
be available to order in 26
countries and territories and
Apple Watch Series 4 (GPS +
Cellular) will be available to
order in 16 countries and territories. Both models will be
available in stores beginning
September 21.
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Gunman kills 5, himself in Calif
AFP n LOS ANGELES

man went on a shooting
rampage California on
A
Wednesday, killing five people
including his wife, before taking his own life, a police
spokesman told AFP. “We
have six deceased, one is the
suspect and five are victims,”
said Lieutenant Mark King of
the Kern County sheriff ’s
office after the shooting in the
city of Bakersfield.
“We believe it’s possibly a
domestic violence incident.”
Police received their first call
at 5:19 pm before responding
to the first location, a trucking company.
“When the deputies
responded they located three
victims of the shooting and
the suspect had fled,” said
King, adding that the man is
believed to have shot two

more victims at another location. “At 5:54 pm the vehicle
was located at a local business.

The suspect noticed the
deputy pulled into the business, and then shot himself,”

said King.“Our detectives have
five separate scenes. We are
interviewing over 30 witnesses,” continued King, adding
that the man had used a large
caliber handgun.
It was the latest chapter of
America’s epidemic of gun
violence. Americans make up
only four percent of the global population but they own 40
percent of the world’s
firearms, according to a recent
study published by the
Graduate Institute of
International
and
Development Studies in
Geneva.
Of the 857 million guns
owned by civilians, 393 million are in the United States —
more than all of the firearms
held by ordinary citizens in
the other top 25 countries
combined, according to the
Small Arms Survey.

Reuters pair in Myanmar not jailed
because of journalism: Suu Kyi
AFP n HANOI

yanmar’s de facto leader
Aung San Suu Kyi said
M
Thursday that two Reuters
journalists jailed for investigating a massacre in Rakhine
state were not convicted
because they were journalists
but because they broke the
law.
Wa Lone, 32, and Kyaw
Soe Oo, 28, were each imprisoned for seven years last week
for breaching the country’s
hardline Official Secrets Act
while reporting atrocities
committed during the military
crackdown in Rakhine.
The sentence prompted a
storm of global outcry as an
assault on freedom of speech,
while erstwhile rights champion Suu Kyi came under
intense pressure for failing to
speak up for the pair.
She broke her silence on
the issue on Thursday during
a discussion at the World
Economic Forum, robustly
defending the court’s decision
to jail the duo.
“They were not jailed
because they were journalists”
but because “the court has
decided that they had broken
the Official Secrets Act”, she

said in her first direct comments
on
the
issue.Challenging critics of
the verdict — including the
United Nations, rights groups
who once lionised her and the
US Vice President — to “point
out” where there has been a
miscarriage of justice, Suu
Kyi said the case upheld the
rule of law.
“The case was held in
open court... I don’t think anybody has bothered to read the

summary of the judge,” she
added. Army-led “clearance
operations” last August drove
700,000 Rohing ya into
Bangladesh, carrying with
them widespread accounts of
atrocities — rape, murder and
arson — by Myanmar police
and troops.
The Reuters reporters had
denied the charges, insisting
they were set up while exposing the extrajudicial killing of
10 Rohingya Muslims in the

village of Inn Din in
September last year.
This week, the UN rights
office accused Myanmar of
“waging a campaign against
journalists”.
It decried “the instrumentalisation of the law and
of the courts by the government and military in what
constitutes a political campaign against independent
journalism”.
Suu Kyi, who has so far
bristled at foreign criticism of
her country and defended the
crackdown against “terrorists” from the Muslim minority, also addressed the army’s
handling of the crisis.
“There are of course ways
(in) which, in hindsight, the
situation could have been
handled better,” she said in
rare comments on the crackdown.Myanmar has come
under intense diplomatic pressure in recent weeks, with the
UN rights office singling out
its powerful military chief for
his role forcing the Rohingya
from the country.
The stateless Rohingya
are denied citizenship in
Myanmar and widely reviled
in the Buddhist-majority
country.

‘Crucial period
for oil as Iran
exports shrink’
Paris (AFP): Global oil output
hit a record of 100 million barrels per day in August, but the
market may tighten and prices
rise as exports from Iran and
Venezuela decline, the
International Energy Agency
said Thursday.“We are entering
a very crucial period for the oil
market,” the IEA said in its latest monthly report. “Things are
tightening up.” The global
record came as output from the
Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries rose to a
nine-month high of over 32
million barrels per day (mb/d).
The cartel had agreed in
Vienna in June to push up production in order to put a cap on
soaring prices.In recent months,
prices have wavered comfortably between the $70 and $80
per barrel on the Brent crude
futures contract.
According to the IEA, a
rebound in Libyan production,
near-record Iraqi output and
higher supply from Nigeria
and OPEC kingpin Saudi
Arabia have so far managed to
offset the impact of shrinking
production from crisis-hit
Venezuela and Iran.But with the
crisis in Venezuela showing no
sign of abating, and with new
US sanctions on Iran’s oil industry set to come into force on
November 4, other producers
may have to ramp up production even further if they want
to limit the impact on the market.
“It remains to be seen if
other producers decide to
increase their production. The
price range for Brent of $70$80/bbl in place since April
could be tested,” the IEA said.In
May, US President Donald
Trump pulled the US out of the
2015 nuclear deal with Iran and
said other countries must stop
buying oil from Tehran or face
American sanctions.
And hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans have fled
their country since the nation
became engulfed in a political
crisis that has sent the economy into free fall.
“The situation in Venezuela
could deteriorate even faster,
strife could return to Libya
and the 53 days to 4 November
will reveal more decisions taken
by countries and companies
with respect to Iranian oil purchases,” the IEA said.

Final farewell to Kofi Annan at Ghana state funeral
AFP n ACCRA

orld leaders past and present, traditional rulers
and global royalty on Thursday
joined the family of Kofi
Annan, as the former UN secretary general’s state funeral
took place in his native Ghana.
Hundreds of dignitaries,
most of them dressed in black
mourning clothes, gathered at
the Accra International
Conference Centre, to mark the
end of three days of national
mourning for the respected
diplomat.
Annan’s casket was centre
stage at the religious service
and surrounded by flowers
and candles. The current UN
Secretary General, Antonio
Guterres, led mourners from
the diplomatic corps, while
there were representatives of
the African Union, the West
African bloc ECOWAS, and
presidents from across Africa
and beyond.
Royalty included Princess
Beatrix, the former queen of
the Netherlands, and her
daughter-in-law Princess
Mabel, who were close friends
of Annan.
Annan led the UN from
1997 to 2006 and was the first
from sub-Saharan Africa to do
so. He died on August 18 aged
80 at his home in Switzerland
after a short illness.
The funeral will be followed by a private burial at the
capital’s military ceremony and
a 17-gun salute. The Anglican

W

Ghanaian chiefs pay their respects as the coffin of former U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, draped with the Ghana flag, lies in
state at the Accra International Conference Center in Ghana Wednesday. Ghanaians are paying their respects to Annan, who died
in August in Switzerland at age 80, ahead of Thursday's state funeral.
AP

bishop of Annan’s home city of
Kumasi in southern Ghana, the
Most Reverend Daniel Sarfo,
said: “Today history is being
made in Ghana. One of our
illustrious sons is lying here.
“But we are grateful that
God used him over the years to
work for humanity, for peace.
Today, as he lies here, he has
finished his work.
“We pray that all of us will
emulate the service that your

son has rendered to mankind.
No matter what we are we will
also die,” he told the congregation.
Ordinary Ghanaians and
dignitaries have paid their
respects to Annan since his coffin was returned from Geneva
and received with full honours
on Monday.
Thousands of people have
filed past the coffin, which was
draped in the red, green and

gold national flag and guarded
by the military in ceremonial
uniform.
One mourner, Fritz
Kitcher, who spent his career
working in human rights for
the UN in Geneva, said he had
seen Annan rise through the
ranks.
Annan had taught him
“the benefit of humility, the
benefit of honesty, the benefit
of decisiveness, and diploma-

cy from the grassroots,” he
told AFP.Others described
Annan as a father-figure and a
source of national pride.
Annan devoted four
decades of his working life to
the UN, and was known for
bringing quiet charisma to the
role.
He was widely credited for
raising the world body’s profile
in global politics during his two
terms in office, facing challenges including wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Annan was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize in 2001, as
the world was reeling from the
September 11 terror attacks in
the United States, jointly with
the UN “for their work for a
better organised and more
peaceful world”.
He left the post as one of
the most popular — and recognisable — UN leaders ever, and
was considered a “diplomatic
rock star” in international circles.
He kept up his diplomatic work, taking mediation roles
in Kenya and Syria, and more
recently heading an advisory
commission in Myanmar on
the crisis in Rakhine state.
He acted as a negotiator
between the government and
the opposition in Kenya after
post-election violence at the
end of 2007, leading to the formation of the Grand Coalition
government.Annan is survived
by his wife Nane Maria, his
children and grandchildren.

Iran’s options to face
down US oil sanctions
AFP n TEHRAN

faces a potentially crushing loss of oil exports when
IUSran
sanctions return in
November, but the impact
could be blunted by its experience of working around
embargoes. When Iran faced its
toughest international sanctions between 2012 and 2015,
analysts say it found a number
of creative solutions, from
repainting and renaming ships
to switching off their tracking
devices. Those tactics have
continued.
“We find those tankers
quite often, leaving and entering Iran in a covert fashion with
their transponder turned off,”
said Samir Madani, co-founder
of TankerTrackers.com, which
monitors the oil trade.
“We spot them through
satellites. I’d say several vessels
a month,” he told AFP.
Analysts expect such
behaviour to ramp up when US
sanctions on Iran’s oil industry
return on November 5, following Washington’s withdrawal from the nuclear deal in
May. US pressure has already
caused a 24 per cent drop in
Iran’s sales between May and
August,
according
to
Bloomberg.
The big surprise has been
cuts by Asian buyers, which
analysts expected to resist US
pressure, notably a 35 per cent
drop by China and 49 per cent
by India, according to the
Eurasia Group consultancy.
“We underestimated the
degree to which New Delhi and
Beijing would concede to
Washington’s demands,” it said
in a briefing note.
Eurasia Group said wider
geopolitics are at play: India is
looking to deepen strategic
ties with the US, while China
may wish to avoid a fresh spat
when it is already embroiled in
a bitter trade dispute with
Washington.
Iran was exporting 2.7 million barrels of oil per day in
May, but that has already fallen to 2.1 million.
Overall, Eurasia Group
predicts the country’s sales will
fall by a further 0.9 million barrels per day to 1.2 million by
November.That would mean a
loss of some USD 2-2.5 billion

a month, at current prices.
But
analysts
say
Washington’s goal of reducing
Iran’s oil sales to zero is unrealistic.
Iran has the world’s fourthlargest reserves, and many
countries — particularly in
Asia — rely on its supplies and
have refineries designed for its
particular flavour of heavy
crude. And Tehran has many
tried and tested ways to keep oil
flowing.It has already increased
price discounts since May,
worth around USD 10-15 million a month to large importers
like China and India compared with last year, said Wood
Mackenzie, a consultancy.
“Buyers can pay in kind,
trade in other currencies, or
extend credit — even keep the
money in an escrow account in
Switzerland and wait until
these sanctions are over. India
had a deal like that last time,”
said Madani.
If Iran can get its oil to a
friendly port, it could be blended with oil from elsewhere
and resold, said Thijs Van de
Graaf, assistant professor for
international politics at the
University of Ghent.
“Iran played a cat and
mouse game last time... and will
probably do so again,” he told
AFP.
It also has more aggressive
options, with President Hassan
Rouhani recently restating an
old threat to block the vital
Strait of Hormuz through
which around a third of the
world’s seaborne oil passes
every day.Rouhani announced
last week that Iran was moving
its main oil terminal out of the
Gulf to a port in the Oman Sea,
so that its tankers would no
longer need to pass through the

strait, giving it more scope to
disrupt supplies.
Iran says it will not accept
major drops in its oil sales,
putting pressure particularly on
Europe, which was buying
more than a fifth of its oil, to
resist US demands.
The EU strongly opposed
Washington’s decision to scrap
the nuclear deal and has vowed
to introduce a package of measures to protect trade with
Iran.
But European firms are
highly vulnerable to US sanctions. Shipping, banking and
insurance firms have already
backed out of Iran and oil purchases are down by 35 per cent.
“If we cannot continue (the
previous) level of sales even
after the European package
has been implemented, then
that is a red line for us,” warned
deputy foreign minister Abbas
Araghchi on state television.
Supreme leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei warned recently that Iran would “set aside”
the nuclear deal if it was no
longer receiving the economic
benefits it promised.
One slight upside for Iran
is that oil prices are already rising due to the squeeze caused
by the looming US sanctions.
Some analysts predict
prices could exceed USD 100
per barrel, from the current
level of around USD 70.
The United States has pressured its ally Saudi Arabia to
pump more oil to compensate
for the loss of Iranian supplies.
“In theory, it is perfectly
possible to have an increased
price of oil that entirely compensates for the loss of exports.
That’s why the US-Saudi relationship is key here,” said Van
der Graaf.

‘US reviewing Chabahar
port development’

US House
bans eating of
dogs and cats

Washington (PTI): The Trump
administration, which is determined to impose fresh set of
sanctions on Iran and countries
and entities engaged in business with Tehran, is currently
reviewing India’s development
of the strategically important
Chabahar port in the Islamic
Republic, a senior government
official has said.
The Chabahar port is being
considered a gateway to golden opportunities for trade by
India, Iran and Afghanistan
with central Asian countries
besides ramping up trade
among the three countries in
the wake of Pakistan denying
transit access to New Delhi.
“We are reviewing
(Chabahar project) in the context, in particular of
Afghanistan, and in the spirit
that the idea of our sanctions
are not to punish partners or to
imperil partners, but to bring
a price tag for Iran’s malign
behaviour,” Alice Wells,
Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for South and
Central Asia, told a
Washington audience.
“As we review the issue of
Chabahar, it’ll be in the context
of what it provides for the stabilisation of Afghanistan or
for the kind of regional connectivity that serves other interests as well. But it’s an ongoing
process of review,” Wells said in
response to a question at the

Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS), a
top American think-tank.
Last month, President
Donald Trump issued a strong
warning to anyone trading
with Iran, following his reimposition of sanctions on the
country.
During the recently held
2+2 Dialogue, Wells said the
US emphasised the administration’s resolve to impose sanctions on Iran and voiced its
expectation that its partners
will work to reduce oil imports
from the oil-rich Islamic
Republic to zero.
Wells said the Trump
administration is very focused
on bringing Iranian oil exports
down to zero by November. As
such, the US officials have had
a detailed conversation both
with the Indian private sector
and the Indian counterparts to
discuss what this means and
what steps the US is taking to
ensure the adequate supply.
“Obviously, India is quite
sensitive to price fluctuations,”
she said, acknowledging that
particularly in an election year,
this is a very important issue.
“We’ve already seen a
reduction underway over the
last month. There’s been a substantial reduction (in India’s
purchase of oil from Iran). I
think the private sector
responds to a risk and concern
over consequences.

Sugar pills may effectively relieve chronic pain
Washington (PTI): Sugar
pills may reduce chronic pain
in certain patients as effectively
as any powerful drug on the
market, a study claims.
Scientists at Northwestern
University in the US have
shown they can reliably predict
which chronic pain patients
will respond to a sugar placebo pill based on the patients’
brain anatomy and psychological characteristics.
“Their brain is already
tuned to respond,” said A
Vania Apkarian, a professor at
Northwestern University.

“They have the appropriate
psychology and biology that
puts them in a cognitive state
that as soon as you say, ‘this
may make your pain better,’
their pain gets better,”
Apkarian said.
“You can tell them, ‘I’m
giving you a drug that has no
physiological effect but your
brain will respond to it,’” he
said. Researchers said that it is
much better to give someone
a non-active drug rather than
an active drug and get the same
result. Most pharmacological
treatments have long-term

adverse effects or addictive
properties. Placebo becomes as
good an option for treatment
as any drug we have on the
market, they said.
A sugar pill prescription
for chronic pain patients would
result in vast cost savings for
patients and the health care
system, Apkarian said. In the
study published in the journal
Nature Communications,
about 60 chronic back pain
patients were randomised into
two arms of the study. In one
arm, subjects did not know if
they got the drug or the place-

bo.
The other study arm
included people who came to
the clinic but did not get a
placebo or drug. They were the
control group.
The individuals whose
pain decreased as a result of the
sugar pill had a similar brain
anatomy and psychological
traits. The right side of their
emotional brain was larger
than the left, and they had a
larger cortical sensory area
than people who were not
responsive to the placebo,
researchers said.

Herdsmen lead a herd of cattle in the morning to their stables in a valley near Oberstdorf, Germany Thursday. In autumn, herds
fed on alpine p astures in the mountains during summer, are led down to the valley where they spend the winter.
AP

Washington: The US House of
Representatives on Wednesday
passed a legislation prohibiting
slaughter of cats and dogs for
human consumption.
The Dog and Cat Meat
Trade Prohibition Act, 2018,
imposes a fine of USD 5,000
(over Rs 3,50,000) for each violation. In another resolution, the
House has urged all countries
including China, South Korea
and India to end the dog and cat
meat trade.
“Dogs and cats are meant
for companionship and recreation. Tragically, more than 10
million dogs are killed for
human consumption every year
in China,” said Congresswoman
Claudia Tenney. “There is no
place in our compassionate
society for these practices. This
bill is a reflection of America’s
values, and sends a strong message to all nations that we will
not stand for this inhumane and
cruel treatment,” she said.
The resolution urges the
governments of China, South
Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, the
Philippines,
Indonesia,
Cambodia, Laos, India, and all
other nations to adopt and
enforce laws banning the dog
and cat meat trade.
It also urges these countries
to increase their efforts to prevent any leather or fur byproducts of such trade from entering international markets and
use their food safety laws to
crack down on the sale of dog
and cat’s meat.
The bill amends the
Animal Welfare Act. It affirms
the US commitment to the
protection of animals and to
advancing the progress of animal protection around the
world, she said.
In addition, the bill prohibits people from knowingly
transporting, possessing, buying, selling, or donating: a dog
or cat to be slaughtered for
human consumption, or dog or
cat parts for human consumption, setting a maximum fine of
USD 5,000 for violations.“More
than half the households in
America have a dog or cat as
part of their family.
PTI
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A PINCH
OF SALT

SLOW AND SULTRY
BO TAI’s cocktails and
appetisers surprise you
with their many twists and
takes, says A SARKAR
ocated opposite the beautiful ruins of
the Qutub complex is Bo Tai, the high
L
point in superchef Zorawar Kalra’s bou-

Mixologist JAMES ESTES tells ASMITA
SARKAR about the complex tastes local
Asian ingredients can bring to cocktails
he West has been an influence for the
East in food and beverage but the latter is now gearing up to use local
ingredients for indigenous palates. James
Estes, director of mixology, Huckleberry
Hospitality Group, had recently taken
over Delhi’s Ek Bar for two nights and along
with head bartender of Skullduggery Abel
Sukau, used ingredients like Himalayan
pink salt, tropical pepper, chick pea to shake
up the cocktail scene here. The Malaysiabased duo brought their twist to Asian and
Western traditional alcohol like bourbon,
sake and rice wine.
Estes said he wanted to showcase
some Southeast Asian flavours in the
menu, especially the rice wine known in
Malaysia as “Tuak.” It is generally homebrewed in remote towns and villages
(much like mezcal). There are many variants of Tuak but the one he liked was
InanRawai Tuak because it adds an imperceptible complexity to a cocktail.
Regarding the future of cocktails in
Southeast Asia and Asian palates, he
found it similar to the global market; people are opting for premium spirits, in some
cases low abv cocktails, and most importantly, natural ingredients. “Southeast Asia
is definitely a place that is full of healthy
and interesting ingredients that can be
incorporated into cocktails,” he said. A
pinch of salt added to a cocktail has a great
way of lifting the overall flavours of the
drink and the Himalayan pink salt is “especially great” to achieve this effect. Other
ingredients like tropical pepper, which is
a mixture of peppercorns and spices that
is blended and used lightly (like the salt)
to add a bit of a spice to the finish of the
drink, and chick pea brine, which has its
own saltiness to it, raise the flavours of the
cocktail. They also emulsify like an egg
white does. “This adds a nice foamy texture and is a great substitute for our vegan
guests, or guests who may perhaps have

T

allergies,” Estes said. If he had to use Indian
ingredients, he would use tamarind. “And
I think it would be fun to make a chicken
tikka masala inspired cocktail. But really,
I would love to spend some more time here
to explore and familiarise myself with all
India has to offer,” he said.
Estes lists some of the most innovative
drinks being made in Asia which are giving stiff competition to the West’s
cocktail scene. In Kuala
Lumpur,
Four
Season has a bar
c a l l e d
Tr i g o n a ,
which uses a
kind of honey
that comes
from a specific,
stingless
bee
indigenous to the
region. Another
great bar in
Singapore called
Native has a masterful menu full of
locally/regionally
sourced ingredients,
many of which
would be extremely
difficult or impossible to find in the
West. “And I can tell
you from experience,
both bars execute
their cocktails with
expert precision,” he
said.
The Asian bar culture is already at par
with the West, with more of
them appearing in the prestigious
50 best bar awards. In Asia, Singapore is
leading the scene but he hopes that with
time more Asian countries will be added
to the list and keep the West on its toes.

SUSHI-KYO in
Gurugram brings in
classic expertise
with its conveyor
belt counter, says
SHAMBAVI SURI

The industry
is also being bombarded
with
“craft” gin and
tequila though he
personally believes
in the Greek term
“Meraki” which
means “to do
something with
love.” Explained he,
“There are a lot of
great small batch
gins that have
already achieved global renown. But tequila is
one of the fastest growing categories to date and bartenders
around the globe are finding that it mixes
incredibly well in cocktails, though it is best
savoured on its own, and without salt and
lime,” he said.

Estes is also the brand ambassador of
his family business, Ocho Tequila, which,
he says, is the only tequila on the market
that produces single estate vintages of tequila, meaning that every year the agaves (the
raw material used to make tequila) are
sourced from one field only. Every bottle
is then labelled with the field (or ranch) and
the year of production, and every year the
flavour and character of the finished product is different. Asked if flair bartending is
past its prime, he said, “probably yes but
having a bit of working flair is always a great
way to entertain guests.”
The next big thing in bartending is sustainability coupled with zero waste campaigns. The “ban the straw” movement has
had a lot of traction globally but that is only
tip of the iceberg. Most bars are doing their
part to come up with new and inventive
ways to reduce waste and minimise their
carbon footprint.

The real thing

with a little wasabi, make for the
perfect umami flavours, soft, subtle and with great texture. The
four types of Uramaki are quite
similar to the rolls but have the
sushi rice wrapped on the outside,
tucking away the seaweed sheet
and the filling.
The Tempura Shrimp,
California Crabstick and the
White Fish rolls leave a bit of a
sweet and sour coating on the
palate with a dominating umami
flavour which is cut through delicately by flavours of the fish. No
matter how many of these sushis
we have, our temptation to
indulge in eating another one
does not come to an end, therefore.
Last but not the least, we are
served five types of Nigiri, fish sitting on top of a mound of sushi
rice. With Spicy Tuna, Spicy
Salmon, White Fish, Shrimp and
Salmon variants, these are light,
classic and give you the flavour of
the fish as it is, mild and buttery,
shaped by the chef ’s expert hand
to make for the right morsel that
would expose you to the delicacy of flavour than texture.
Sushi-Kyo is classy, elegant
and simple where you can feast
upon the delicacies prepared by
a purist Japanese chef accompanied with a chilled glass of beer
or Japanese liquor and relax.

small, white room, painted
with cherry blossoms flitA
ting around Japanese symbols
that translate to “never ending
fun”, and located inside the luxurious Clarens Hotel in Sector-29
is Gurugram’s first sushi restaurant with a Kaiten-sushi conveyor belt. Sushi-Kyo promises to
offer its customers an evening to
cherish a traditional Japanese
meal and experience the convergence of technology and tradition, sitting around the revolving sushi bar. Having the sushi
masterchef Nakajima on-board,
Sushi-Kyo will only bring to you
the authentic variants.
Making its customers feel
almost exclusive, this sushi
restaurant has no more than two
rows of seating on either side of
the Kaiten-sushi conveyor belt
with an open kitchen. We are
welcomed with smiles, a cold

towel to wipe our
faces with and green
tea in a beautiful
porcelain cup, painted
with cherry blossom
trees.
Sipping on the
green tea, we are
served the Maki &
Nigiri Set “Take”

which comprises four types of
Uramaki, three types of Small
Rolls and five Nigiri. First up are
the three Small Rolls with tuna,
salmon roe and salmon making
for a beautiful sea-green platter.
The freshness of the fish wrapped
around with sushi rice and
crunchy seaweed sheets, dipped in
a bit of soy sauce and dabbed

R E C I P E S
FUSION KHEER
WHAT YOU NEED
4-5 onion
80-100gm sugar
1ltr milk
10gm cashew nuts
10gm almond
10gm pistashio
0.3gm saffron
5ml rose water
4-5pcs green cardamom
METHOD
n Peel
onions
and slice
them. Boil
the onions
then chop them.
n Chop all the dry
fruits. Soak the
cardamoms for few
minutes.
n Take a pan to boil the
milk in it. Then
pour saffron in it
and the chopped
onions. Cook until
it thickens. Then
add sugar, soaked
cardamom and rose water.
n Cool and garnish it with some chopped
dry fruits.
Courtesy: Abhijeet Chauhan, Executive Chef at
Dum Maro Dum, Hudson Lane

quet, a mix between a casual dining
restaurant and a pub from Soho which
understands the kind of pan-Asian food
Delhiites would appreciate and gulp
down with ease. That respect and
acknowledgement is responsible for an
array of Southeast Asian innovation and
fusion that doesn’t challenge your sensibilities too much.
Lounge in peace at the island bar or
sit in one of the comfortable cane chairs
with family and friends to wind down
after a work day here. The low lights and
the ambient music don’t encroach on
your conversations. The cuisine here is
influenced from the food profiles of the
entire Southeast Asia region. However,
it doesn’t burn any bridges, in this case,
the inside of our mouths. The tastes are
balanced for the cosmopolitan eater who
seeks more umami than extreme tastes.
The evening began with a long line
of appetisers and cocktails. The cocktails
had Thai derivatives and kept away from
being too sweet. Both Cool Heart and
Full Moon Festival have fruity, floral and
spicy notes with edible petals strewn over
and served in avant garde spheroids and
pineapple-shaped gold goblets. The gin’s
bitterness in the Cool Heart was completely eclipsed with the essence of edible flowers and the fruits. Be it the elderflower with gin or the edible gold dust
with whisky, the incredible lightness of
feel would make you wash down the bitesized appetisers. Normally, you expect to
gush over seafood and fish delicacies but
Bo Tai surprised us with genuine vegetarian innovations in starters and appetisers like the Stuffed Mushroom Corn,
Cheese and Tempura cake, their temperate tastes balancing the spicier
coconut pulp canapes that came before.
And considering that the Thai flavour
profile basically swings between sweet,
sour, salty and spicy, we appreciated the
standout degree of the vegetarian dishes like the Wrenched Jackfruit Red
Curry Cream, served like an easy relish
on a bed of leaves, and the Warm Corn
Juvinile Coconut in filo cups.
But then the usual was not without
its own delicate presentation. The
translucent scallops, served as thin
diskettes on a clear, thick plate filled with
chilled water and topped with fish
sauce, lime and coriander with an
accompanying dollop of rambutan sorbet, was a mouthful of rounded flavours
and textures. Bo Tai calls this a Tiradito,
which is actually a Peruvian style of serving raw fish. Other unputdownables
came in the form of crispy prawn
caramelised with raw mango and the
butterfly prawn broccoli. The prawn
cracked from the middle and topped
with a creamy broccoli gravy
melted in the mouth. A
little tough to de-shell
but the taste took
care of the effort it
took. The crab
cakes came in
friendly dollopsized bites that
stopped you just
short of overindulgence. Or
heaviness.
While the
appetisers were all
about experimentation, for the main course
Kalra has stuck to traditional and familiar tastes. The Thai
basil rice, the Kanon jin wheat noodle
and the Massaman curry lamb (minus
the overkill of palm sugar) were as we
know them but remarkably light and
easy. But, of course, the last

gorge

elebrate local flavours at Delhi's

MODAKS
WHAT YOU NEED
For the stuffing:
1cup grated coconut
2/3cup grated jaggery
½cup mixed dry fruits (almonds,
raisins, pistachio, cashews etc)
¼cup mixed seeds (sunflower seeds,
melon seeds etc) finely chopped
2tsp pure ghee
A pinch of saffron, cardamom and nutmeg
powder
FOR THE COVER:
1cup rice flour
A pinch of salt
2tsp ghee
1cup water
METHOD
For the stuffing:
nHeat ghee in a pan and add all the ingredients
for the stuffing.
nCook till all moisture evaporates from the
jaggery. It takes about 10 to 15 minutes for
the mixture to dry on low flame. Stir every
few minutes but do not over cook the
mixture.
For the cover:
nBoil water, add 1 tsp of ghee and set aside.
nAdd a pinch of salt and 1 tsp of ghee to the
flour and mix it thoroughly.
nAdd the dough to the boiling water. Lower
heat. Mix well.
nCover the vessel keep it for 5 minutes on low

CLocal in CP. The menu has

flame to let the rice cook.
nKnead the dough into a smooth paste while
hot.
Making the Modaks:
nApply pinch of oil/ghee on your palms and
make small balls of the dough.
nFlatten it to give it the shape of a katori.
nPress the edges of the katori-shaped
dough with slight pressure at every 1 inch
distance.
nThe edges of the katori will now look like the
petals of the flower.
nPut some stuffing in the katori and close the
ends to give them a shape like fresh figs or
momos.
nTake a leaf of banana or a soft cloth like
muslin, and apply bit oil/ghee on it and place
it in the steamer pan.
nPlace all the modaks on the leaf or cloth and
close the lid.
nSteam it for 5 to 6 minutes and turn off the
flame.
nYour healthy modaks are ready to be served.
Courtesy: Chef Swasti Aggarwal, Food Strategist Foodhall

exciting dishes like Karol Bagh Ke
Chhole Bhature, Gupta Ji Ka Aloo
Tikki Burger,
and Saleem
Mutton Seekh
Kebab Roll. It
could be an ideal
choice for
evenings, parties
and gettogethers. Date:
Till September
Price: Meal for two: `1,000 plus
taxes Venue: Ground Floor,
Showroom No 11, Atmaram
Mansion, Kasturba Gandhi Marg,
Connaught Place.

COOL HEART
Gin, pineapple, Seedlip garden,
Jägermeister, Thai green syrup, lemon
and tonic. In Thai culture, the word Jai
is used in a way to talk about a person’s
inner heart or spirit, something
intangible yet present in every one of us.
Jai Ren means Cool Heart, a person’s
spirit characterised by composure, calm
and patience.
BANGKOK BOULEVARD
Whisky, house-made tropical vermouth,
honey, lime and sparkling wine. The
vibrant streets of Bangkok are famed
and one of the most infamous is that of
Khaosan, or ‘Bangkok Boulevard’. On
this particularly ‘colourful’ street, late
night bars, street food hawkers and
vendors allure travellers from afar with
an array of goods and services,
legitimate or otherwise, all lined with a
promise of gold. Hence the coating of
edibe gold dust.
FULL MOON FESTIVAL
Gin, strawberry and rose syrup, housemade spiced vermouth, grapefruit,
spiced orange syrup, lime, pandan
tincture and flowers. A Thai-Tiki drink of
sorts, aromatic with florals and vibrant
with colour. During Loi Krathong,
celebrated under the full moon of the
12th month, folk flock to the rivers with
colourful hand-made baskets filled with
an abundance of herbs and flowers and
float them by candle light into the
distance.

word had yet to come.
So there was the
coconut
creme
brulee at the end, a
normal creme
brulee that was set
over 48 hours in a
small
dried
coconut bowl, just
the shell minus the
cream, so that the
essence would get
infused into the
dessert without overpowering the senses with
a dominant coconut note. As
the liquid nitrogen wafted around
the dish, crystallising its surface, like
waves of a stormy night, the real technique lay in understanding the warm
memory of the Indian palate and how it
liked to be tickled.

us

xperience the finest regional Japanese delicacies including

Echef specialities like Tempura, Sushi,

Sashimi, innovative Ramen and more.
The guests can pick from an exclusive
set menu crafted by Shangri La’s-Eros
Hotel’s Japanese guest Chef Shimomura
Kazuya, and enjoy the Tamra buffet with
live Japanese theatre. Venue: Tamra,
Shangri-La’s - Eros Hotel Date: Till September 15 Time: Lunch:
12:30 pm to 3:30 pm; Dinner: 7 pm to 11:30 pm
he elegant wedding-themed restaurant,

TBand Baaja Baarat, brings to you the

flavours of Rajasthan. The menu will feature an
array of chaats, starters, main-course dishes
and desserts. Date: September 18 Venue:
Band Baaja Baarat, Vishal Enclave, Rajouri
Garden. Time: 12 pm to 4 pm; 7 pm to 12 am

anadige welcomes you to taste

Space-bar’s new menu brings to you brand new
Sspecially-curated flavours from the Gravity
dishes
to make you salivate. For quick bites, they have
western coast of India. With flavours
from Karnataka, Maharashtra, Kerala
and Goa, you can
rejoice in the
Western coastal
food like never
before. Price:
Veg thali: `895
plus taxes Nonveg thali: `1,195 plus
taxes Date: Till September Time: 12
pm to 3.30 pm Venue: Sana-di-ge,
Malcha Marg, Chanakyapuri.

added the Raw mango and onion bhajiya, Falafel pao,
Cayenne chicken popcorn, Three
chicken loaded fries and Tawa
sausage masala. For sweets, they
have launched live cheesecake
demos till 9pm. Also, the Paan
gol gappa and Caramel brownie
tower. Price: `1,500 (plus taxes)
for two Time: 12 pm to 12 am
Date: Till October 15 Venue: Gravity Space-Bar, Sector
29, Gurugram.
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Masters top Christie’s sale

Rao comfortable
with Kangana
Actor RAJKUMMAR RAO, who is
set to share screen space with
Kangana Ranaut in
his next films,
Mental Hai Kya and
Imli, said that he and
the actress have
become more
comfortable
over the years.
Rajkummar
and Kangana
were last
seen together
in the 2013
film Queen.
Rao said,
“We have
become way
more comfortable with each
other than we
were earlier.
Now it’s been about
three-four years, we
kept meeting in
between at events,
the comfort level is
definitely there.”
Mental Hai Kya is slated to
release on February 22, 2019.

‘I don’t think I am
his (Sanjay Dutt)
best friend, I made
the film (Sanju)
because I was
touched by his story.
Even though most of
his actions were
wrong, like sleeping
with a friend’s
girlfriend, keeping
the gun, doing drugs
and so on. But he
isn’t a villain, and
not a bad man from
heart.”
—Rajkumar Hirani
Filmmaker KARAN JOHAR has
praised the entire cast of the film
Manmarziyan and said
that he is proud of actor
Abhishek Bachchan’s
performance in the film.
“The man-woman
dynamics of the film are
beautifully chaotic. The
atmospherics combined
with Anurag Kashyap madness
makes this film a truly unusual
and magical emotional ride! I was
on an Amit Trivedi roller coaster
and enjoyed every bit of it,” Karan
tweeted.

Julia hits
back at trolls
Actress JULIA ROBERTS,
who is new to Instagram,
has disabled her comments, but that hasn’t
stopped her from
shutting down
trolls. At the TIFF,
a fan drew a
comparison
photograph of
Julia in her
Dsquared2 dress
and the late Joan
Crawford for their similar looks asking followers “Who wore it
better?” While the
response was split,
one user’s comment
attacked Julia’s “ugly
black nail polish.”
Roberts took to
social media to say,
“It is in fact a navy
polish with garnets
crystals as a grounding accent,”
she said. “In case you’d like to
edit your comment from “ugly
black” to “ugly navy” with garnet
crystal. Just saying.”

Christie’s sale of South Asian
Modern and Contemporary Art
totaled $8,314,625 with 81per
cent sold by lot and 85 per cent sold
by value. The top lot of the sale was
a masterpiece by Tyeb Mehta
(1925-2009), Diagonal XV, which
sold for $1,392,500. Other notable
results included Akbar Padamsee’s
(B. 1928), Rooftops, which went for
$912,500.
Tyeb’s Diagonal belonged to the
distinguished author Gurcharan
Das. Today, Das has turned his
focus to the future through philanthropy. By offering one of the works
from his impressive private art collection at this auction, Das hopes
to raise funds to realise some
important projects in this direction.

Tyeb Mehta and Akbar Padamsee sold
for $1,392,500 and $912,500
respectively, at the September sale of the
auction house. By UMA NAIR

TYEB MEHTA: DIAGONAL XV
Critic curator and poet Ranjit
Hoskote described Tyeb’s work as,
“The diagonal, the fierce weapon
by which space could be reorganised and the self could stage its battle with itself was born almost fortuitously, out of painterly frustration. Having come to an impasse
in his handling of the relationship
between figure, field and colour, in
1969, Tyeb suddenly flung a black
slash across one of his paintings:
beginning as an improvisatory
resolution to a periodically
intractable problem, the diagonal
became a device to activate the
painting, and eventually, a symbol
of scission, of that simultaneous
separation and twinning by which
the self recognises and comes to
healing terms with its own contradictions.”
The Christie’s catalogue also
has Tyeb’s own words, “I was trying to work out a way to define
space…to activate a canvas. If I
divided it horizontally and vertically, I merely created a preponderance of smaller squares or rectangles. But if I cut the canvas with a
diagonal, I immediately created a

Akbar Padamsee’s Rooftops

trussed bull, the rickshaw puller —
every time I encounter them. The
artist seems to freeze these compelling moments in his large paintings, inviting the viewer to become
part of them. For me, his paintings
invoke wonder and devastation in
equal measure, as he reveals truths
that continue to be as relevant and
universal today as when he created his paintings,” says Nishad
Avari, director and head of sales,
South Asian Modern and
Contemporary Art New York.

ROOFTOPS

Tyeb Mehta’s Diagonal XV

certain dislocation. I was able to
distribute and divide a figure within the two created triangles and
automatically disjoint and fragment
it. Yet the diagonal maintained an
almost centrifugal unity… in fact
became a pictorial element in

itself.”
Having had the privilege of
seeing several works by Tyeb Mehta
over the last 15 years, I am still
amazed by the sophistication and
potency of Mehta’s quintessential
icons — the falling figure, the

The second highest bidding
went to the Sanskrit scholar and
voracious reader and thinker Akbar
Padamsee, one of the founding
members of the Progressives. A
monumental landscape from 1959
titled Rooftops, is the first of
Padamsee’s scroll-like paintings of
his ‘gray period’, significant in its
clear illustration of the artist’s transition to a new method of working
with paint and a unique way of
visualising colour, scale and com-

A LOT LIKE LOVE

hile most authors almost see it as
a right to be on board while their
books are adapted for the silver screen,
Kanika Dhillon is different. The screenplay writer and author prefers to keep
both separate. “When I have written a
book, I’ve done my bit and told it the way
I want to. And I don’t want to do its
script. I keep telling everyone to get
someone else to write the screenplay if
you want to make a film,” she says sitting at a five-star hotel in NCR. She is a
part of the promotion team of
Manmarziyan, the movie which will see
Abhishek Bachchan after a hiatus of two
years alongside Vicky Kaushal and
Taapsee Pannu exploring the layers of
modern relationships.
There is a reason behind her quirk.
“When adapting a book to a screenplay,
you need to know what to cut and get
rid of. When I am so involved in the
story I will always have my darlings as
I will be attached to this or that and I will
never be able to be objective. I need a different voice which is brutal and fresh.
Maybe I can be a part of it but I can’t be
the only one doing both the things,” says
Kanika who has authored books like
Bombay Duck is a Fish (2011), a satire
on the Indian film industry, the young
adult superhero novel Shiva and the Rise
of the Shadows (2013), and the drama
The Dance of Durga (2016).
She adds that brevity is the key while
writing a screenplay. “It is more alive in
the sense that it can constantly evolve till
the time that it is shot. My process as an
author once I hand over the book to the
editor is over. But in a film I am on the
set and can see the words come alive. The
impact can change because someone else
is interpreting it. A line could sound
great in my head but it might sound terrible when the actor is actually saying it,”
says Kanika who started out as an assistant director on the sets of Ra.One.
She is very clear cut that though both
involve writing, books and films are very
different media in the way that the audience consumes them and also the way
she writes. “How I am going to approach
a book and a film depends on the way
the audience or the reader approaches
the two. Writing a book or a novel is a
very personal experience as there is no
interpretation from any director or the
team or costume designer. I get to
design every colour, stroke, paint and the
feel as well as the look of it and present
it to my audience and they can enhance
it further with their own imagination. It
is a very direct medium,” she says.
But the two do meet for Kanika in
the sense that both books and the
screenplays are a factor of the environment that she is in. “These are people
that surround me. Perhaps we are these
characters that I write about,” she says.
For Manmarziyan particularly she felt a
need to bring out a complexity or
dichotomy that exists in the society. “Our
culture, stories and lores and our entire
system of cultural experiences tell us that
love is everlasting. India goes mad on
marriages. But when I actually experienced love, I realised its limits. They can
actually disable you. We’ve always seen
that love is empowering, it isn’t. It can
destroy you. It is not a divine emotion

W

Author and
scriptwriter KANIKA
DHILLON’s writing
is influenced by her
own milieu and
environment, says
SAIMI SATTAR

nor set in stone as it comes and also goes
away. Then you find it again. But I am
not saying that I don’t believe in it. I do
and so do the characters of
Manmarziyan, but how do we negotiate
love in today’s day and time? That is what
the film is about,” she explains.
She says that the film evolved out of
a need to express a love story which was
free of any kind of judgement and gave
us the perspective about a woman’s
choice to fall in love, fall out of it and
fickle about it. “I wanted to be honest and
have the freedom to create those characters which went beyond the sanitised
ones that we see on screen. Love is very
messy and we never get to see that side.
It is messy, fickle, selfish and not pure
or holier than thou.”
She goes on to add that the film is
a contemporary take on today’s generation. “Love has become a curse of this
generation because there is dichotomy.
There is instant gratification as we have
Tinder, multiple sexual partners but at
the same time there is this caveman need
for a life-changing relationship. Earlier,
happily ever after was possible as we didn’t have multiple choices.” So even when
there is a movie about a girl meets a boy
and falls in love, there is a way forward
and certainly a change in its treatment
and content. Kanika says, “Content is
changing as well as the audience. They

have access to such varied and strong
content. One can’t take the audience for
granted which is good as we have to
work harder to get retention and to
entertain them. The audience wants to
hear different kinds of stories because the
exposure levels have changed.”
She believes that societal evolution
and internet accessibility have pushed
thematic change in our storylines.
“When we have a different kind of exposure to technology and your life interactions are changing, this will naturally impact the way you get entertainment
and the way you consume it. Both mirror each other. The influence of internet
and technology is huge. And it is finding its way in new kinds of storytelling
which are new and fresh,” she says.
This, she believes, is also reflected in
the kind of heroes that the films throw
up. “We create the heroes according to
the needs of the time. The angry young
man of the 70s, who lasted through to
the 80s, was about challenging the
establishment after a nation went
through its honeymoon phase, and getting your worth and identity justly.
Today, the common man is the hero who
can change his destiny on his terms. So
we have stopped looking out for messiahs to save us. We don’t have to look at
NRIs or global influences to find heroism because we are the country that is
leading everywhere now. It has percolated down to the stories that we are telling,”
says the scriptwriter author dressed in
ripped jeans, which invites a lot of legpulling from Abhishek who is in the
same room as her.
Kanika’s flair will be seen next in
Mental Hai Kya starring Kangana Ranaut
and Rajkummar Rao as well as
Kedarnath which stars Sarah Ali Khan.
She admits that she doesn’t have a disciplined approach to writing. “Before I
sit down to type, a lot of it has to be in
my mind. I need to get into the emotional zone of writing. There is a lot of preparation involved. If I am writing a love
story then perhaps I would like to listen
to a certain kind of music to get into the
emotional state to write. People think
that it is procrastination, which it is not.
I might be thinking about it while
shopping and getting to the point of writing,” she says.
Usually she takes about a year to get
a script and screenplay along with the
dialogues in place. “I need to have my
own independent voice. I can’t do dialogues independently because I feel
screenplay and dialogues are interlinked. There is no concept of separating the two. In a year’s time, I can give
you a wholesome story but then it could
be faster like the way it happened for
Mental Hai Kya as I was going through
anxiety. I just wrote it,” she says.
What is also interesting about
Kanika is that she is not even remotely
connected with the industry. “I always
wanted to be a writer. My mother is a
professor and teaches literature in
Amritsar. So stories were a part of growing up. And then in Amritsar our
biggest outing was watching movies. I
loved to see those beautiful stories
come alive. No wonder I landed here,”
she ends with a laugh.

position. Speaking about this, he
noted, “[...] in order to overcome
the practical problem of nearness,
I discovered this adventurous, new
way of composing a picture. It was
not possible to see the entire painting unless I moved far behind. As
the angle of our vision is 28°, I
would conceal the painting and
open it part by part as I went along.
It was as if it were unrolling itself
in space. As I started composing in
this way, I found that I had discovered a very different kind of composition.”
A panoramic composition
with no linear narrative or any definite beginning and end, this dense
landscape is almost entirely filled
by block-like architectural forms,
abutting each other on what looks
like a gentle hillside. The perspective Padamsee employs seems to
shift from frontal to aerial as the
composition progresses up the
hill, with edifices of various shapes
and sizes jostling for space, including domed Mediterranean towers,
red-roofed houses and a few pointed turrets. As with all his works,

this landscape has no specific geographic or chronological location
or any clear residents. Inspired by
a fleeting glimpse of Mumbai’s skyline from his friend Bal Chhabda’s
window, this carefully orchestrated vista instead suggests the timeless and the infinite. Not only does
Rooftops represent a momentous
point of departure in Padamsee’s
oeuvre, but it is also a critical meditation on color, form and movement — an examination of the very
act of painting and one that continues to shape and inform the
artist’s work even today.
“It was an absolute honour to
be able to handle the sale of
Rooftops from 1959, the first of
Akbar Padamsee’s limited series of
monumental ‘grey paintings’. For
me, this painting is a perfect example of the eclectic and non-linear
approach to modernism that is
embodied in Padamsee’s creative
process, which continues to be
simultaneously personal and rational, informed by an ever-growing
amalgam of experiences, studies
and instinct,” adds Avari.

Idols of faith
As the Ganesh Chaturthi festivities begin, TEAM VIVA
goes around the city to look for eco-friendly options
worshipping the earthly
Ganesha in the open, in a potted pit
Iwithmagine
the heavens above as witness. And
then when the prayers are done and rituals over, the clay form dissolves into the
earth and the embedded seeds and
grains sprout as flowering plants. It is
known that divinity stays with you forever but when you align your earthly rituals with that thought, you get a conscientious society.
Mukesh Goyal of Kriti Creations in
Khan Market has been doing eco-friendly Ganeshas for the past three-four years.
Their sizes vary from four inches to 30
inches and they do not use any kind of
resin. The paints used are eco-friendly
too.
The idol makers are based out of
Calcutta and Maharashtra and since
these idols are not baked, they break easily during transport. “About 50 per cent
of the idols break and this pushes up the
cost drastically. However, if we have to
save the environment and secure water
for the future generations, this is essential.”
Kriti Creations also has pots with a
seed inside that can be buried in the
house or in the colony park. “When the
plant grows big many years down the
line, the children of the family will look
at it with pride,” adds Goyal.
Since last year, the sales of ecofriendly Ganesha have gone up by
20 per cent at this shop. “But the
government needs to put a ban on
plastic and cement ones for these
are harming the environment.”

SIKKI GANESHA
The beautiful Ganesha
made out of Sikki craft from
Darbhanga, Muzaffarpur and
Madhubani district can be picked up
from Dastkar Haat as well as the Crafts
Museum. Standing at 1.5-2 feet, these are
priced between `2,000-3,000.

Artist Puneet Kaushik, who has
worked with the artisans, says, “This is
made of a grass called Sikki from which
the craft derives its name. These are dyed
in natural colours and with the help of a
needle like tool, it is woven to make the
figures of deities, baskets and more.” One
such Ganesha takes up a prominent place
in his garden.

HAND-BLOWN GLASS IDOLS
Lighting designers Prateek Jain and
Gautam Seth have unveiled a new range
of collectibles for the festive season with

hand-blown glass. The Ganesha and his
accessories, including coconut offerings,
are for keeps and can be re-used.

TERRACOTTA ARMY
Online portals like Snapdeal are following an eco-friendly approach by
offering a choice of terracotta idols,
which are made entirely of clay and
have no paint-based embellishments. The idols dissolve in water
without leaving any harmful
residue.

TREE GANESHA
Some children are celebrating
Ganesh Chaturthi by venerating a
tree dressed as the Lord and not
casting him in any earthly mould.
Many Indians have treated trees as
sacred. How powerful this is today, in the
era of climate change.
The commonly-used idols are usually made of Plaster of Paris (PoP) and are
decorated with paints having high lead
and mercury content, which are harmful for the environment. PoP chokes water
bodies, while the toxic colors make the
water acidic, disturbing the plants and
marine life ecosystem. So stay away
from them even if it means scaling
down your celebrations.
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Osaka has ‘no regrets'
over US Open final

Playing in absence
of top singles player,
India will bank on
consistency for win
against Djoker-less
Serbia

AFP n YOKOHAMA

apan's Naomi Osaka has refused to criticise Serena
Williams after her historic US Open victory was
Jovershadowed
by the American's furious row with the

PTI n KRALJEVO

ndia's depleted Davis Cup squad will
bank on the consistency of Prajnesh
Gunneswaran to pull the side through
when it takes on a shorn-of-star-power
Serbia in the World Group Play-off tie here
from Friday.
Recently-crowned US Open champion Novak Djokovic's decision to opt out
of the play-offs along with world number
33 Filip Krajinovic has raised hopes of an
equal contest between the two teams.
Playing away is still an enormous task
for the Indian team, which has landed here
without its top singles player Yuki Bhambri
and Asian Games men's doubles Gold
medallist Divij Sharan.
But the combined experience of the
Indian players in Davis Cup is 43 ties as
compared to just 14 of the line-up in the
home side, something which the visitors
would look to exploit.
In the absence of an injured Yuki, a
lot would depend on how the left-handed Prajnesh, who won a singles Bronze
medal at the Asian Games, performs.
The 28-year-old won the deciding
fifth rubber against rising Chinese star
Yibing Wu to help India reach the World
Group Play-off stage for the fifth straight
year.
Prajnesh has shown the mental
strength to soak in the pressure and he is
confident going into the tie which will be
played indoors on clay courts.
"Novak is not playing, so everyone else
is beatable if we play well. It will be tough
certainly. But we have a chance. We need
to take the opportunities we get," Prajnesh
said.
Ramkumar Ramanathan, ranked 135,
has pulled off some big wins in the last 12
months but consistency has always been
his bane.
In Jakarta, he lost to a player who was
ranked below 400.
For Serbia, Dusan Lajovic, who
stunned US Open finalist and world No
4 Juan Martin del Potro at the Madrid
Masters, will lead the challenge and
Ramkumar has beaten the world number
56 in the past.

I

Indian and Serbian tennis players pose for photos ahead of
India vs Serbia World Group Play-off Davis Cup tie
PTI

INDIA EYE UPSET AGAINST

SERBIA IN DAVIS CUP TIE
It was in the qualifying event of the
Cincinnati Masters last year. But Lajovic
is on song right now and is enjoying the
best phase of his career.
Laslo Djere, ranked 86, is the second
singles player for the hosts and he lacks
experience in Davis Cup, having appeared
in just two ties before this.
The rest of the three players in the
Serbian side — Pedja Krstin (1), Nikola
Milojevic (1) and Danilo Petrovic (0) —
have played two ties between them.
"Our chances remain the same. After
Novak pulled out, we believe we have a
chance," said India's non-playing captain
Mahesh Bhupathi.
Rohan Bopanna will be the most
experienced player on the courts with 29
ties under his belt.
The 38-year-old will have to use his
experience to ensure that India get that
doubles point on Saturday. He and N
Sriram Balaji played well against
Uzbekistan last year.

Ramanathan vs Djere
Live from 5:30pm IST
STAR SPORTS
India have not beaten Serbia since
1927 when the hosts were called
Yugoslavia and there is a possibility that
this statistic might change come Sunday.
If that happens, India will enter the
World Group for the first time since 2011
when it had lost to Serbia in the first round
of the elite 16-nation event.
In the last four years, India lost at the
same stage to Serbia (2014), Spain (2015),
Czech Republic (2016) and Canada
(2017).

RAMKUMAR TO OPEN CAMPAIGN

An unpredictable Ramkumar
Ramanathan will open India's campaign
against fifth seed Serbia with a match
against Laslo Djere even as coach Zeeshan
Ali downplayed Yuki Bhambri's absence

from the side in the World Group Playoff tie, starting Friday.
Djere is ranked higher than
Ramkumar at number 86 but he is yet to
win a match in Davis Cup. On the other
side, Ramkumar is placed 135 in the world
but is far more experienced, having
played six ties with a 7-5 Win-Loss
record.
Left-handed Prajnesh Gunneswaran,
being the number two singles players from
India, will take on Serbia number one
Dusan Lajovic, the highest ranked singles
player of the tie at number 56.
On Saturday, Rohan Bopanna and N
Sriram Balaji will take on the home pair
of Nikola Milojevic and debutant Danilo
Petrovic in the doubles rubber.
The reverse singles will be played on
Sunday with Ramkumar taking on Lajovic
and Prajnesh, ranked 162, locking horns
with Djere.
Ramkumar has played against Lajovic
in 2017 and had emerged victorious but

the Serbian is in form of his life as he
recently beat US Open finalist Juan
Martin Del Potro.
India are without top singles player
Yuki, who is nursing an injured knee, but
coach Zeeshan Ali says it should not be
an issue.
"Not having Yuki while playing on
clay court is not a big setback for us.
Looking at the last nine months, Yuki has
played one odd or two matches on clay.
His ranking is higher than other two players but his game is not suited for clay. It
would have been great to have him on the
team but it still is not a great setback considering the surface," Zeeshan said.
"The good things is, that people like
Ramkumar, Prajnesh and Balaji, they have
been training in Europe on clay for the last
few years. It's not a new surface for these
players. They are used to playing on clay.
Ten years back, we did not have players,
who could play on clay but now it is different," Zeeshan added.

Sarita, Mary in s/f,
7 medals assured

‘Boys need to perform consistently’

PTI n NEW DELHI

ndian football team chief coach
Stephen Constantine Thursday
Imade
it clear that the SAFF Cup is

he seasoned duo of L Sarita Devi and M C
Mary Kom were among the six Indian boxT
ers to enter the semifinals and be assured of a
medal along with a youth pugilist in the 13th
International Silesian Championship for women
in Gliwice, Poland.
Sarita, a former world champion and Asian
Games Bronze-medallist, defeated Czech
Republic's Alena Czechy 5-0 Wednesday night
after going past Kazakhstan's Aizan
Khojabekova in the opening round of the 60kg
category the day before.
She will now square off against another
Kazakh in Karina Ibragimova in the semifinals.
Five-time world champion and Olympic
Bronze-medallist Mary Kom is yet to set foot
inside the ring but is through to the semis owing
to the small size of the draw in the light flyweight 48kg
category.
India's first
and only Asian
Games Gold
medal-winning
woman boxer
is returning to
the ring after
missing the
recently-concluded edition
in Jakarta due
to minor fitness issues.
Among
other Indians
in fray, Ritu
Grewal won
her
bout
against Russia's
Svetlana Rosja
4-1 to make the Sarita Devi celebrates after win File photo
51kg category
semifinals along with Lovlina Borgohain
(69kg). Borgohain got the better of Czech
Republic's Martina Schmoranzova.
Joining them in the last-four stage were
former Asian youth champion Manisha (54kg)
and Pooja Rani (81kg).
Manisha out-punched former world champion Dina Zholaman of Kazakhstan 5-0, while
Pooja defeated Ukraine's Anastasiia
Chernokolenko in her quarterfinals bout by a
split verdict.
In the youth competition, Jyoti Gulia
(51kg) advanced to the medal round with a 50 win over Germany's Rafaela Arampatzi.
However, Seema Punia (+81kg), Pwilao
Basumatary (64kg) and Shashi Chopra (57kg)
lost their respective bouts to bow out of medal
contention.
Seema was beaten by Kazakh Lazzat
Kungeibayeva 5-0, while Basumatary lost by a
similar margin to Poland's Natalia Barbusinska.
Shashi, on the other hand, lost to England's
Anglia Chapmen, also a unanimous verdict.
In the junior competition, Raj Sahiba
(70kg) defeated Poland's Barbara Marcinkowska
5-0.
In the 75kg category, Neha got the better
of Daria Parada by a similar margin, while
Komal (80kg) had to toil for a 3-2 win over
Martyna Jancelewicz.

Juniors shoot 2 golds
at World C’ship

PTI n DHAKA

a platform for talented players to
impress and earn their places in the
squad for the Asian Cup.
The Asian Cup will be held
early next year in the UAE.
"These boys have a carrot in
front of them which is a berth in the
Asian Cup squad. They are well
aware of the fact that they need to
perform constantly to earn the
same," Constantine said.
With India having secured a
summit clash with Maldives in the
final of the SAFF Suzuki Cup,
Constantine said the "final will be
a tough one".
"Maldives have shown their
worth in the semi-final against
Nepal. A 3-0 win against Nepal was
not an easy task. Some of their players didn't play against us and they
did some major damage work
against Nepal," Constantine stated.
"We are expecting a tough game
against Maldives. But as I said
before, we have come with a strong
intent to win the tournament."
Manvir Singh who scored a
brace against Pakistan in the semifinal to win his successive MVP
Award of the tournament said the
focus has "already shifted to the
final".
"It was a group of tough guys
and the job was never going to be
an easy one. But we had the selfbelief to churn out the positive result
and eventually, we did," he said.
"Now, we have another major
task in three days and we will need
to focus on the final. We are working as a unit and we just need to
keep our heads down and continue the work," the 23-year-old striker who is leading the goal-scorers'
chart with 3 goals, maintained.
The coach also lavished praise

chair umpire.
The 20-year-old melted hearts when she broke
down sobbing after thrashing her idol 6-2, 6-4 to
become Japan's first Grand Slam singles champion
in New York last weekend.
Japanese tennis legend Kimiko Date said it made
her "heart ache" to see Osaka reduced to tears and
unable to savour her moment of glory.
But after returning to Japan on Thursday, Osaka
insisted there were no hard feelings towards Williams,
who branded umpire Carlos Ramos a
"thief " in an astonishing tantrum triggered by a code violation for coaching that culminated in a docked
game.
"For me I don't feel sad
because I wouldn't even know
what I'm expected to feel,"
said Osaka, who has
climbed from 19th to seventh in the new world
rankings.
"I don't think I even
thought about feeling sad
because there's no experience for me to draw on in
any other Grand Slam final,"
she added.
"I just thought I shouldn't
have any regrets. Overall I felt really happy and know I accomplished a lot."
Osaka, who competes at
next week's Pan Pacific Open in
Tokyo, also revealed her plans to
break into the top five this year
— and win a shiny Gold medal
at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.
"I think for this year my immediate goal
would be to get to Singapore," said Osaka after putting
herself firmly in contention to reach the season-ending WTA Finals.
"I want to do well at the Pan Pacific Open and
maybe year-end top five — but I'm not putting pressure on myself. For now I'm just sort of riding the
wave."
"Of course I'm very excited the Olympics are
going to be held in Tokyo," added Osaka, who is of
Haitian-Japanese descent and was raised in the
United States.
"It's every athlete's dream to play in the
Olympics, so of course it would be my goal to win
Gold."
Date, a former world number four, has tipped
Osaka to become Japan's first tennis number one.

PTI n CHANGWON

dhayveer Singh, all of 16,
shone bright with an indiU
vidual Gold in the junior

Indian coach Stephen Constantine in discussion with his assistants during the team’s practice session ahead of SAFF Cup final

on the All India Football Federation
for allowing him to work his own
way.
"I would like to thank All India
Football Federation for giving me
the freedom to work my own way.
Regarding the team's requirement,
I have hardly been denied whatever I asked for. The credit of rising to
96 from 173 in the FIFA rankings
in less than four years caters to
everyone including the excellent
backroom staffs who I work with.

‘U-16 CROP IS BETTER’

NEW DELHI: Gurpreet Singh Sandhu,

the first-choice goalkeeper of the
Indian football team, says the current U-16 boys, preparing for the
AFC Championship in Malaysia, are
better than what the current senior
players were at their age.
The colts, being coached by
Bibiano Fernandes, have played 20
international friendlies against var-

ious U-16 national teams since
January 2018 and are presently
gearing up for the AFC
Championship, which kicks off in
Kuala Lumpur from September 20.
"It's a very positive development. If we would have that much
exposure what they have been
receiving at the moment, who
knows things would have been
much different. They are very lucky
and need to make the most of it,"
Gurpreet said.
"But overall, I'm very happy that
they are getting such opportunities
and that youth football is being
taken so seriously. After all, they are
our future."
The U-16 boys are playing
Vietnam, Iran and Indonesia at the
group stage.
Asked what would be his message to the team, Gurpreet said, "I
would like them to be humble and
stay united as a team. When you go

IFT

in as a team, you can do things
which no one can ever imagine. I
hope they win these games and
make us proud. Good luck boys."
When asked to recall his
younger days, Gurpreet said, "Every
single day we would learn something new about the game. There
was hunger to grow and evolve as
better players. That was the first time
we started to receive good coaching.
"Those were the days where I
was still wondering I will ever be a
professional. Those were the days
when I connected with the game
and learnt about Indian football at
large."
Praising the U-16 team, he
said, "I have watched some of the
highlights of their games. It is clear
that quality wise, these boys are
much better than what we used to
be at that age. It makes me feel very
proud. Things are changing and I
am pretty positive."

Give Rashford time to
shine, insists Southgate

LOCAL EVENTS
AMIT TO LEAD HANDBALL TEAM

Amit Kumar will lead the Indian team in
the 8th Asian Youth Boy’s (U-18) Handball
Championship to be held at Amman, Jordan
from September 16. UP Handball Association
president Sudhir M Bobade and Handball
Federation of India Addl VP Rajendra Pal Singh
gave away the kits to the players. Also present
were UPHA general secretary Anandeshwar
Pandey, SAI executive director Rachna Govil
and director (sports) RP Singh.
THE TEAM: (GK) Dinesh, Aman Malik,
Amarmani Tripathi (RB) Lokesh Ahlawat,
Jasmeet Singh, (CB) Sashi Shankar Mishra,
Viblab Vishal; (LB) Mohit, Vakil (RW) Amit,
Sumit (Pivot) Shubham, Nadeem (LW) Mithul,
Manish Tripathi, Sushant Sindhu. Coaches:
Shravan Arora, Arun Kumar: Manager:
Rajendra Pal Singh, Vinay Singh.

TABLE TENNIS

The 3rd UP State Ranking Table Tennis
Tournament will begin at Green Park Sports
Stadium, Kanpur from Friday. Around 325 participants from all over the state are expected to
take part in the tournament.

men's 25m pistol event after
spearheading India to the
team Gold in the World
Shooting Championships here
on Thursday.
Singh shot a score of 587
(291 in precision and 296 in
rapid) in the individual competition to grab the Gold
ahead of American Henry
Leverett (584) and Korean
Lee Jaekyoon (582).
Compatriot Vijayveer
Sidhu finished fourth with a
score of 581, while Rajkanwar
Singh Sandhu took the 20th
spot with a score of 568.
The trio's combined score
of 1736 fetched the team Gold
for India followed by China,
which totalled 1730. The
Bronze medal went to Team
Korea, which shot a score of
1721.
In the senior competition, Sheeraz Sheikh was the
best-placed Indian at eighth
after day one of the
men's skeet qualification with a score of
49.
Angad Vir
Singh was 69th
after shooting
47,
while
M a i r a j
Ahmed (41)
was further
down at 79th.
T h e
Indian team,
comprising the
trio, was 16th in
the overall standings with a score of 137.

There were no medals for
India in the 25m centre fire
pistol event with Gurpreet
Singh managing the 10th spot
with a score of 581, followed
by London Olympics Silvermedallist Vijay Kumar.
Kumar tallied 576 to end
a disappointing 24th. A spot
behind
him
was
Commonwealth Games Goldmedallist Anish Bhanwala,
who shot the same score but
had lesser inner-10s to his
credit.
The team signed off
fourth with a score of 1733.
India are placed fourth in
the medals tally with nine
Gold, eight Silver and seven
Bronze medals for a total of
24, making this their best
performance
in
the
International Shooting Sport
Federation's showpiece.
The country has managed
to clinch two Olympic quota
places from the first qualifying event for
Tokyo 2020
Games.

BRAYAN 11 ENTER FINAL

Brayan 11 spanked Unique 11 5-0 to enter
the final of the Lucknow League B Division at
La Martiniere ground on Thursday. Aditya Raj
scored the brace while Aryan, Aditya Gupta and
Digant scored a goal each.

LONDON: England manager Gareth Southgate believes Marcus
Rashford should be given time to flourish despite clamour for
the Manchester United forward to be given more minutes at club
level. Rashford was one of few bright sparks for Southgate in the
recently concluded first leg of UEFA Nations League, scoring both
England's goals in a 2-1 defeat to Spain and 1-0 victory over
Switzerland in the past week. However, he has struggled to hold
down a regular first-team place under Jose Mourinho at Old
Trafford and will be suspended for Manchester United's next three
domestic games after being sent off after engaging in a clash at
Burnley before the international break. Southgate, though, used
the example of England captain Harry Kane and Cristiano
Ronaldo to show that at just 20, Rashford has plenty of time on
his side. "We have to remember that Harry, at that age, had hardly played anywhere near the same number of matches for Spurs,"
said Southgate, who guided Three Lions to recently concluded
World Cup semis.
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Kohli still has a lot
to learn: Gavaskar

BUMRAH LOOKS TO MAINTAIN

NUMBER ONE POSITION

PTI n NEW DELHI

ormer India captain Sunil
Gavaskar reckons that Virat
Kohli still has a "lot to learn" tactically after their humiliating 1-4
defeat against England in the justconcluded five-Test series.
"He (Virat) still has a lot to
learn. Like we saw in South Africa
earlier and now in England too,
there were instances when right
field placements or timely bowling
changes made by him could have
made a big difference. That was
missing again. It has just been two
years (he took over four years
back) since he took over as a captain so at times the lack of experience shows," Gavaskar said..
The 'Little Master', however,
played down Kohli's much-publicised reaction to a reporter's query
about whether he agreed with
coach Ravi Shastri on this being the
best travelling team in last 15
years.
While the question asked by
the scribe was "justified", Gavaskar
felt may be the timing was wrong.
"That is probably the wrong
time to ask him that question. He
(Virat) must have been hurting
from the defeat. Maybe the reporter
was perfectly justified in asking that
but I don't think any skipper would
have responded with a "you are
right but we are wrong" statement," he said.
The legendary opener said that

F

Indian speedster looking to consolidate top spot in ICC ranking

PTI n DUBAI

I
Virat Kohli reacts during fifth Test

AP

one shouldn't read too much into
the incident.
"His team was 1-3 down and
maybe he just wanted to end on a
high. I don't think that we should
read too much into Virat's reaction
either. It was clear that the skipper
was disappointed with what had
happened and maybe he responded that way," the 69-year-old said.
He also thought that chief
coach Shastri's intention was not to
insult the teams of yesteryears but
only to talk up his own boys.
"To be honest, Ravi would have
said that (best touring team in last
15 years) to lift the morale of the
team. I don't think so that he was
trying to rubbish the earlier teams.
That wasn't the coach's intention I
believe," Gavaskar signed off.

VIJAY SMASHES TON IN COUNTY
PTI n NOTTINGHAM

ndia's Murali Vijay struck a fine
century in a dream county debut,
Iguiding
Essex to a comfortable
eight-wicket victory over
Nottinghamshire in a
Specsavers County Championship
Division One match at Trent Bridge
Thursday.
Vijay scored exactly 100 from
181 balls and shared a secondwicket stand of 204 with Tom
Westley, who finished with an
unbeaten 110. Set 282 to win, the
visitors reached their target just
before lunch to complete a convincing win.

ndia pacer Jasprit Bumrah will look to maintain his top position in the ICC ODI
bowlers ranking during the Asia Cup which
begins here on Saturday.
"The Asia Cup in the United Arab Emirates
is going to be huge and I'm really looking forward to doing my best here," Bumrah said.
"Being at the top of the ICC rankings is a
matter of great pride for me. We will be playing against some leading players and I know the
conditions can be challenging but I'm hoping
to be at my best."
Several leading players, including Bumrah,
will go into the Asia Cup aiming to consolidate
their positions in ICC rankings and also use the
multi-nation tournament to prepare for next
year's Cricket World Cup.
While Bumrah, who has a lead of 20 points
over Afghanistan leg-spinner Rashid Khan, will
hope to continue to hold on to his numero uno
status, spinners Kuldeep Yadav (sixth) and
Yuzvendra Chahal (joint-ninth) too will look to
consolidate position in the top 10.
Pakistan's Hasan Ali is also looking to claw
his way back two spots to number one in the
bowlers ranking.
The Asia Cup commences with a match
between Bangladesh and Sri Lanka in Dubai on
Saturday.
Among batsmen, Pakistan's Babar will
also look to bridge the big gap with Virat Kohli,
who is not playing in this tournament.
"We as a team are looking forward to the
Asia Cup and I have some extra incentive in my
individual ranking," second-ranked batsman
Babar said.
"I know Virat is way ahead in terms of rating points but this is definitely a chance to consolidate my position at number two and gain
some valuable ranking points."
Bangladesh's Shakib will also aim to be at
his best and show everyone why he is top-ranked
among all-rounders.
Several openers who figure prominently in
the rankings will be seen in action during the
Asia Cup, including the India pair of Rohit
ICC
Sharma (fourth) and Shikhar Dhawan (ninth), World number one ODI bolwer Jasprit Bumrah prepares for ball against South Africa in the third ODI
Bangladesh's Tamim Iqbal (12th) and Pakistan's
England and Wales from May 30 to July 14.
the United Arab Emirates.
Fakhar Zaman (16th).
In the ICC ODI Team Rankings, India are
Afghanistan, qualifiers Hong Kong, India
With five of the six teams in the Asia Cup
to feature in next year's World cup, the likes of and Pakistan get into action later as they try to the top-ranked side in the tournament. They are
Bumrah, Shakib and Babar are excited at the qualify for the Super Four stage and get more presently second with 121 points, six points
prospect of being pitted against the best of the tournament practice with just eight months to behind England, while Pakistan are in fifth posiregion in the September 15-28 tournament in go for the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019 in tion and 104 points.

The Chennai-born right-hander had earlier scored a half-century in his debut innings.
Vijay's feat matched that of
South African Hashim Amla, who
scored 181 against Glamorgan in
2009, as the last Essex batsman to
score a century on his county
debut.
The 34-year-old Vijay, who
struggled in the just-concluded Test
series against England before being
dropped from the India squad, was
eventually bowled off an inside
edge by Samit Patel, with 61
required for victory.
This was Essex's fifth victory of
the championship this season.

SINGLES
COLLINGWOOD RETIRES FROM CRICKET

London: Former England all-rounder Paul Collingwood
announced on Thursday that he will end his professional
career at the end of the season, 22 years after making his
first-class debut. A three-time Ashes winner and the only
man to captain England to a global trophy after leading
them to glory in the 2010 World Twenty20, Collingwood
played 68 Tests, 197 one-day internationals and 36 T20
matches. The 42-year-old has been described by his
county side Durham as their "greatest-ever run scorer and
most illustrious player". "After much thought and
deliberation I have decided to announce my retirement
from cricket at the end of the current season,"
Collingwood said. Durham chairman Ian Botham said:
"Paul is one of the greatest all-rounders to ever grace the
game of cricket and to have him playing at Durham, his
home county, for all these years has been an absolute
privilege."

LLORIS, ALLI TO MISS LIVERPOOL, INTER CLASHES
Kidambi Srikanth returns a shot to his opponent during the World Championship in China

PTI/File Picture

SRIKANTH SAILS TO Q/F,
SINDHU, PRANNOY FALL
PTI n TOKYO

atigue caught up with India's premier shuttler P V Sindhu as she was upstaged in
F
straight games but Kidambi Srikanth entered
quarterfinals of the $ 700,000 Japan Open here
on Thursday.
Sindhu was beaten by China's Gao Fangjie
in the women's singles second round, her first
preliminary exit in almost a year. The Indian
went down fighting 18-21, 19-21 in 55 minutes
to the world No 14 Chinese. She had lost in the
opening round at the Denmark Open last
October.
Former world No 1 Srikanth, however, didn't break a sweat as he avenged his Asian Games
loss to Hong Kong's Wong Wing Ki Vincent with
a clinical 21-15, 21-14 victory to enter the men's
singles quarterfinals.
The seventh-seeded Indian, who won a
Silver at the Commonwealth Games, will face
Korea's Lee Dong Keun next.
However, it was curtains for the other Indian
in the men's draw, HS Prannoy, as he went down
to giant-killer Anthony Sinisuka Ginting.
The world No 10 Indonesian defeated formidable Japanese Kento Momota and Olympic
champion Chen Long at the Asian Games.
Sindhu, who has endured a hectic BWF season reaching five finals including three majors
at CWG, World Championship and Asian
Games, seemed mentally drained as errors crept
into her game.
The Indian put up a decent fight as she
recovered from 2-8 down in the opening game
but squandered a 17-14 lead. She was also 1520 down in the second game but managed to
save four match points before once again hitting the net to hand over the match to Gao.
In doubles, the men's pair of Manu Attri and
B Sumeeth Reddy lost 18-21, 21-16, 12-21 to
China's He Jiting and Tan Qiang, while the
mixed combination of Pranaav Jerry Chopra and
N Sikki Reddy lost 16-21, 16-21 to the Malaysian

london: Tottenham Hotspur suffered a double injury
blow ahead of a key week with goalkeeper Hugo Lloris and
midfielder Dele Alli ruled out for Saturday's Premier
League clash with Liverpool and a Champions League trip
to Inter Milan on Tuesday. France's World Cup-winning
captain Lloris is "expected to be out for several weeks"
with a thigh injury according to the club, while manager
Mauricio Pochettino is more hopeful Alli could return in
time for the trip to Brighton on September 22. "Lloris is
going to do another scan to see how is the evolution of his
injury," Pochettino told Sky Sports. Alli suffered a slight
muscle strain in England's Nations League defeat to Spain
last weekend. "(We are) disappointed because we are
going to miss him for maybe this game and against Inter
Milan in Champions League," said Pochettino. "But the
most important thing is it is not a big issue and he will be
available as soon as possible."

TERRY TURNS DOWN SPARTAK MOSCOW OFFER

PV Sindhu reacts after losing point during World C’ship PTI

pair of Chan Peng Soon and Goh Liu Ying in
another match.
In women's singles, Gao relied on her deception to trouble Sindhu early on and took a 8-2
lead. But Sindhu slowly got her bearings,
reaching the shuttles early and placing them perfectly.
She put Gao on the wrong foot to narrow
the lead to 8-10 but a weak return going to the
net gave a three-point advantage to the Chinese.
Two unforced errors by Gao brought Sindhu
back at 13-13. She grabbed a 17-14 lead but it
soon vaporised with the Indian committing a
few errors.
In the second game, Sindhu opened up a 50 lead before committing a service error. Gao
soon dominated the rallies and clawed back at
7-7 after producing a winner on Sindhu's weak
return.
Gao continued to dominate the rallies and
soon grabbed five match points at 20-15.
Sindhu saved four before hitting the net again
to end her campaign here.

moscow: Former Chelsea and England star John Terry
has rejected the chance to make a shock move to Russian
club Spartak Moscow. Terry was reported to be on the
verge of signing for Spartak after being flown by private jet
to Rome on Friday for a medical. The 37-year-old defender
was believed to have been offered a wages in the region of
£3 million ($3.9 million) for a one-year deal. Spartak
appeared confident of securing the high-profile signing,
announcing on social media that they were preparing for
"a very important guest". But after weighing up the move
with his family, Terry, who has two children with his wife
Toni, has opted against making the switch to Moscow.
"After considerable thought, I have decided to decline a
contract offer from Spartak Moscow. I would like to take
the opportunity to thank Spartak and wish them and their
supporters well for the rest of the season," Terry wrote on
his official Instagram account.

CHIEVO FINED FOR FALSE ACCOUNTING

turin: Serie A club Chievo have been deducted three
points and fined 200,000 euros ($232,000) for false
accounting, the Italian Football Association (FIGC)
announced on Thursday. The FIGC's sports tribunal found
Chievo guilty of adding around 27 million euros ($31
million) to the real transfers fees of promising young
players from Italian lower-league club Cesena between
2015 and 2018. Club president Luca Campedelli has been
banned for three months with four advisors also
suspended for six weeks. The Verona club had been
accused of using their player dealings with Cesena to
create a false profit for both clubs and allow them to
satisfy the conditions for registering in their respective
divisions. Chievo played in Serie A in all the seasons
involved. The penalty falls short of the 15-point deduction
requested by prosecutors, and 36 months suspension
against Campedelli.
Agencies

Indian players pose for photo before leaving

Twitter

INDIA LEAVE
FOR ASIA CUP
PTI n MUMBAI

he seasoned Mahendra Singh Dhoni
and Rohit Sharma were among the
T
limited overs specialists who left for
Dubai on Thursday to take part in the Asia
Cup.
To be played in the 50-over format by
six teams, the Asia Cup starts from
Saturday.
All-rounder Kedar Jadhav posted a
picture on his Twitter handle of him along
with Sharma, Dhoni, Yuzvendra Chahal
and Kuldeep Yadav.
Jadhav is making a comeback to the
national side post his surgery for a hamstring injury, which he sustained during
the opening encounter of this year's
Indian Premier League.
"Some of the players have left for the
Asia Cup Thursday while the others will
join them," a BCCI official said.
Chahal and Kuldeep also posted a picture with Dhoni.
India begin their campaign against
minnows Hong Kong on September 18
before taking on arch-rivals Pakistan in a
marquee clash the next day.
India, Pakistan and Hong Kong are in
Group A while Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka form Group B for the preliminary stage.
The top two teams from each group will advance
to the Super Fours with the top two sides from
there making the final.

Tanya, Mansi impress as eves seal series
PTI n GALLE

he Indian women's cricket team on
Thursday held its nerves in
T
pressure situations to beat Sri
Lanka by seven runs in the second
ODI, taking an unassailable 2-0
lead in the three-match series.
India also earned two additional points as the match is a part
of
the
ICC
Women's
Championship.
Batting first, India were all out
for 219 in 50 overs on a slow track
where young wicketkeeper Tanya
Bhatia's 68 off 66 balls turned out
to be a match-winning knock.
In reply, the visitors bowled out
the hosts for 212 in 48.1 overs with
seamer Mansi Joshi taking 3/51 and leftarm spinner Rajeshwari Gayakwad chipping in with 2/37.
Earlier, put into bat, the Indians
failed to get going primarily due
to slow batting from veteran
skipper Mithali Raj, who consumed 121 balls to score 52 with
four boundaries.
Mithali simply couldn't keep
the scoreboard ticking as she
failed to find the gaps during the
middle overs. Coming to bat in
the fifth over, she was finally dismissed in the 39th over, after
which the Indian innings gained
some momentum.
It was youngsters Tanya and
Dayalan Hemlatha (35 off 31
balls), who propped up the scoreboard, taking the team closer to

the 220-run mark.
It could have been more
but India lost four wickets in
the final over with part-time
seamer Chamari Atapattu taking
three for 42.
Opener Atapattu (57, 95 balls)
and Shashikala Siriwardene (49) added
89 runs for the fourth wicket to keep the
islanders afloat.
However, Siriwardene was run-out and
Mansi took a return catch to dismiss Atapattu,
as Sri Lanka were reduced to 134 for five from
129 for three.
In the lower order, Damayanthi De
Silva (31 off 19 balls) kept their hopes
alive, hitting two fours and two sixes,
while adding 40 runs for the eighth
wicket with Kalua Prabodhani (7).
At 205 for seven in 46.3 overs, Sri
Lanka needed 15 runs from 21 deliveries with three wickets in hand.
But Gayakwad cleaned up
Prabodhani and Mansi got
Damayanthi to edge one to Tanya
behind the stumps to make it 207 for
nine.
With only eight required off the last
two overs, Mithali asked off-spinner Deepti
Sharma to bowl the penultimate over. Last
batter Inoka Ranaweera was stumped by
Bhatia as she went for a wild slog, giving
India victory.

BRIEF SCORES

India 219 in 50 overs (Tanya Bhatia 68 off
66 balls, Mithali Raj 52 off 121 balls).
Sri Lanka 212 in 48.1 overs (Chamari
Atapattu 57, Shashikala Sriwardene 49,
Rajeshwari Gayakwad 2/37, Mansi Joshi

‘Cook is great ambassador of game’
IANS n LONDON

erming just-retired Alastair
Cook as the 'mentally toughest
T
cricketer', English pace great James
Anderson has said his former skipper was unflusterable on the pitch
which helped him become a great
ambassador of the game.
Anderson, who recently surpassed Australian great Glenn
McGrath's haul of 563 wickets to
become the most successful fast
bowler in the history of Test cricket, also said that not counting him- Alastair Cook (left), James Anderson ECB
self as one of the most destructive
batsmen made Cook spend longer is 'unflusterable'," added the 36-yearold pacer.
time at the crease.
Speaking on his greatest influ"I think Alastair Cook is the
most mentally tough cricketer I ever ence in the game of cricket,
played with. He accepts that he is not Anderson said: "When I started first
the most destructive batsman, so he team cricket, my captain Warren
has to spend more time at the crease Hegg said don't worry about swing
in an innings," Anderson told on a just try as fast as you can. That
helped me, picking the right time."
Star Sports special - Ace of Pace.
"That experience helped me
"It is difficult to unsettle him. He

later on, when to bowl swing &
when to seam. My coach Mike
Watkinson taught me how to swing
the ball and that was the biggest
help. I worked with him very closely when I suffered stress fracture
and got back to 1st team cricket in
Lancashire," expressed the paceman.
Anderson further said that a
fast bowler needs to be mentally fitter than a batsman.
"For a batsman 6 hours on field
is different than that for a bowler.
You can get hot and bothered, it is
more physically demanding. As a
bowler you have to make a decision
what ball you want to bowl," he
opined.
Acknowledging his first ever
memory on a cricket field, the rightarm quickie said: "My first memory is about being in the stands of
Old Trafford, I was 13-14 years old.
Big crowd, I think Yorkshire was
playing, big game."

